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ABSTRACT 
The Internet has changed substantially from a limited communication tool to a fully interactive in-
formation sharing environment. Quality of Service (QoS) Oblivious applications such as messaging 
and email have lost their dominance to time-critical and bandwidth-intensive multimedia services 
such as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), video conferencing and Video on Demand (VoD). This 
considerable change in QoS demand places a heavy burden on the Internet design, including its 
underlying network protocols. Solutions such as multipath routing have therefore been proposed to 
improve data delivery performance and capacity by spreading the distribution of traffic using the 
network’s inherent path diversity. Although these network-oriented techniques are useful for Inter-
net Service Providers (ISPs) to engineer their resources effectively, they do not necessarily satisfy 
the requirements of end-users. The reason is that the exclusive control of ISPs in determining the 
data paths prevents the end-users from reacting to QoS degradation caused by congestion in that 
path, even after they have noticed such QoS deterioration. On the other hand, granting full source 
routing capabilities to end-users has its own disadvantages. Firstly, these end-users require regular-
ly updated knowledge of the network topology and its traffic, which is not scalable and would 
impose a large overhead on the network. Secondly, the computed source routes may violate the ISP 
traffic engineering policies or may cause network congestions. 
To address the problems of network-controlled and source-controlled routing paradigms, this 
thesis considers a middle cooperative approach between ISP and users, which provides a modest 
amount of control for the end-user to select the path from a limited set of path options, rather than 
being obliged, as in the current Internet, to follow a single pre-determined path. The path candi-
dates are computed by the ISP based on its performance objectives (such as balanced link 
utilisations) and presented to the end-user. By restricting the extent of end-user control in the In-
tradomain path selection process to a few policy-compliant path options, the ISPs’ traffic 
engineering considerations are not compromised, and the objectives of both communication parties 
are fulfilled at the same time. 
Based on the above principle, a cooperative edge selected routing algorithm is presented to 
demonstrate the viability of this approach and its potential to reach win-win solutions for both 
communication parties (ISPs and end-users). The algorithm performance is further validated with 
mathematical analysis. Then, a more scalable version is proposed to increase the efficiency and 
decrease the memory and processing overhead. Finally, the performance and robustness of the al-
gorithm in the face of network traffic changes is further improved with Genetic Algorithm. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Context 
The ongoing growth in volume of Internet traffic and particularly, the Quality of Service (QoS) 
demanding applications, challenges today’s Best Effort routing mechanisms in the Internet. As 
these customary algorithms poorly consider the performance of data paths [1], they struggle to cope 
with the rapidly increasing amount of QoS-Sensitive traffic. Therefore, numerous solutions have 
been proposed in the literature to provide improved performance of data delivery so as to ensure 
provision of high QoS. These proposals include traffic engineering, QoS routing, deflection rout-
ing, and multipath routing. Among these, multipath routing provides several end-to-end paths to 
route the packets from source to destination and is the subject of the approach described in this the-
sis. 
Multipath routing algorithms are mainly divided into two groups: network controlled multipath 
routing and source controlled multipath routing. While both groups of algorithms try to use the 
network resources more efficiently with multiple paths between each source and destination, either 
concurrently or one at a time, they differ over the approach they take to balance the control mecha-
nism between end-users and the network. 
- Network Controlled Routing: The network providers take advantage of the inherent path 
diversity in the network topology to create multiple end-to-end packet-delivery paths be-
tween end-nodes. In today’s Internet, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) have full control 
over the end-to-end path. Packets of data take routes pre-computed by the providers from 
source to destination and the end-users do not have any control over the data delivery paths. 
The problem is that if a flow faces congestion or other disruption in the path (for example, 
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) might lose End-to-End (ETE) connectivity for a few 
minutes), the end-user cannot do anything to avoid it. This is because ISPs aggregate differ-
ent flows to make a better use of address space and save extra costs. Thus, the degraded 
service has no chance of survival in a congested path. 
- Source Controlled Routing: In classic source controlled routing approaches, the source 
computes and enforces the path over the network without the ISP having any control over 
the way the paths are computed and chosen. Source is referring here to either an end-user 
(either a human interacting with network-aware applications or an end-application) or an 
ISP from which the content originates. Source routing, in the meaning of source having full 
visibility of the entire Internet and the full power to compute the data paths, is not consid-
ered scalable, secure, nor policy-compliant [2, 3, 4]. 
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1.2 Scope and Objectives 
In this thesis, it is argued that the challenges of pure network controlled or source controlled rout-
ing approaches can be addressed by shifting the routing control plane from a dedicated network or 
source controlled paradigm to a more cooperative approach between the ISPs and the end-users. 
The hypothesis investigated here is that this cooperative approach will lead to better network re-
source management and improved delivery of quality of service to network users. The overall 
objective of this work is thus to consider approaches for providing the end-user with some level of 
routing control while optimising the network performance for both ISPs and the end-users. 
Each of the communication parties has their own interests. On the one hand, the end-user who 
knows best what QoS level is suitable for its particular application is looking for ensured quality 
for its services. On the other hand, the provider who has a complete view of network conditions is 
concerned about the balance of traffic across the network. Here is a conflict in satisfying both 
needs, since one can adversely affect the other. The research described in this thesis attempts to 
address this challenge with a middle solution, which looks at both sides’ benefits. The objective is 
to minimise congestions and balance traffic in ISP networks, and at the same time give users path 
options to route their packets with minimum end-to-end delay. 
The clash of interests can be resolved if the end-users are presented with path options by the ISP 
for their desired quality of service. If the end-users are under the guidance of an ISP in their choice 
of path (as opposed to either the unlimited choice of source routing or the single offering of short-
est path routing), there might be a way to reduce or eliminate network congestion. While the 
network provider takes into account the QoS required by the end-user in calculating paths, it con-
siders offering options, which helps in balancing the traffic level across the network. In this way, 
the end-users will benefit from guaranteed QoS and the network will have a balanced traffic 
throughout. 
1.3 Achievements 
The contributions of this thesis are four fold: 
- Utilisation Aware Edge Selection Routing (UAESR) [5] is initially presented as a novel al-
gorithm for calculation of a few QoS-Aware paths, which will be offered by the ISP to the 
end-user as policy compliant path options in addition to the default least cost path. In 
UAESR, the end-users will benefit from guaranteed QoS and the network will have a bal-
anced traffic throughout. Simulation results show that it is possible to improve the ETE path 
delay in the network whilst also reducing the Maximum Link Utilisation (MLU).  
- Mathematical analysis of UAESR performance across various network topologies is pre-
sented. The analysis considered individual link utilisations to reveal the reasons for 
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variation of mean link utilisation, MLU, and ETE delay with QoS fractions and suggested 
the possibility of “win-win” solutions that satisfy the objectives of both communication par-
ties (the ISPs and the end-users) at the same time without one negatively affect the other. 
- Scalable Cooperative Intradomain Routing (SCIR) algorithm is proposed as a scalable ver-
sion of UAESR in which, the ISP constructs a small number of QoS-Aware delivery trees 
and offers to the end-user the derived paths from those trees along with the default least cost 
path. The end-user can then choose any path option that fulfils its QoS requirements. Simu-
lations using real network topologies and traffic matrices show the attainment of joint 
objectives in cooperative approach. It is shown with simulations that an improvement in 
traffic balancing throughout the network is obtained, as well as a reduction in the maximum 
link utilisation and the mean delay of all end-to-end paths in the network, while increasing 
the total throughput. 
- A Genetic Algorithm (GA) was developed to make SCIR more scalable and robust to net-
work traffic changes with path probing features as well as improving the performance of 
SCIR in reducing MLU and ETE delay. Simulations on GEANT and Abilene demonstrated 
the capability of GA to optimise both Shortest Path (SP) and SCIR to further reduce as far 
as feasible the MLU and ETE delay while increasing the throughput, across a wider range 
of QoS-Sensitive traffic compared to the original shortest path setting. In addition, the ge-
netic algorithm can be generalised to produce various sets of desirable results based on the 
specified fitness function that takes into account the amount and range of improvement for 
MLU, ETED, and throughput. 
1.4 Overview of Dissertation 
The structure of the thesis is as follows: 
- In Chapter 2, existing proposals in the literature are reviewed for network controlled and 
edge controlled multipath routing.  The common objective of these papers is to enhance the 
performance of single path routing in the Internet. Different aspects of these routing ap-
proaches are then discussed and compared in more details. 
- In Chapter 3, an initial solution for a cooperative routing algorithm is proposed with Utilisa-
tion Aware Edge Selected Routing (UAESR) algorithm and some initial performance results 
are presented which show promising outcomes. 
- In Chapter 4, the performance of the UAESR algorithm is analytically studied by develop-
ment of mathematical formulation and validation of formulae with simulation. 
- In Chapter 5, Scalable Cooperative Intradomain Routing (SCIR) algorithm is presented as a 
more scalable version of UAESR. SCIR uses a small number of QoS-Aware delivery trees 
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to route the packets between sources and destinations. 
- In Chapter 6, SCIR is further improved by using an evolutionary approach to give an opti-
mised set of link weights with respect to a specified fitness function that takes into account 
the amount and range of improvement for MLU, ETED, and throughput at the same time. 
- Finally, the findings of the thesis are summarised and proposals for future work are present-
ed in Chapter 7. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
The current routing protocols in the Internet (either in Intra or Inter domain) rely mainly on single 
path offering mechanisms, which provide only one end-to-end path at any time. Although the Inter-
net has a well-connected network of routers and domains, the traffic between two particular end-
hosts always takes the same end-to-end route. This single-path routing has some disadvantages: 
- Within a single domain (Intradomain), some more popular links will be used as hops that 
carry many shortest paths (due to the relatively low cost of the popular links) and eventually 
become sources of congestion. These congested, or overutilised links in the presence of oth-
er links remaining underutilised, show poor traffic balancing throughout the network 
because of this single path routing. 
- Across the domains, Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) as the current Interdomain routing 
protocol supports only a single path between any two domains to reach a particular destina-
tion address prefix. This is simply because the potential advantages of supporting multiple 
paths, whether for congestions relief, failure recovery, or Quality of Service (QoS), were not 
considered in the design of BGP. However, in case of a congestion or failure in the path, it 
takes BGP in order of minutes to re-converge. This convergence delay can have significant-
ly negative impacts on subsequent data flows, which have no other choice to route around 
the congested or failed link or node and avoid service deterioration (delay, jitter, loss). This 
problem severely affects delay-sensitive and delay-oblivious services alike. 
In the literature, new routing algorithms have been developed to remedy the above problems by 
more efficiently using the richly connected Internet topology to offer better end-to-end reliability 
and path diversity. In this thesis, the routing proposals are categorised as either “network controlled 
multipath routing” or “edge controlled multipath routing” algorithms. While both categories have a 
common capability of multiple path computation, their primary difference is the entity that decides 
which path to select. To have an overall picture of the state of the art and limit the number of nu-
merous multipath routing algorithms to a manageable extent, a selection of algorithms in each 
group is chosen and discussed in more detail and their advantages and disadvantages are consid-
ered. 
2.2 Network Controlled Multipath Routing 
In the following multipath routing algorithms, network providers take advantage of the inherent 
path diversity in the network topology to create multiple end-to-end packet-delivery paths between 
end-nodes. This will improve data delivery performance and capacity, as well as enabling to route 
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around congestions and failures in the network. The important point is that the path selection is 
done by the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) (Autonomous Systems - ASes). The algorithms are 
reviewed in the following subsections based on their common operation approach. 
2.2.1 Analysis of Current Shortest Path Routing in the Internet 
Savage et al. [1] study the effect of current state of routing protocols in the Internet on the End-
to-End (ETE) performance. They argue that the factors considered by current routing protocols in 
the Internet to compute ETE paths, loosely correlate with performance and instead, rely more on 
ISP-defined routing policies which might be conflicting across multiple domains. They compare 
the quality of the default ETE shortest paths in the Internet versus the best alternative shortest paths 
in terms of round-trip-time, bandwidth, and loss-rate. Alternative shortest paths in this study are 
constructed with concatenation of path segments between the source and multiple other intermedi-
ate nodes in the ETE path. Through qualitative trace-based measurements of end-to-end paths 
between different remote hosts in the Internet (for each of the aforementioned QoS metrics), they 
show that in 30%-80% of cases, an alternate shortest path exists with significantly better quality. 
The supremacy of alternate paths is attributed to avoiding congested areas, which in turn results in 
less propagation delay. 
2.2.2 Traffic Engineering Approach 
The Equal Cost Multi Path (ECMP) protocol [6] is one of the early algorithms that exploited the 
rich connectivity of links in the Intradomain to support multipath capability to OSPF (Open Short-
est Path First) routing. If more than one shortest path (with equal cost) exist between a pair of 
source and destination nodes (regardless of any overlap between the paths), ECMP equally splits 
the packets and forwards them on those paths. The drawbacks of ECMP are: 1) There may not be 
multiple paths between every source and destination pair with equal costs; and 2) ECMP only for-
wards the traffic on a packet-by-packet basis in equal proportions between multiple paths and does 
not consider network conditions and possible congestions in the ETE path. Therefore, there may be 
cases of out-of-order packet delivery due to some packets being delayed by congestion on one of 
the paths while the other packets already arrived at the destination node. 
Optimised Multi Path (OMP) protocol [7] addresses most of ECMP drawbacks: 1) The condi-
tion of least cost for shortest path is relaxed in OMP and the multiple paths should not necessarily 
have the same cost. Therefore, if there is any next hop with a cost lower than that of the next hop 
on the shortest path, then that next hop is considered a viable path option in OMP. However, for the 
rest of the path beyond any such next hop path, only the shortest paths should be used for routing 
the packets; 2) The distribution of traffic over multiple paths is inversely proportional to path utili-
sations inferred from link state information. In addition, to resolve any possible out-of-order packet 
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delivery at destination node, the distribution of traffic is done on a flow-by-flow basis. OMP is still 
susceptible to congestion if multiple nodes simultaneously start using OMP paths that share some 
common subpaths. This could lead to unwanted congestion at particular shared links and result in 
further OMP triggering and network instability. 
Penalizing Exponential Flow-spliTting (PEFT) [8] is a new link state routing protocol that is 
proposed to replace OSPF with optimal traffic splitting capabilities. The destination-based hop-by-
hop forwarding mechanism in PEFT allows for simultaneous split of traffic across multiple path 
options but with a penalising function for longer paths. Contrary to ECMP (wherein the traffic is 
evenly split among the shortest paths), PEFT exponentially reduces the percentage of traffic on 
paths with larger sums of link weights. 
In PEFT, the algorithm takes a given traffic matrix and starts an iterative process of link weight 
optimisation with an initial set of link weights. PEFT calculates the paths created by the first set of 
link weights and then computes the link loads for the given traffic matrix. Then, it linearly increas-
es the weight of overutilised links and decreases the weight of underutilised links. PEFT continues 
this iterative process until the load on each link is the same as its necessary capacity in the defined 
Network Entropy Maximisation (NEM) framework. This procedure requires further processing re-
source, as well as extra space on routers to store split ratios, but the authors claim that the burden is 
not that significant to be considered as a new bottleneck. 
PEFT has advantage over multi-commodity flow type of routing such as MPLS (Multi Protocol 
Label Switching). The simplicity of link state routing management allows PEFT to independently 
calculate the routes in each router based on the link weights. The routers are also capable of split-
ting the traffic autonomously using the mentioned technique. In contrast, optimality in MPLS 
comes at the cost of establishing many end-to-end tunnels to forward the packets. 
Given the above advantages, PEFT still does not take into account the requirements of end-user 
in providing the link weight settings. Instead, it only attempts to optimally balance the traffic for 
the provider and minimise the maximum utilisation across the network. This may not necessarily 
reflect the desire of for example an end-user with a high bandwidth or low delay service require-
ment. In addition, PEFT like many other traffic engineering algorithms, does not take the online 
dynamics of network traffic into account. 
Adaptive Multi toPoLogy traffic Engineering (AMPLE) [9] presents an Intradomain multi topol-
ogy Traffic Engineering (TE) scheme that is capable of handling the dynamics of online traffic. 
Unlike PEFT, which is designed for offline traffic engineering, AMPLE performs both offline and 
online optimisations in two distinct TE phases. To create maximum path diversity between pairs of 
source and destination in the network, AMPLE performs offline link weight optimisation using ge-
netic algorithm. The offline link weight optimisation in AMPLE is based solely on the physical 
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network topology and does not require the knowledge of any traffic matrix a priori. The objective 
of the optimisation function is to minimise (for a given source-destination pair) the chance of a par-
ticular link being shared by all routing topologies and avoid creating critical links across those 
virtual routing topologies. 
AMPLE exploits a local monitoring system to measure the volume of intra-POP (Point Of Pres-
ence) traffic and the utilisation of network links, periodically. Then, a central traffic engineer 
managing entity performs online adjustment of traffic split ratios for multiple paths between the 
source and destination pairs across multiple virtual topologies in order to minimise the maximum 
link utilisation in the network. While this novel approach provides effective real-time traffic engi-
neering, it only focuses on the QoS requirements of the network operator and does not consider the 
requirements of the end-user in spreading the traffic across the network. 
2.2.3 Deflection Routing and Failure Recovery Approach 
BANANAS [10] presents an evolutionary and incrementally deployable framework for multipath 
routing through partial upgrades of network nodes with multipath capability, possibly across multi-
ple ASes). Upgraded routers can use flexible multipath algorithms like k-shortest paths, all k-hop 
paths, or k-disjoint paths to compute diverse paths. These paths can be encoded with a short hash 
that contains a sequence of globally known identifiers e.g. router IDs, link interface IDs, link 
weights, or AS numbers. Therefore, there will be no need for an explicit out-of-band signalling 
mechanism. Linux based implementation of BANANAS on Emulab testbed shows that BANANAS 
enables the routers to use spare capacity by routing the flows through diverse paths. The drawback 
is the control plane overhead to advertise the existence of multiple AS_PATHs to neighbour ASes 
in Interdomain routing. 
OSR (One-hop Source Routing) [11] suggests reacting to Internet path failures by routing 
around them through a small number of intermediaries. The node that perceives the Interdomain 
path failure simultaneously reroutes the packets to randomly selected neighbour nodes, which form 
a sufficiently disjoint path from the default path. Because the alternative next-hop selection is ran-
dom, OSR does not need prior knowledge of network condition, thus eliminating the network 
monitoring overhead and making the algorithm scalable. In addition, to mitigate multiple failures, 
OSR algorithm forwards the packets onto four intermediaries (random-4) to bypass any other pos-
sible path failures in the same region of the network. However, OSR is not very effective at source-
side or destination-side failures where the connectivity degree of the edge nodes is low, hence there 
are not many alternative sufficiently disjoint paths. As an example, there will not be a noticeable 
improvement in Web browsing experience if the failure is caused by Web server or Web client. The 
other issue is although the random selection of alternative next-hop in OSR algorithm makes it in-
dependent of any network condition knowledge (which makes it more scalable and easier to 
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implement), it may cause longer ETE delays by deflecting packets to highly congested areas. 
 
Figure 2.1.  An Example of Failure Recovery in One-hop Source Routing (OSR) [11] 
Failure in path from src to dst2: src simultaneously routes to i2, i3, i4, and i5. The path from src to i2 and the 
path from i3 to dst2 have failures of their own, but the src can reach dst2 through i4 or i5. 
Massively Multipath (m-Path) routing algorithm [12] uses a set of geographically distributed 
proxies tracked by a central Registration Server (RS) to construct one-hop detour paths between 
end-hosts, based on OSR algorithm model. The source node in m-Path algorithm sends request to 
RS for available proxies. The RS then forwards a subset of active proxies to the source node. As 
soon as the source detects congestion in the direct path, it starts to forward the packets via the prox-
ies it has obtained before, in an attempt to increase the throughput. m-Path infers any shared 
bottlenecks in the paths from correlated packet loss intervals, and based on that it performs load 
aggregation to keep the utilisation of the direct path at maximum. 
AI-RON-E [13] improves the success rate and speed of OSR [11] failure-masking ability by ex-
ploiting a more intelligent intermediary selection algorithm (as opposed to random intermediary 
selection of OSR). This is done by using a small cache of path topology information obtained from 
servers that provide partial views of the Internet. The cache then takes a heuristic approach to re-
move bad candidates for intermediary selection by removing those paths, which have intermediate 
nodes that also appear in the direct path from source to destination.  
Congestion-triggered multipath routing (CTMP) algorithm [14] deflects the data flows from a 
particular node to its neighbours, if the mean utilisation of the outgoing link on that node exceeds a 
threshold value. The flows then take the shortest path from the neighbour nodes towards the desti-
nation and relieve the congestion in the network. So effectively, this multipath routing protocol is a 
kind of deflection routing based on shortest path mechanism. CTMP balances the proportion of 
traffic that should be forwarded on each deflecting path by exploiting a network information ex-
change mechanism that provides the link utilisation and path utilisation data to the source. 
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Disjoint Multi Path Routing (DMPR) [15] provides link-disjoint and node-disjoint multipath 
routing for resilient failure recovery. DMPR is a distributed algorithm that uses local information to 
construct two link-disjoint or node-disjoint coloured trees (namely red and blue) from every node 
in the network towards a designated destination node, called the drain node, in a multipoint to point 
communication scenario. There are two delivery trees for every drain node, which effectively 
means there are two available paths and therefore, two entries in the forwarding table of each router 
for every particular drain node. 
DMPR applies the Depth First Search (DFS) technique on local neighbourhood information to 
compute two completely link or node disjoint trees for every destination (drain) node. The detailed 
mechanism involves assigning a TOKEN for the drain node to initiate a sequential path search 
along its immediate neighbours to form a cycle of unvisited nodes. During this cycle query, every 
node from which the search message was received is added as the parent node on the blue tree and 
every node from which the success message was received is added as the parent of the red tree. 
Then, the TOKEN is passed to other unvisited neighbours of the drain node, and subsequently to 
any other unvisited neighbours of those neighbours, to carry out the same cycle query. This search 
procedure continues until all unvisited nodes in the network are exhausted and both trees are 
formed completely. 
Although DMPR can quickly identify link and node disjoint coloured trees in small networks, it 
will be unscalable in larger networks due to its heuristic nature. The other point is DMPR does not 
consider any QoS provisions or congestion awareness in constructing these coloured trees. As a 
result, the QoS performance of such trees are not guaranteed. 
YAMR (Yet Another Multipath Routing) [16] presents a BGP policy-compliant multipath compu-
tation algorithm for the Interdomain to improve path resiliency. YAMR constructs multiple 
deviations of the BGP’s default path, each of them assuming that a certain link in the default path is 
down. Therefore, each of the alternate paths in YAMR is capable of masking a particular single 
Interdomain link failure. However, this comes at the price of increased overhead in the control 
plane because of alternative path advertisements. To mitigate the increased churn rate and reduce 
the high BGP message rate caused by path failure and recovery, the authors suggest a hiding tech-
nique that prevents the ASes from propagating failures to their neighbours if they can safely route 
around the failures. In this way, they limit the extent of the region affected by a failure. 
Interdomain routers in YAMR need more memory to store the extra forwarding entries in the 
forwarding table. The other downside is that YAMR may not be able to cope with failures with 
more than one hop. Therefore, the hiding mechanism may cause route oscillations. 
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Figure 2.2.  An Illustration of Failure Hiding Mechanism in YAMR [16] 
For example, AS G does not need to know about the failure of E-C or A-B Interdomain links because if it 
wants to route through those links, AS E or AS A will route through alternative YAMR constructed paths 
which mask the failure of E-C and A-B links. 
2.2.4 Interdomain Multipath Negotiation Approach 
MIRO (Multipath Interdomain ROuting) [2] achieves path multiplicity in Interdomain through 
bilateral negotiations between neighbouring ASes based on a request-response query system. While 
the default routing algorithm remains BGP, neighbouring ASes may willingly provide more transit 
services and routes at an agreed price. The paths are then set up using IP-in-IP tunnelling. MIRO is 
incrementally deployable over BGP however; the additional paths at the routers come at the ex-
pense of more signalling and memory overhead. 
2.2.5 Overlay Multipath Routing Approach 
GTSR (Game Theoretic Stochastic Routing) [17] suggests a proactive multipath routing scheme 
as an application-layer overlay in order to find the most reliable path across a network. It takes a 
game theory approach and finds all end-to-end paths between two points, then computes the next-
hop probability (probability of a packet taking a particular next-hop) using a max-flow computation 
on the entire network graph (with link capacities given by 1/Pfail(L) where the Pfail(L) is the proba-
bility of fault occurrence for link L). By introducing performance metrics such as outage duration 
(which measures the duration of failures experienced by end hosts) and link gains (which measures 
successful packet delivery rate), they devise the best paths for packet delivery. Then, they use these 
paths to proactively forward packets and more effectively overcome path failures in comparison 
with single path routing. However, it has not been mentioned how these paths are enforced simul-
taneously in the network. The drawback of this method is that it needs network background 
monitoring of link failures and loss rates, which may not be scalable in large networks. 
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2.3 Edge Controlled Multipath Routing 
In this section, a group of multipath routing proposals known as edge (or source or user or end-
host) controlled (or directed or selectable) routing is reviewed. These routing algorithms try to im-
prove the packet delivery system by empowering the end-users in the path selection process by 
allowing them to compute the end-to-end paths.  Therefore, the end-users have exclusive control of 
path computation and selection. 
These algorithms try to address the conflict of interests between the network providers and the 
end-users. The rationale is as follows: 
- While much of the traffic in today’s Internet is generated by the end-systems, they have lit-
tle or no control over the routes their packets take. This is particularly undesirable for the 
users who perceive the poor QoS (caused by failures and congestions in the paths), but are 
not capable of responding and avoiding the performance degradation. 
- The other reason for such demand (control over the path selection) by the end-hosts is that 
ISPs aggregate different flows together to make a better use of their addressing resources. If 
a customer requires a particular level of service, it is more difficult to be served in aggregat-
ed routing. 
2.3.1 Disadvantages of Network Controlled Multipath Routing 
Clark et al. [18] point out the tussle in interests of different communication parties in today’s In-
ternet and encourage a more open architecture. Some of the examples of this tussle are: 
- Users want to have more diversity in their service selections and be able to change between 
the best providers of various services. However, lack of enough competition allows the pro-
viders to lock in the customers to their networks. 
- Customers would like to have control over their long-distance providers for better end-to-
end packet delivery with desired level of QoS. Nevertheless, providers are not willing to re-
linquish such power to the end-users in favour of their own policies and traffic engineering 
considerations. 
- Solutions such as explicit QoS and multicast were designed by the research community to 
improve end-to-end packet delivery for end-users. However, they are never deployed exten-
sively by the ISPs because the latter were reluctant to implement the costly upgrades for 
supporting these services. This was due to absence of a certain guarantee for increased rev-
enue. 
The authors propose to design the future Internet architecture in a way that supports more 
choice as well as greater ability of all communication parties to express their preferences. In this 
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way, the tussles listed above could be addressed and the needs of all parties satisfied. As a case, 
they suggest end-user empowerment in path selection. Although this may seem to be more burden 
than blessing for naive users, however, it fosters competition among ISPs to provide better services 
at lower costs and improve end-to-end performance and reliability [18, 19]. It has also been empha-
sised that a proper payment and pricing mechanism for such enhanced services would stimulate the 
ISPs to invest in further developments and offer diverse services. 
In a similar analogy, Laskowski et al. [20] argue that the reason for network resistance to evolu-
tions such as IntServ, DiffServ, and IP Multicast is the lack of competition in access networks. They 
suggest that the combination of source routing with a hop-pricing system can restore innovation in 
access network as a result of bringing competition between network providers to provide network 
upgrades and maintain a more evolvable network architecture. 
Caesar et al. [21] argue that the network cannot efficiently detect certain failures such as appli-
cation-specific performance issues or malicious buggy routers. Therefore, using a single-path 
network controlled routing protocol leaves the end-users vulnerable to such faults because the net-
work does not have any way of knowing when it needs to switch to a different working path. 
More studies carried out to encourage the user empowerment in end-to-end path selection. A 
game theory study of selfish routing (source routing and overlay routing approaches) [3] shows that 
despite previous theoretical results, selfish routing does not result in suboptimal routing perfor-
mance. In fact, it can achieve close to optimal average latency but at the cost of increased 
congestion on some links. However, the selfish route selection approach results in reduced effec-
tiveness of traffic engineering because of less predictable traffic patterns. They also show that 
OSPF route optimisation does not interact effectively with selfish routing due to limited control 
over selfish traffic. In contrast, MPLS route optimisations interact more effectively with such traf-
fic because of more fine-grained control that is available in MPLS. 
Another study [22] compares the performance of two different approaches to a multicast for-
warding plane. The authors argue that the packet-driven forwarding (source routing) has several 
advantages over table-driven forwarding (IP multicast) in terms of scalability (number and size of 
groups), forwarding performance, control architecture simplicity, and state management stability. 
Despite all the advantages, source controlled routing has some problems as well. It makes the 
traffic engineering more difficult for providers, particularly for the intermediate ASes in the end-to-
end path. Granting too much control to the end-users may result in traffic oscillations. To compute 
the paths, sources depend on the global knowledge of network topology. Getting these data to the 
end-nodes and keep them updated on the changes incurs a great overhead on the network [2]. An-
other danger is the security threat (as in IP loose source routing) which is one of the main reasons 
the ISPs currently block the source routing traffic in their networks. 
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2.3.2 Deflection Routing Approach 
Based on grounds of deflection routing and hot-potato routing, SSPD (Source Selectable Path 
Diversity) [23] proposes a routing system that creates diverse paths between two end-points by us-
ing a set of rules that enforces the ISPs’ point of view. These rules enable each intermediate router 
to deflect the packets off the shortest path around the location of a fault. Despite the independent 
choices of deflection in different routers, the rules are defined in such a way that ensures a set of 
loop-free diverse paths. In Rule 1, each router can deflect to any neighbour that has a lower cost to 
the destination than itself. Rule 2 allows for deflections to neighbours with higher costs to the des-
tination provided that the cost sufficiently decreases on the next hop. To avoid any possible 
immediate backtracking caused by Rule 2, Rule 3 ensures that the neighbour node has a path to 
reach the destination without using the backtracking link. To do that, Rule 1 and 2 are applied to a 
situation wherein the backtracking node is considered to be removed from the network topology. 
Once the deflecting routes are identified, an end-node can then run simple probing tests to find the 
most suitable path (in terms of reliability, bandwidth, etc) for its packets. Finally, it labels its pack-
ets using either a shim layer tag encoding or IP tag encoding to determine which path the packets 
should take through the network. While SSPD may seem to be a proper choice for local route repair 
due to its simplicity and trivial deployment, lack of a centralised mechanism may cause changes in 
ISP egress point and thus affect the extent of the region in which this algorithm is effective. 
2.3.3 New Routing Architectures 
Hadimani et al. [24] try to address the scalability problem of source routing by network parti-
tioning to reduce the number of update messages. The border nodes in adjacent partitions 
communicate with each other to exchange link updates and QoS metrics. When a source wants to 
reach a particular destination, it specifies the destination and the required QoS constraints for the 
communication to all border nodes. These border nodes all reply to the source with their path and 
the border link QoS metrics. The source then uses the information to build the best end-to-end path. 
NIRA (New Inter-Domain Routing Architecture) [19] is another protocol proposed in favour of 
end-host controlled routing with the same arguments against a network-controlled routing architec-
ture. The authors emphasise that a design for end-user controlled routing must consider 
characteristics such as scalability, efficiency, evolvability, incremental deployability, and answer 
the questions about failure-free route discovery, route encoding in packet header, and practical pric-
ing schemes. 
In NIRA, the network is divided into three sections; sender side, receiver side, and the core (the 
network of Tier-1 providers). NIRA then realises user choice by giving it the ability to create do-
main-level (as opposed to router-level) routes. The software agent on end-user’s machine (based on 
the user’s preferences) exploits the information gained through TIPP (Topology Information Prop-
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agation Protocol) to build the uphill segment of the path (from the source to the core). It also que-
ries the NRLS (Name-to-Route Lookup Service) for the downhill part of the end-to-end path (from 
the core to the destination). The source and destination then exchange a few packets to negotiate a 
suitable choice of data delivery path (among possibly various paths constructed by the concatena-
tion of different uphill and downhill path segments). Finally, both path segments are encoded in the 
packet header properly to show the end-to-end path. The core then routes the packet from the last 
domain in uphill segment to first domain in downhill segment. The assumption is that the core is so 
powerful in packet delivery capability that the path through the core does not need to be explicitly 
specified. To fulfil the payment requirement, the user can only choose from those direct and indi-
rect providers it pays for. NIRA achieves the scalability of routing with AS numbers at the cost of 
variable-length header overhead. 
Path Splicing [25] combines multiple routing trees (slices) in the end-to-end path to improve re-
liability and route around network failures. Path splicing creates these trees between the end-nodes 
by slight random perturbations of link weights in the Intradomain and storing k best routes on the 
Interdomain routers. The end-users can then control the traffic en route to destination by changing a 
few bits in packet header to switch between different trees. The multiple paths in this algorithm 
however, come at the price of more forwarding table entries and there might not be much QoS dif-
ference between the various alternative paths. The other problem is the overhead in network 
utilisation due to using longer paths. 
 
Figure 2.3.  Routing Trees (Slices) in Path Splicing [25] 
Another study [26] has shown that although they may be many backup paths, only a few of 
those can be exploited by path splicing since only a limited number of splices are used to build the 
end-to-end path. This results in no backup paths in the face of link failures in some situations which 
becomes even worse in small networks such as GEANT. The other problem with path splicing is 
because the link weight perturbations are based on the original link weights to reduce the stretch, 
for traffic between nodes that are 1-2 hops away, still the shortest path is chosen most of the times 
and the reliability will not be improved by path splicing. In addition, the changing of trees by end 
hosts could result in routing oscillations and an attacker can potentially use this feature to misbe-
have in the network. 
In addition, the authors of [27] challenge the convergence and security of Path Splicing algo-
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rithm. While end-users would like to have power to change the end-to-end path because of avoid-
ing a bad quality path, being greedy to have a better quality path, and taking advantage of multiple 
paths at the same time, the Path Splicing may fail and pose problems in realisation of end-user ex-
pectations in the following senses: 
- It will most likely result in at least one oscillating path in the network 
- It is not totally immune from link failures 
- Only a limited number of slices are available for path splicing 
- For 1-2 hop paths, shortest path is favoured most of the times 
The authors also insist that giving end-hosts the power to change routes can significantly impact 
the behaviour and state of the network, especially when end-hosts decide to change routes based on 
probed metrics. 
Raghavan et al. [4] argue that the two main obstacles of source routing deployment are the lack 
of an accountable authorisation mechanism for source routes as well as the incompatibility of 
source routes with ISPs’ traffic matrices. ASes need to know the entity to charge for packet for-
warding and make sure that the source routes do not bypass local traffic policies. 
Platypus [4] is therefore presented as a secure and policy-compliant source routing protocol. 
ASes use the capability primitive as an extra packet header to issue an authorisation stamp for a so-
called waypoint, which is a resource principal responsible for traffic forwarding and billing func-
tions. End-users then specify the waypoints to be traversed in the capability header of the packets. 
The end-to-end path as a result, is formed by concatenation of default paths between the waypoints. 
In this way, the waypoints are capable of checking the policy-compliance and cryptographic validi-
ty of source routes. Platypus can also be used to form Interdomain routes exploiting the same 
mechanism and with the help of third parties. 
Pathlet routing [28] provides a source routing scheme over a virtual topology. Pathlet routing 
uses virtual nodes (vnodes) to represent arbitrary entities, be it a router, AS, or a region of the Inter-
net. The sequence of vnodes which the ISP is willing to route the traffic through, forms one (or 
more, parallel) pathlet(s). Therefore, effectively pathlets are policy-compliant fragments (building 
blocks) of Interdomain paths. The users are informed of the presence of these pathlets via a BGP-
like path vector pathlet dissemination protocol. They can select and concatenate the pathlets to 
build end-to-end paths. The users can also learn about the performance of different paths by means 
of route monitoring or global weathermap services to find the best paths for their applications. 
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Figure 2.4.  Pathlet Routing Example [28] 
Routers A, C, and D build one-hop pathlets to their immediate neighbours. Pathlets are identified in the rout-
ing table of their first vnodes using FIDs (Forwarding IDs). The routes are then created by concatenation of 
these pathlets (e.g. [7, 1] is the route from C to E). Multi-hop pathlets can be constructed using one-hop path-
lets (e.g. pathlet 2 from b to e [b, c, d, e]). 
The problems with pathlet routing are the overhead of pathlets in the control plane as well as the 
slow path-vector pathlet dissemination protocol. The route selection mechanism also needs the 
view of entire Internet, which makes it as hardly scalable as the BGP. 
Controllable per-Flow Load Balancing (CFLB) [29] uses an invertible load-balancing function 
to balance elephant flows in the network by giving the sources the power to deterministically 
choose the ETE path option (from the pool of ECMP paths). CFLB uses a cipher block encoding 
scheme (which is as efficient as classical hash-based encoding) and does not store any state in the 
network nor does extend the packet header. 
Simple Path Diversity Algorithm (SPDA) [30] is a BGP-extended Interdomain routing algo-
rithm in which each router keeps multiple path entries for each destination prefix. The source node 
then uses an extended AS-level trace-root tool to measure the round-trip time from itself to all in-
termediate nodes along the end-to-end path before packet transmission. If congestion is detected 
along the best path, the source node uses source routing to find an alternate path and allows for 
flexible division of traffic over the best and alternate paths, concurrently. Exploiting rarely used 
bits in the existing IP header helps to overcome the scalability issue of source routing as the source 
node does not require the overall network map. 
SPDA reduces average end-to-end delay and the average packet loss rate, while increasing aver-
age throughput. It uses BGP extensions to construct alternate paths. This means allowing multiple 
paths to be saved for each destination in BGP routing table which can pose scalability problems 
with increased number of destination address prefixes. SPDA diverts part of the same traffic flow 
on two or more alternate paths and considering its packet-based forwarding operation, packet reor-
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dering delays are anticipated in case of possible routing oscillations. 
2.3.4 Third Party Routing and Pricing Approaches 
RAS (Routing As a Service) [31] takes a different approach from the mentioned proposals so far 
and suggests resolving the user-provider tussle by delegating the control of end-to-end route com-
putation and forwarding infrastructure for customised routes to third parties. The third parties 
obtain a global view of the Internet topology through business relationships with ISPs along the 
paths. They buy virtual links from several ASes to connect the virtual routers (VRs) across multiple 
domains. Although the ASes have control over the traffic flow between VRs, the third party can set 
the forwarding state of them. In this way, ISPs have the control to engineer their network and cus-
tomers do not need to negotiate with providers directly and can deal with Routing Service 
Providers (RSPs) instead. The benefit for ISPs will be the control over the number and size of the 
Virtual Links (VLs) they sell to RSPs. On the other hand, users can enjoy the performance they 
require without going through the hassle of dealing with individual ASes along the end-to-end path. 
A few competing RSPs can then provide a range of services based on choice for the user. These 
services include avoiding undesirable ASes, blocking unwanted traffic, and guaranteed QoS. 
 
Figure 2.5.  The Main Components of the RAS Architecture [31] 
The Forwarding Infrastructure (FI), One or More Routing Service Providers (RSPs), and RAS Clients 
In a similar effort, Path Brokering [32] suggests the use of third party entities that act as retail-
ers of end-to-end paths. Path brokers have a global view of Internet topology and the ability to 
compute user-desired paths and enforce them via MPLS. They also get a hold of payment mecha-
nisms between the end-users and ISPs so that they do not have to negotiate directly. Path brokers in 
this sense act as middlemen who get transit offering data (including performance and cost) in a 
standard format like XML from the providers and receive path queries with constraint attributes 
from the end-users. Upon receiving path queries form the end-users, they compute suitable paths 
based on the defined path constraints and reply with some path offers that are signed with the bro-
ker’s private key. Then, after the end-user has confirmed the choice of path to the broker, the broker 
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will forward a transit request to the operator with the start and end time for the transit service re-
quested by the end-user. Once the provider approves the request, transit labels will be sent to the 
broker and ultimately to the end-user to label its packets across the network. 
 
Figure 2.6.  Path Query Steps in Path Brokering [32] 
A number of studies highlight the importance of a payment mechanism for successful adoption 
of source controlled routing approaches by the ISPs. 
The authors of [33] question the conventional wisdom which believes that global topological 
maps are needed for ETE path computation in source routing and suggest that end systems can ob-
tain such information for relevant parts of the network through ETE measurements done during 
data transfer or using probe packets. Also, providers can disseminate statistical routing information 
computed over a longer period of time to path computing entities (e.g. 3rd party path providers). 
The authors suggest the use of 3rd party path providers to give Interdomain ETE paths or path 
segments to the end-systems after considering the end-user multiple constraints (e.g. QoS level, 
disjoint path, etc.) in heuristic path computation algorithms. They also mention some techniques 
like path caching, proactive path computation, and cooperative path computation by multiple path 
providers as methods to improve path computational cost and latency. However, the above two 
scalability issues as well as the cost of information dissemination for a given topology and traffic 
matrix is not known yet. 
Laskowski et al. [20] investigate the validity of the end-user empowerment idea by exploring 
various combinations of routing (either ISP or source controlled) and contracting (access or route 
or hop pricing) approaches. Their analysis shows that a mere user-controlled routing does not im-
prove the overall network performance. Instead, exploiting this technology in conjunction with a 
system of hop prices (as an overlay architecture) will restore the competition in ISPs market and 
keeps the Internet architecture evolvable. 
A study [34] analyses the effect of user-directed routing on three important objectives of ISPs, 
which are network control, privacy, and profits. Based on these, the authors challenge the dominant 
wisdom that user-directed routing weakens providers’ control over their network. They argue that a 
flexible payment system allows the ISPs to engineer traffic in their networks. The ISPs can set 
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prices for individual routes in the network and engineer their traffic just as they do using link costs. 
However, the privacy of ISPs and their internal workings is not guaranteed in user-directed routing 
as a result of more transparency. This has a number of disadvantages e.g. facilitating the observa-
tion of competitors into one’s internal network as well as increasing vulnerability to their possibly 
destructive traffic manipulation tactics. They suggest that regulation can be a way to mitigate this 
shortcoming in the future. 
Yang [35] stresses that the blockage of certain applications (e.g. BitTorrent) and traffic differen-
tiation are signs of bandwidth scarcity. The paper proposes that ISPs auction their bandwidth and 
let end-users place bids in packet headers to value their communications. At congestion times, ISPs 
use this bidding information to serve the most valuable packets and price the senders according to 
the auction model. To help the users in the bidding process, each application may have a default bid 
value, which can be changed by the user. In addition, a software agent assists the user in translation 
of prices to bid values. 
Araujo et al. [36] takes a similar approach to exploit congestion pricing principles and enable 
the providers manage their traffic in an end-user controlled multipath routing environment by 
charging the user traffic based on the congestion it causes. The authors suggest the use of path-
fragment dissemination algorithms like Pathlet Routing to develop a widespread congestion-aware 
multipath routing architecture that provides the total congestion cost of end-to-end routes for the 
source nodes. 
Finally, [37] presents several security defence mechanisms for user controlled routing. The main 
technique uses lightweight cryptographic constraints on forwarding entries, which prevents a range 
of attacks including eavesdropping, loops, and traffic amplification. The other technique uses a 3-
way handshake against any forwarding entry to prevent an attacker from inserting entries that are 
pointing to other end-users. The third technique prohibits the replication of traffic by the attacker. 
The link capacity is used as a limiting factor that controls the amount of traffic that can be generat-
ed by a source. It also ensures that the rate of packet loss for each link in the network topology does 
not exceed to a defined value. 
2.4 Summary 
To summarise, multipath routing algorithms try to use the inherent rich connectivity in the Internet 
to provide reliability, failure recovery, and path diversity. Multipath routing algorithms fall into two 
different categories of network controlled and edge controlled proposals, depending on the entity 
that selects the data delivery paths. 
It was mentioned that giving the power of end-to-end path selection to the users will foster 
competition among the ISPs to provide better services in terms of reliability, diversity, and cost. In 
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addition, the presence of a proper payment mechanism that charges the users for the extra service 
demand is necessary to incentivise the providers to implement the new technology. These benefits 
however, will be achieved only if the user’s path selection mechanism is carefully engineered. To 
design a multipath routing protocol that realises user choice, one must consider the interactions of 
the user and the ISP. These include but are not limited to the ISPs’ traffic matrix balance, multipath 
computation, path enforcement, path encoding, and security concerns. 
Most of the source controlled routing and multipath routing techniques discussed in the litera-
ture either do not consider the interactions between the end-user and the ISP in the Intradomain nor 
do they explain how the policy-compliant and user-desired paths are actually computed. This study 
tries to address these gaps using a cooperative multipath routing approach for the Intradomain. 
Having as part of the challenges noted the disadvantages of a purely network controlled routing 
paradigm, it is also believed that a pure source controlled routing approach is not scalable, in the 
sense of a source (either a user application or operating system or a stub ISP) having full visibility 
of the entire Internet and the power to compute the end-to-end paths. However, no multipath rout-
ing algorithm can be a desirable solution without taking into account the requirements of both 
entities (ISPs and end-users). On the one hand, the end-user who knows best what QoS condition is 
suitable for its particular application is looking for ensured quality for its services. But the user 
does not know more than the ISP about the global network conditions and the power of path selec-
tion without any guidance from the ISP may result in sub-optimal route selection. On the other 
hand, the ISP, with in principle a complete view of network conditions, is concerned about the bal-
ance of traffic across the network. However, the network is not aware of a user’s application 
requirements and may not be able to provide improved service without a hint from the user side. 
Here is a conflict  [18] in satisfying both needs, as one can affect the other negatively. 
The above challenges can be addressed with a middle solution, which looks at both sides’ bene-
fits by shifting the routing control plane from a purely network controlled paradigm to a more 
cooperative approach between the ISPs and the end-users. The expected outcome is that this coop-
erative approach will lead to better network resource management and improved delivery of quality 
of service (e.g. end-to-end delay) to network users. 
In Chapter 3, the cooperative edge controlled multipath routing algorithm is introduced, which 
takes into account the requirements of ISPs and end-users at the same time to provide ISP-policy 
compliant path options for the end-users with QoS guarantees. 
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3 COOPERATIVE EDGE SELECTED ROUTING 
3.1 Problem Definition and Proposed Solution 
The use of a shortest path routing protocol such as OSPF tends to produce an uneven distribution of 
traffic across the network, leaving some parts severely congested while other parts remain highly 
underutilised. Multipath routing techniques have been proposed with the objective of using the 
network resources more efficiently. However, suggested multipath routing protocols so far differ in 
the amount of control they offer over selection of end-to-end paths. While some of these algorithms 
leave the task of final path selection to the network operator, others encourage the empowerment of 
end-users to choose their own desired paths (refer to Section 2.3). The rationale for the Edge Con-
trolled Routing (ECR) approaches is the inability of end-users to react to service disruptions even 
after noticing the QoS degradation, which is the result of exclusive path selection in conventional 
routing protocols. On the other hand, giving the path selection control to the end-user may violate 
the traffic engineering considerations of the ISPs and cause routing oscillations. 
Based on the previous studies described in Chapter 2, it is the core of this thesis that no multi-
path routing algorithm can be a successful solution without taking into account the requirement of 
both communication parties. On the one hand, the user does not know more than the ISP about the 
global network conditions, and path selection without any guidance from the ISP may result in sub-
optimal route selection. On the other hand, the network is not aware of the user’s application re-
quirements and may not be able to provide improved service without a hint from the user side. 
Although the policy compliance requirement for source selectable routes has been stressed in 
the literature, no algorithm has actually mentioned the details of computing such policy-friendly 
paths. If edge devices could influence the determination of content delivery path by the ISPs, the 
resulting paths could satisfy the requirements of both sides. If the end-users are under the guidance 
of the ISP to choose an end-to-end path, the end users’ requirements will be fulfilled and at the 
same time, congestion in the network will be reduced or eliminated because of balanced traffic dis-
tribution across the network. Therefore, a cooperative routing algorithm (UAESR) [5] is proposed 
in which the ISPs build several path options taking into account the traffic engineering require-
ments and present those options to the users to make a final choice of data delivery path. In this 
way, providers have control over the path computation process and are able to engineer their net-
work traffic and at the same time, users have good QoS path options. These paths are optimised in 
such a way that adhere to the provider’s traffic engineering rules and concurrently, provide a de-
sired level of quality of service required for user applications. 
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3.2 Utilisation Aware Edge Selected Routing (UAESR) Algorithm 
The Utilisation Aware Edge Selected Routing (UAESR) algorithm [5] tries to fulfil the two follow-
ing objectives at the same time: 
- From ISP’s perspective: keep the maximum link utilisation down, prevent congestion, and 
balance the traffic across the network 
- From User’s perspective: retrieve the content using a low-delay, high-bandwidth, low-loss, 
etc. path and without service deterioration. 
The term “end-user” should be taken to mean any entity at the edge of the network, for example, 
a network user, application software, or a neighbouring ISP. 
UAESR [5] works as follows: 
- The network proactively computes a few least utilised paths between every source and des-
tination router using a heuristic path computation (shown as a flowchart in Figure 3.3). It is 
assumed that the network knows the current link utilisations (averaged over some period) 
via a distributed monitoring system. The path computation mechanism prunes the most uti-
lised links in the network topology graph one by one up to the point where there is no path 
between source and destination. It then puts back the last removed link to form the least uti-
lised path (Figure 3.2). For increased path diversity, removed links are re-inserted in the 
topology graph one at a time, until there are a few paths between the two end-nodes. These 
paths are therefore those with the lowest values of maximum utilisation. A set of the best 
least utilised paths are saved for each source and destination router pair. 
It should be noted that although the network operator has the choice to compute extra paths 
based on other QoS metrics such as throughput or loss, since the minimisation of maximum 
link utilisation is considered as the most important objective the ISP is interested in, the 
paths are computed based on link utilisations. 
- The network presents the user with the pre-computed least utilised path(s) identified by the 
heuristic of Figure 3.3 as well as the default shortest path (with least path cost). The end-
user select the path option with a probing method and then select one path on the basis of its 
desired QoS. However, the probing itself may cause some delay. Alternatively, depending 
on implementation details, the network may be able to provide some of this QoS infor-
mation to the end-user at the same time as giving the set of path options to the end-user. 
- The path computation is repeated regularly to update the previous paths and ensure their 
promised quality after regular changes in traffic load. The update frequency depends on the 
dynamics of the network. 
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Figure 3.1.  Unbalanced Link Utilisations in Shortest Paths [5] 
Unbalanced Link Utilisations caused by unfair distribution of traffic across the network using Shortest Paths 
 
 
 
Traffic Matrix 
(a) 
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Figure 3.2.  Example of a Least Utilised Path between Two Nodes in the Network [5] 
(a) The network in Figure 3.1 with link numbers representing the link IDs and link colours correspond-
ing to that of the link utilisation levels; (b) The (single) least utilised path after applying the algorithm 
 
Figure 3.3.  The Flowchart of Utilisation Aware Edge Selected Routing (UAESR) Algorithm – 
The ISP’s Heuristic [5] 
(b) 
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3.3 Experiments 
In order to evaluate the performance of UAESR algorithm, simulations for a Time-Based UAESR 
are carried out, having the following TE objectives in mind: 
- ISP: minimising maximum link utilisations (congestions) 
- User: minimising end-to-end (ETE) delay 
3.3.1 Simulation Assumptions 
- Each link in the network topology is considered to be bidirectional to maintain simplicity in 
this modelling. That means that the total traffic on each link is the sum of traffic flowing be-
tween the two nodes sitting at the ends of that link, in both directions. This simplifying 
assumption is avoided in future simulations coming in the following chapters to maintain 
the accuracy of modelling at more advanced stages of this study. 
- A network monitoring system exists in the network, which gives the link utilisations to the 
network operator using SNMP (Simple Network Monitoring Protocol) monitoring that is ei-
ther quasi-instantaneous or averaged over some time. 
- A service preference-declaration mechanism is in place, which informs the network about 
the path preferences of the end-user. This mechanism could be for example a bit in the 
packet header, a shim header, or a separate control-plane packet. 
- There is a central path computation entity in the network. 
- The paths are enforced using a path setup mechanism such as MPLS LSPs or multi-
topology routing. 
- To calculate the delay, a simple model based on M/M/1 queuing theory (Poisson Process) 
[38] is assumed in which the link delay (𝛿𝛿) is calculated as a function of its utilisation (ρ): 
𝛿𝛿: delay (average waiting time of the packet in the queue) 
λ: traffic volume 
μ: link capacity 
ρ: link utilisation 
𝛿𝛿 =  𝜌𝜌1 − 𝜌𝜌           𝜌𝜌 =  λμ           𝛿𝛿 =  λμ − λ           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(1) 
The available bandwidth therefore, is (µ − λ). 
- There is no prediction of traffic matrix beforehand, but instead the system relies on real-
time measurement of traffic volumes. 
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3.3.2 Simulation Setup 
- The UAESR and SP (standard Shortest Path) algorithms are implemented in Java. 
- UAESRs are updated every so often (update frequency depends on percentage of QoS-
Sensitive traffic, network traffic in terms of number of flows, and QoS metric). The UAESR 
computation update frequency in the following simulations is set to 5 seconds to make the 
results coherent. 
- The Intradomain Calle topology [39] with 15 nodes and 28 links is used for this simulation. 
This topology has been used in a number of studies. In the simulations, all links in Calle to-
pology are assumed to have the same capacity (1000 BW units). 
 
Figure 3.4.  Calle Topology [39] 
- The Cisco recommendation [40] for setting the link weights inversely proportional to their 
capacities is adopted. Therefore, since all links have the same capacity, their link weights 
are the same (normalised to one, i.e. shortest path routing by hop counting). 
- The simulation runs over 300 seconds and 60,000 flows are used in the simulation, each of 
which lasts of 30 seconds.  The traffic flows start at random times, evenly spread over the 
simulation period (random traffic matrix). 
The above numbers are chosen in a way that result in a maximum utilisation of about 85% 
according to the following formula: 
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏ℎ × 𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓. 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 × 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 × 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴.𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓. 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 
𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 × 𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡      𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(2) 
𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 = 1𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 × 60,000 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 × 30 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 × 4 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 300 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 × (28 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓 × 1000 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵) ≈ 85% 
- Every flow stays on the same path during its lifetime; once a flow is assigned to a path, the 
path does not change. 
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3.3.3 Simulation Shortcomings 
There are some imperfections in the algorithm implementation: 
- It is possible that the computed UAESRs overlap, mainly because most of them may share 
particular least utilised links. Therefore, it means that the UAESRs are not necessarily suffi-
ciently disjoint. Another conclusion could be the least utilised links become the most 
utilised and congested links after some time. Even though, UAESR algorithm still outper-
forms SP as will be depicted in simulation results. Nevertheless, the algorithm could be 
more optimised to improve the results even further. 
- When two least utilised paths are equal in quality, always the first one will be chosen. This 
may not be a fair selection because for example the second path could be further away from 
the source of a congestion, etc.  
- The case of congestion (100% utilisation) and its queuing delay is not simulated in the re-
sults. Therefore, in these simulations, the link utilisations never reach 100%. 
3.4 Results 
The traffic matrix is assumed to be a mix of conventional QoS-Oblivious traffic (email, web, etc.), 
which uses conventional shortest path routing; and QoS-Sensitive high volume content traffic, 
which uses the UAESR algorithm. The reason for such classification is that the general objective of 
this algorithm is to improve content delivery and it had also been mentioned earlier that by content, 
large volume data generated by bandwidth extensive applications like audio/video streaming is 
meant. Therefore, the least utilised paths optimised with QoS metrics are presumably suitable 
choices to serve this kind of traffic. 
In the presented simulation results using UAESR algorithm, the network calculates the three 
least utilised paths between every source and destination. Then, to simplify the simulation, it is as-
sumed that the end-user always chooses the least utilised path that has the lowest ETE delay, 
possibly after probing all the candidates. 
Two sets of results are presented in this chapter: 
- In the first set (Figures 3.5-3.9), the results for five different metrics in the network are pre-
sented. For each metric, three distinct ratios (25%-75%, 50%-50%, 75%-25%) of QoS-
Sensitive and QoS-Oblivious traffic are compared against a case in which 100% of network 
traffic (i.e. both legacy traffic and high volume content) is QoS-Oblivious and is therefore 
routed through the shortest paths. 
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- In the second set (Figures 3.10 and 3.11), the question of how the Maximum Link Utilisa-
tion (MLU) and End-to-End path delay (ETED) vary with QoS-Sensitive percentage of 
traffic is considered. Reminding from the objectives of this experiment in Section 3.3, the 
ISP is interested in minimising MLU to prevent congestions and the end-user desires to 
minimise ETED to enhance the service quality. Therefore, the inter-related performance of 
these two QoS metrics in UAESR algorithm is shown in different percentages of QoS-
Sensitive and QoS-Oblivious traffic ranging from (0% QoS-Sensitive - 100% QoS-
Oblivious) to (85% QoS-Sensitive - 15% QoS-Oblivious). Again, it is assumed that the end-
user always chooses the best option (out of three) in terms of lowest ETE delay. 
3.4.1 First Set of Results 
The graphs below show the following metrics as a function of time during the simulation: 
- Mean Link Utilisation (Figure 3.5) 
- Standard Deviation of Link Utilisations (Figure 3.6) 
- Maximum Link Utilisation (Figure 3.7) 
- Mean Link Delay (Figure 3.8) 
- Mean End-to-End Delay (Figure 3.9) 
 
Figure 3.5.  Mean Link Utilisation 
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Figure 3.6.  Standard Deviation of Link Utilisations 
 
 
Figure 3.7.  Maximum Link Utilisation 
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Figure 3.8.  Mean Link Delay 
 
Figure 3.9.  Mean End-to-End Delay 
3.4.1.1 Discussion of the Results 
The results show a number of trends in the UAESR algorithm:  
- Figure 3.5 shows that the mean network utilisation is higher in UAESR algorithm compared 
to shortest path. The reason is the UAESR algorithm actually diverts the traffic off the 
shortest paths through more links and typically, the least utilised paths have more hops than 
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the shortest paths. It can be seen that the mean network utilisation rises further as the per-
centage of QoS-Sensitive flows increases (Figure 3.5). 
- Figure 3.6 displays the superiority of UAESR in traffic balancing capability. Significantly 
lower standard deviation of link utilisations when a part of flows is routed through UAESRs 
shows that UAESR balances out traffic very effectively. However, this improvement comes 
at the expense of more average traffic in the network (Figure 3.5). A higher percentage of 
QoS-Sensitive traffic almost results in further balanced network (Figure 3.6), as the stand-
ard deviation decreases when the QoS-Sensitive traffic percentage increases. However, as 
the QoS-Sensitive traffic fraction of traffic increases further (Figure 3.6) and unbalances the 
network traffic, the standard deviation of link utilisations increases. 
- Figure 3.7 demonstrates the accomplishment of the ISP objective to reduce congestion and 
maximum utilisation in the network using UAESR algorithm. Since part of the traffic is 
routed through non-shortest paths (and actually through the least utilised links in the net-
work), the maximum link utilisation comes down. Since the link delay (Equation 1) is 
highly sensitive to link utilisation, more lightly loaded links have a much lower delay. Con-
sequently, by reducing the maximum link utilisation, an overall decrease in the network 
end-to-end delay is achieved along a path (Figure 3.9), in spite of the increase in the mean 
link utilisation (Figure 3.5). Nevertheless, because UAESR generally makes the network 
more loaded, this improvement will fade out as the QoS-Sensitive percentage of traffic in-
creases (Figure 3.7). 
- Figure 3.8 depicts the success of UAESR algorithm in lessening the mean link delay across 
the network. Since the traffic is more fairly forwarded throughout the network using least 
utilised paths, the utilisation on highly utilised links used in shortest path has lightened. 
Therefore, the mean link delay has decreased. Like previous figures, the enhancement 
weakens as the QoS-Sensitive fraction of all traffic flows increases (Figure 3.8). 
- Figure 3.9 displays the fulfilment of the end-user objective (low ETE delay). The lower 
ETE delay in the UAESR graph (Figure 3.9) shows the improvement on the user experience 
of packet delivery with lower bounds on end-to-end delay. Like the trend seen in Figure 3.7, 
the enhancement in ETE delay weakens as the QoS-Sensitive fraction of all traffic flows in-
creases. In fact, in case of 75% QoS-Sensitive traffic (Figure 3.9), the ETE delay graph 
starts to fluctuate between high and low delay values. This is because the QoS-Sensitive 
traffic, which already makes the network more loaded, starts to fill up the pipes gradually 
and cause severe delays on some links. The negative impact is more severe, particularly if 
the least utilised paths have high degrees of path overlapping which brings high volumes of 
traffic on certain links in a short time (rushing phenomenon). 
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3.4.2 Second Set of Results 
The graphs below show the following metrics as a function of QoS-Sensitive percentage of traffic: 
- Mean Maximum Link Utilisation (Figure 3.10) 
- Mean End-to-End Delay (Figure 3.11) 
 
Figure 3.10.  Mean MLU for Different Percentages of QoS-Sensitive Traffic 
 
Figure 3.11.  Mean ETE Delay for Different Percentages of QoS-Sensitive Traffic 
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3.4.2.1 Discussion of the Results 
The results show a number of trends in the UAESR algorithm:  
- Figure 3.10 depicts an important feature of the UAESR algorithm in reducing the Maximum 
Link Utilisation at a certain percentages of QoS-Sensitive traffic. The figure shows that at 
(30% QoS-Sensitive - 70% QoS-Oblivious), the MLU value is minimised and this finding 
suggests that there exists a certain traffic split ratio in which the Maximum Link Utilisation 
can be minimised. 
- Figure 3.11 confirms the finding in Figure 3.10, but this time for the mean ETE delay 
(ETED). As can be seen in the graph, the mean End-to-End path delay is minimum when 
QoS-Sensitive traffic only comprises 20% of total traffic and the remaining 80% QoS-
Oblivious traffic is routed over the shortest paths. This again strongly suggests the existence 
of a global minimum in the mean ETE delay values achieved in different traffic split ratios. 
- The existence of a minimum MLU and ETED in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 are further validated 
in Chapter 5. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 (for GEANT [41] network) and Figures 5.12 and 5.13 (for 
Abilene network [42]) demonstrate the performance of UAESR in real network topologies 
with real traffic matrices. It is shown that both metrics reach a minimum value at a particu-
lar percentage of QoS-Sensitive traffic. Further mathematical analysis of this characteristic 
will be presented in the next chapter. 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the Utilisation Aware Edge Selected Routing (UAESR) algorithm [5] 
and its principal features. UAESR provides a cooperative routing basis for ISP and end-user to sat-
isfy their QoS requirements concurrently while respecting the considerations of the other 
communication party. In summary, UAESR provides a few policy-compliant path options offered 
by the ISP to the end-user and gives the user the chance to choose the path based on its own QoS 
interests. 
The results presented show that it is possible to improve the ETE path delay in the network 
whilst also reducing the Maximum Link Utilisation (MLU). This suggests that “win-win” solutions 
are available to satisfy the objectives of both actors (the ISPs and the end-users) at the same time 
without one negatively affect the other. An additional advantage of UAESR algorithm over other 
source routing algorithms is that although the least loaded paths are selected, the algorithm can be 
extended to incorporate additional ISP policies in to the path selection process if desired, since the 
end-user is only being offered a limited set of choices, all approved by the ISP.  
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4 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF UAESR ALGORITHM 
4.1 Mathematical Analysis Motivation 
The simulation results from Section 3.4.2 in previous chapter demonstrated an interesting variation 
of Maximum Link Utilisation (MLU) and End-to-End Delay (ETED) in the network with the frac-
tion of QoS-Sensitive traffic. In particular, the minimum values of MLU and ETED in Figures 5.10 
and 5.11 indicate the possibility of having a minimum value for these metrics across the full range 
of QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions. A mathematical analysis of the UAESR algorithm is therefore 
presented in this section to explain the mentioned observations. 
The approach is first to look at the variation of mean link utilisation with QoS fraction; then in-
dividual link utilisations are considered, and it is shown how the maximum of these link utilisations 
gives the shape of the MLU graphs observed in the simulations. This is repeated for the cases of 
mean link delay and mean ETE delay. 
4.2 Network Topologies 
Three different topologies were analysed to see the performance of UAESR on various networks. 
- Calle: The topology in Figure 3.4 which was used in UAESR simulations in previous chap-
ter with N (N=15) nodes and L (L=56) unidirectional links. 
- GEANT [41]: An operational European research network which has been used in numerous 
studies is shown in Figure 4.1 with N (N=23) nodes and L (L=74) unidirectional links. 
- Abilene [42]: The real high-performance backbone network topology in Figure 4.2 with N 
(N=10) nodes and L (L=28) unidirectional links. 
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Figure 4.1  GEANT Network [41] 
 
Figure 4.2.  Abilene Network [42] 
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4.3 Mathematical Analysis Assumptions 
- The Traffic Matrix comprises of each node, sending F (F=60) unit BW flows to every other 
node in the network. 
TMij = F = 60 (i, j = 1, 2, …, N; i ≠ j) 
- UAESR algorithm in these analyses only provides one least utilised path between each 
source and destination pair and does not give any other path options. Therefore, all QoS-
Sensitive traffic flows will traverse the UAESR paths and all QoS-Oblivious traffic flows 
will take the shortest paths. 
 
- p is the fraction of QoS-Sensitive traffic, all of which is routed over the UAESR paths 
(0≤p≤1). 
 
- The following notations are used to represent different parameters in the network: 
• ρi: Utilisation of link i 
• L: Number of links in the network 
• λ i: Traffic volume on link i 
• μ i: Capacity of link i 
• p: Percentage of QoS-Sensitive traffic 
• 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃����: Average Path Length 
 
- Another important parameter that is used in this analysis and is particularly important in 
calculation of the mean link utilisation refers to the number of times each link is traversed 
and shared by all N×(N-1) end-to-end paths in the network. This parameter is named the 
Degree of ETE Path Involvement and is notated as following for SP and UAESR algo-
rithms: 
• Xi: DPIi (SP): Degree of Shortest Path Involvement for link i 
• Yi: DPIi (UAESR): Degree of UAESR Path Involvement for link i 
DPIi (SP) = Xi, DPIi (UAESR) = Yi 
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4.3.1 Mean Link Utilisation 
In this section, the mean link utilisation for SP and UAESR is calculated by summing up the utili-
sations of individual links and then divide the sum by the number of links in the network. 
Equations 3 and 4 represent the mean link utilisation formula for SP and UAESR algorithms, re-
spectively. It is important to note the degree of path involvement per link capacity (𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
) is an 
integral part of the following two equations. 
 
Mean Link Utilisation in SP: 
?̅?𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑃𝑃  = ∑ 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑃𝑃 =  ∑ 𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑃𝑃 =  𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃  �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(3) 
 
Mean Link Utilisation in UAESR: 
?̅?𝜌𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = ∑ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑃𝑃  = ∑ 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑃𝑃 =  ∑ (1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 𝑃𝑃 =  𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃  � (1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1  
?̅?𝜌𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃 �� (1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 + �𝑜𝑜𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 � = 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃 �(1 − 𝑜𝑜)�𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 + 𝑜𝑜�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 �           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(4) 
 
In the following sub-sections, the simulation-calculated values for average path length and de-
gree of path involvement per link capacity are presented for SP and UAESR in different topologies. 
These values will provide insight into the shape of mean link utilisation graph in the given net-
works. 
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4.3.1.1 Calle 
�
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
= 0.035𝐿𝐿
𝑖𝑖=1
,   �𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
= 0.057𝐿𝐿
𝑖𝑖=1
,   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃����𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 2.19 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓,   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃����𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈 = 3.68 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 
?̅?𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃  �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 =  6056 × 0.035 = 0.0375          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(5) 
?̅?𝜌𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃 �(1 − 𝑜𝑜)�𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 + 𝑜𝑜�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 � = 6056 (0.035(1 − 𝑜𝑜) + 0.057𝑜𝑜) 
?̅?𝜌𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 0.0375 + 0.0236 𝑜𝑜          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(6) 
 
Figure 4.3.  Mean Link Utilisation in Calle Topology (Simulation) 
 
Equations 5 and 6 match perfectly with the mean link utilisation graph in Figure 4.3 (derived from 
simulation) and the higher average path length in UAESR explains the linear increase of UAESR 
mean link utilisation with increase of QoS-Sensitive percentage of traffic. 
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4.3.1.2 GEANT 
�
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
= 0.084𝐿𝐿
𝑖𝑖=1
,   �𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
= 0.072𝐿𝐿
𝑖𝑖=1
,   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃����𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 2.78 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓,   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃����𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈 = 4.47 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 
?̅?𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃  �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 =  6074 × 0.084 = 0.0681          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(7) 
?̅?𝜌𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃 �(1 − 𝑜𝑜)�𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 + 𝑜𝑜�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 � = 6074 (0.084(1 − 𝑜𝑜) + 0.072𝑜𝑜) 
?̅?𝜌𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 0.0681 − 0.0097 𝑜𝑜          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(8) 
 
Figure 4.4.  Mean Link Utilisation in GEANT Topology (Simulation) 
The mean link utilisation is decreasing in UAESR with increase of QoS-Sensitive traffic because 
the degree of path involvement per link capacity is less in UAESR compared to SP. 
Equations 7 and 8 peer with the mean link utilisation graph in Figure 4.4 (derived from simula-
tion). The interesting point in this graph is although the average path length is longer in UAESR 
compared to SP, the mean link utilisation linearly decreases with increase of QoS-Sensitive per-
centage of traffic. This interesting observation suggests that the important factor in increasing or 
decreasing the mean link utilisation is the degree of path involvement per link capacity and not the 
average path length. 
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4.3.1.3 Abilene 
�
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
= 0.033𝐿𝐿
𝑖𝑖=1
,   �𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
= 0.027𝐿𝐿
𝑖𝑖=1
,   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃����𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 2.64 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓,   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃����𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈 = 2.49 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 
?̅?𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃  �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 =  6028 × 0.033 = 0.0707          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(9) 
?̅?𝜌𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃 �(1 − 𝑜𝑜)�𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 + 𝑜𝑜�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 � = 6028 (0.033(1 − 𝑜𝑜) + 0.027𝑜𝑜) 
?̅?𝜌𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 0.0707 − 0.0128 𝑜𝑜          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(10) 
 
Figure 4.5.  Mean Link Utilisation in Abilene Topology (Simulation) 
Equations 9 and 10 correspond with the mean link utilisation graph in Figure 4.5 (derived from 
simulation) and the shorter average path length and lower degree of path involvement per link ca-
pacity in UAESR explains the linear decrease of UAESR mean link utilisation with increase of 
QoS-Sensitive percentage of traffic. 
4.3.1.4 Conclusion of Mean Link Utilisation Analysis 
The mean link utilisation results for SP and UAESR algorithms show different behaviours in dif-
ferent topologies. But in summary, lower mean link utilisation in UAESR happens when UAESR 
paths have less average degree of path involvement (DPI) per link capacity (as a result of more fair 
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link selection) and the improvement of mean link utilisation does not depend on average path 
length. In addition, the results show that the UAESR algorithm does not always provide ETE paths 
with a fairer link selection in all network topologies. 
4.3.2 Maximum Link Utilisation 
As explained in the previous chapter, the objective of the ISP in UAESR algorithm is to prevent the 
happening of congestions in the network. Therefore, the UAESR algorithm needs to ensure that the 
Maximum Link Utilisation is reduced as far as feasible.   
According to Equation 11, the Maximum Link Utilisation (MLU) for SP is derived from the 
maximum degree of path involvement (DPI) per link capacity. MLU in UAESR is calculated with 
Equation 12 and depends on the values of DPI per link capacity for individual links. 
Maximum Link Utilisation in SP: 
𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 �𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖� =𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 �𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 � = 𝐹𝐹.𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖�           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(11) 
Maximum Link Utilisation in UAESR: 
𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 �(1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 � = 𝐹𝐹.𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 �(1 − 𝑜𝑜) �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖� + 𝑜𝑜 �𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖�� 
𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 𝐹𝐹.𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 �𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 + (𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 − 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖)𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜�           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(12) 
In order to find the minimum MLU for UAESR over the entire range of QoS-Sensitive percent-
age of traffic, individual values of SP DPI per link capacity and UAESR DPI per link capacity must 
be calculated. Then, individual values of MLU for every link needs to be computed for all percent-
ages of QoS-Sensitive traffic and the results should be placed in a comparison table to find the 
minimum MLU in UAESR. 
The following pairs of figures in the coming sub-sections are highly related. The first figure for 
each topology shows the MLU graph that is derived from simulation. The second figure presents 
the collection of link utilisation graphs for individual links in the network in UAESR for each point 
of QoS-Sensitive percentage of traffic. The reason behind plotting all of the mentioned graphs in a 
single figure is the insight it provides into the shape of the first simulation-driven graph for MLU 
and why there is usually a minimum point in MLU graphs. 
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4.3.2.1 Calle 
 
Figure 4.6.  Maximum Link Utilisation in Calle Topology (Simulation) 
 
Figure 4.7.  Utilisation Values of Individual Links in Calle Topology for UAESR 
Each line corresponds to the link utilisation graph of an individual link in the network 
As can be seen in Figure 4.7, the MLU graph of Figure 4.6 is made up of the utilisation graphs of 
only two links (plotted in red) that cross each other at the minimum MLU value. This is a very im-
portant graph that demonstrates the possibility of finding the minimum MLU value in UAESR 
when at least two links share the maximum link utilisation. 
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4.3.2.2 GEANT 
 
Figure 4.8.  Maximum Link Utilisation in GEANT Topology (Simulation) 
 
Figure 4.9.  Utilisation Values of Individual Links in GEANT Topology for UAESR 
Each line corresponds to the link utilisation graph of an individual link in the network 
Similar to Figure 4.7, Figure 4.9 shows the crossing of two link utilisation graphs (plotted in red) 
that share the MLU at a particular percentage of QoS-Sensitive traffic. It also explains the shape of 
Figure 4.8 in which the MLU for each point of QoS-Sensitive traffic percentage is simply pointed 
out and connected across the entire range of QoS-Sensitive traffic percentage to make the v-shaped 
MLU graph in Figure 4.8. 
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4.3.2.3 Abilene 
 
Figure 4.10.  Maximum Link Utilisation in Abilene Topology (Simulation) 
 
Figure 4.11.  Utilisation Values of Individual Links in Abilene Topology for UAESR 
Each line corresponds to the link utilisation graph of an individual link in the network 
Similar to Figures 4.7 and 4.9, Figure 4.11 shows the crossing of three link utilisation graphs (plot-
ted in red and green) that share the MLU at a particular percentage of QoS-Sensitive traffic. The v-
shaped graph of Figure 4.10 is then derived from the MLU points in Figure 4.11. It can be inferred 
from figures 4.7, 4.9, and 4.11 that the MLU graph is derived from the utilisation graphs of those 
two links that have the maximum link utilisation at 0% and 100% QoS-Sensitive traffic. 
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4.3.2.4 Conclusion of Maximum Link Utilisation Analysis 
From the similar results of all topologies, it can be inferred that the two parts of MLU graph are 
constructed from two different lines. For example, in Abilene: 
𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = �0.15 − 0.15 × 𝑜𝑜 (Link No. 20), 0 ≤ 𝑜𝑜 < 0.40.03 + 0.144 × 𝑜𝑜 (Link No. 1), 0.4 < 𝑜𝑜 ≤ 1 
The minimum MLU point in the graph will be obtained by equating the two sub-functions of 
𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) function and finding the p value. 
𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏�𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜)� = 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(0.40) = 0.0924 
In order to find the sub-functions of 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜), one needs to find the links which have the 
𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 �
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
�  and 𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 �𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
� and forms the sub-functions for those two links and place them in Equa-
tion 12 for 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜). 
4.3.3 Mean End-to-End Delay 
The objective of the end-user in UAESR algorithm is to retrieve the content with minimum latency. 
Therefore, the UAESR algorithm needs to ensure that the Mean End-to-End Delay is kept at lowest 
possible value in UAESR.   
In order to study the QoS requirements of end-user to minimise the mean ETE path delay, the 
link delay needs to be mathematically formulated first to provide the necessary foundation for the 
mean end-to-end delay formula. Therefore, in this section, initially the mean link delay for SP and 
UAESR is calculated in Equations 13 and 14, respectively. The calculation of mean link delay is 
based on the simple delay formula from M/M/1 queuing theory (Poisson Process) [38] presented in 
Equation 1, wherein the link delay (δ) is calculated as a function of its utilisation (ρ). After the 
mean link delay formula is defined, it will be used as a building block for computation of mean 
ETE delay formulas. 
Mean Link Delay in SP: 
𝛿𝛿?̅?𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑃𝑃  = ∑ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑃𝑃 =
∑
𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖1 − 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1
𝑃𝑃
= ∑
𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖1 − 𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1
𝑃𝑃
= 𝐹𝐹
𝑃𝑃
�
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 − 𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖
𝐿𝐿
𝑖𝑖=1
     𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(13) 
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Mean Link Delay in UAESR: 
𝛿𝛿?̅?𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = ∑ 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑃𝑃  = ∑ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑃𝑃 =
∑
𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖1 − 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1
𝑃𝑃
= ∑
(1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖1 − (1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1
𝑃𝑃
 
𝛿𝛿?̅?𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃� (1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 − 𝐹𝐹((1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖)𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(14) 
Now that the mean link delay for each link at any particular percentage of QoS-Oblivious traffic 
is formulated as a function of link DPI and link capacity, the mean ETE delay formula for SP and 
UAESR can be derived. 
The mean ETE delay for SP equals the sum of all ETE shortest path delays divided by the total 
number of ETE shortest paths in the network (Equation 15). 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸��������𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁×(𝑁𝑁−1)𝑖𝑖=1𝑁𝑁 × (𝑁𝑁 − 1)           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(15) 
Subsequently, the sum of all ETE shortest path delays is equal to the sum of link delays in SP 
for all links that are shared among the shortest paths (including the SP degree of path involvement 
for every link, i.e. 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖). Thus, the mean ETE delay for SP can be written according to Equation 16. 
Mean ETE Delay in SP: 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸��������𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑁𝑁 × (𝑁𝑁 − 1)           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(16) 
 
Because the UAESR algorithm carries a mixture of QoS-Sensitive and QoS-Oblivious traffic, 
the ETE delay in UAESR is a combination of ETE delay on SP and UAESR paths depending on 
the percentage of QoS-Sensitive traffic (Equation 17). 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸��������𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = (1 − 𝑜𝑜) × 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸��������𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆−𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝑜𝑜 × 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸��������𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈−𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(17) 
The mean ETE delay for UAESR fraction can be computed similar to mean ETE delay for SP in 
Equation 16. Therefore, Equation 17 can be re-written as Equation 18. 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸��������𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = (1 − 𝑜𝑜) × ∑ 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑁𝑁 × (𝑁𝑁 − 1) + 𝑜𝑜 × ∑ 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1𝑁𝑁 × (𝑁𝑁 − 1)           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(18) 
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Now, calculated mean link delay in Equation 14 will be used in Equation 18 to yield Equation 
19 as the formula for mean ETE path delay in UAESR. 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸��������𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = (1 − 𝑜𝑜) × 𝐹𝐹 × ∑ (1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖2 + 𝑜𝑜𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 − 𝐹𝐹�(1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖�𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1 𝑁𝑁 × (𝑁𝑁 − 1) + 𝑜𝑜 × 𝐹𝐹 × ∑ (1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖
2
𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 − 𝐹𝐹�(1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖�𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1
𝑁𝑁 × (𝑁𝑁 − 1)  
Mean ETE Delay in UAESR: 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸��������𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜) = 𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁 × (𝑁𝑁 − 1)�� �(1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖�2𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 − 𝐹𝐹�(1 − 𝑜𝑜)𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝑜𝑜𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖��𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖=1           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(19) 
 
In order to find the minimum ETE delay across the entire range of QoS-Sensitive traffic per-
centage (to satisfy the minimum ETED QoS requirement of the end-user), Equation 19 will be 
differentiated with respect to p and solved for p to find the percentage of QoS-Sensitive traffic at 
which the mean ETED has the minimum value in UAESR (Equation 20). 
𝑏𝑏�𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸��������𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(𝑜𝑜)�
𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜
= 0          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(20) 
The subsequent pairs of figures in the coming sub-sections show the mean ETE delay graphs for 
various topologies. The first figure for each topology shows the mean ETE delay graph depicted by 
the simulation program, whereas the second figure is generated by Maple software after solving 
Equation 20 and finding the p value for which the mean ETE delay has the minimum value in 
UAESR. As will be demonstrated in the pairs of figures, both sources (the simulation program and 
the Maple software) yield identical graphs and more importantly, show the possibility of finding 
the minimum ETE delay in UAESR with formulas derived from mathematical analysis. 
In the coming Maple graphs, the p value range is from 0 to 1 as opposed to the simulations 
graphs wherein the p value range is from 0% to 100%. 
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4.3.3.1 Calle 
 
Figure 4.12.  Mean ETE Delay in Calle Topology (Simulation) 
 
Figure 4.13.  Depicted Mean ETE Delay Equation for Calle Topology in Maple Software 
𝑑𝑑�𝑈𝑈𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐸𝐸��������𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(𝑝𝑝)�
𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
= 0  is solved for  𝑜𝑜 = −0.7864301370 
Therefore, there is no solution for p in the positive search space and the minimum ETED happens 
at 𝑜𝑜 = 0. 
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4.3.3.2 GEANT 
 
Figure 4.14.  Mean ETE Delay in GEANT Topology (Simulation) 
 
 
Figure 4.15.  Depicted Mean ETE Delay Equation for GEANT Topology in Maple Software 
𝑑𝑑�𝑈𝑈𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐸𝐸��������𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(𝑝𝑝)�
𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
= 0  is solved for  𝑜𝑜 = 0.4189353608 
Therefore, when the QoS-Sensitive traffic accounts for almost 42% of the total traffic, the ETED 
will have its minimum value in GEANT topology with the given traffic matrix. This percentage of 
QoS-Sensitive traffic provides the best QoS from the end-user’s perspective. 
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4.3.3.3 Abilene 
 
Figure 4.16.  Mean ETE Delay in Abilene Topology (Simulation) 
 
 
Figure 4.17.  Depicted Mean ETE Delay Equation for Abilene Topology in Maple Software 
𝑑𝑑�𝑈𝑈𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐸𝐸��������𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(𝑝𝑝)�
𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
= 0  is solved for  𝑜𝑜 = 0.4521274502 
Therefore, when the QoS-Sensitive traffic accounts for almost 45% of the total traffic, the ETED 
will have its minimum value in Abilene topology with the given traffic matrix. This percentage of 
QoS-Sensitive traffic provides the best QoS from the end-user’s stand point. 
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4.3.3.4 Conclusion of Mean End-to-End Delay Analysis 
The conformity of Mean End-to-End Delay graphs from simulation and derived formula for all 
network topologies shows that it is possible to use mathematical analysis to find the percentage of 
QoS-Sensitive traffic for which the mean ETED yields its minimum value. This can be done with 
formulation of mean ETE delay and solving its differentiation for p value. 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter, a mathematical representation of mean link utilisation, maximum link utilisation, 
and mean ETE path delay is derived based on the degree of path involvement and capacity of indi-
vidual links in the network. Then the formulas are applied to SP and UAESR algorithms to explain 
the previous results and the observed trends in mean link utilisation, MLU, and ETED results. 
It was shown with simulation validation that the formulae reflect true representations of the 
metrics and can reveal specific characteristics of the associated metric graphs for various network 
topologies. This in particular, can be helpful for network operators (that need to engineer their traf-
fic in a dynamic environment) to understand  how much MLU or ETED benefit they can gain by 
choosing how much traffic to transmit using UAESR and how much to transmit using standard 
Shortest Path routing. 
The limitation of this mathematical analysis is the assumption of fixed amount of traffic flowing 
between all source-destination pairs. While this can still be a valid hypothesis in offline traffic en-
gineering, it certainly does not reflect the dynamic nature of an online environment. Therefore, an 
accurate mathematical model of the network at every moment in time requires the use of online 
traffic demands, which is outside the scope of this thesis and remains an open topic for future re-
search.  
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5 SCALABLE COOPERATIVE INTRADOMAIN ROUTING 
5.1 Problem Definition and Proposed Solution 
Exclusive control of ISPs over the ETE path selection in current routing protocols leaves no choice 
for the end-users to react to QoS deterioration in the ETE path. Source-controlled routing proposals 
have not appealed to network providers, either. This is due to scalability concerns regarding the 
dissemination of network condition information to the end-users, as well as possible TE complexi-
ties because of sub-optimal route selection by the end-users, and finally the commercial 
confidentiality and security concerns regarding the disclosure of network configuration. 
In an initial attempt to balance the ISP and end-user interests, UAESR (Utilisation Aware Edge 
Selected Routing) algorithm was presented in Chapter 3. UAESR addressed the routing conflict by 
changing the routing control plane from an ISP-centric paradigm to a more cooperative approach. 
In UAESR, the ISP computes a small set of paths that meet its performance objectives, and pre-
sents those paths to the end-user. The end-user then chooses one of those paths based on its QoS 
requirements. Simulation results showed that the resulting network traffic tends to be evenly dis-
tributed while the end-users can also take advantage of the granted flexibility to achieve 
satisfactory QoS. 
However, the proposed algorithm computes individual path options for every source - destina-
tion (S-D) pair in a network with n nodes. Therefore, there are n×(n-1) instances of ETE path 
calculation for each ISP-desired metric. Furthermore, maintaining all these paths requires at least   
n-1 forwarding tables in each router, assuming only one QoS-optimised path between any pair. 
Multiple path options for every S-D pair would require even more forwarding tables in network 
routers and consume considerable processing power. This issue becomes worse in highly dynamic 
traffic conditions because of the considerable burden on the routing protocol in accommodating the 
changing network environment by path updates. This chapter therefore presents an improved algo-
rithm, Scalable Cooperative Intradomain Routing (SCIR), which eliminates these complexity and 
scalability concerns by using only a small number of spanning trees. 
5.2 SCIR Design 
The SCIR algorithm aims to accomplish the following three objectives: 
- ISP objective: minimise the maximum link utilisation (MLU) in order to reduce congestion 
and balance the traffic across the network. 
- End-user objective: allow the end-user to select a path with appropriate QoS (for example, 
low delay or high bandwidth or low packet loss rate) to meet the end-user’s service re-
quirements. The term “end-user” is used to mean any entity at the edge of the network, for 
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example, a network user, application software, or a neighbouring ISP. 
- Scalability objective: reduce the number of forwarding entries in the routing table while 
maintaining the same multipath capability. 
The first two objectives are identical to the UAESR design objectives.  The details of the SCIR 
algorithm are as follows: 
- The network operator obtains the link utilisations, for example from a distributed network 
monitoring system that uses time-averaged SNMP measurements of traffic volumes. The 
link utilisation metric is chosen because typically the principal ISP objective is to minimise 
the MLU in the network. However, SCIR could readily be generalised to use other network 
parameters should the ISP wish. 
- Based on these measurements, the ISP computes a few spanning trees (for different QoS 
metrics) using the heuristic algorithm shown as a flowchart in Figure 5.1. In this flowchart, 
the ISP uses link utilisation as the desired QoS metric because the minimisation of maxi-
mum link utilisation is considered as the most important objective of ISP. However, other 
QoS metrics such as link delay, available bandwidth, throughput, loss or jitter could also be 
used to construct other trees. For instance, to construct a Least Utilised Spanning Tree 
(LUST), the tree computation mechanism prunes the most utilised links in the network to-
pology graph one at a time. After each link removal, the connectivity of the remaining graph 
is checked to ensure that the removed link does not cause the network to partition (Figure 
5.2). If the link removal breaks the network connectivity, the last removed link is re-inserted 
in the topology graph and the next most utilised link is attempted in the process. The link 
removal procedure is continued until every link in the network is tried and the spanning tree 
is formed. This spanning tree provides low utilisation ETE paths between all sources and 
destinations.  
- The same algorithm can be extended to create other trees based on metrics such as delay, 
bandwidth, throughput, loss, jitter, etc. It is noted in passing that more trees mean more 
choices are offered to the end-user, but at the expense of requiring more forwarding tables 
to be stored in the network routers. 
- The tree computation mechanism could be implemented in either a centralised or a distrib-
uted fashion. In a centralised tree computation, a central Path Computation Entity (PCE) 
would take the online link measurements from the distributed network monitoring system 
and then run the algorithm to construct the tree(s). The PCE then sends the constructed tree 
information to the routers in the network to set their forwarding tables, accordingly. 
Alternatively, in a distributed tree computation algorithm, each router knows the capacity 
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and traffic (in bit/s) for its directly attached links and receives online information about the 
capacities and traffic of other links in the network via an extended version of Link State 
Advertisements (LSAs). Each router is then capable of computing the tree(s) and setting the 
forwarding entries of its forwarding table, independently. 
- The calculated paths can be enforced using any path setup mechanism, e.g. MPLS LSPs, or 
multi-topology routing. 
- The network presents each end-user with all pre-computed paths identified by the SCIR al-
gorithm, together with the standard least cost shortest path from the source (router) to every 
destination (router) in the network. The end-user then selects one of these offered paths. The 
end-user might for example make this selection either by using probing to test the path qual-
ity, or on the basis of QoS status information provided by the network. The choice made by 
the end-user is based on its desired QoS metric (e.g. minimum ETE delay). The end-user 
then sends data packets over the chosen path. It is important to note that SCIR is not consid-
ered to be a replacement for SP routing, but instead it is regarded as a complementary 
algorithm, which offers QoS-Aware paths for a particular class of traffic (e.g. streaming da-
ta). Some traffic uses SCIR paths, and other traffic uses conventional SP routing. The 
simulations show that this traffic split leads to a more balanced distribution of traffic across 
the network. 
 
Figure 5.1.  SCIR Algorithm: Flowchart 
(LUST: Least Utilised Spanning Tree) 
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Figure 5.2.  Example of Utilisation Aware Spanning Trees 
(top) a sample network with link numbers corresponding to link utilisations ranked in descending order 
(i.e. ρ1 ≥ ρ2 ≥ ρ3 …) 
(bottom) the Least Utilised Spanning Tree (LUST) after applying the algorithm of Figure 5.1 
- For long-term TE, the tree computation is repeated regularly to update the previous paths 
and deliver the required quality given traffic load changes. The update frequency depends 
on the dynamics of the network from ISP point of view depending on its desired QoS met-
ric. 
- For short-term traffic variations, the probing or other QoS updating can be repeated as re-
quired by the end-user to update the QoS status of ETE path candidates. The frequency of 
this depends on the extent of perceived QoS changes from the end-user viewpoint. 
5.2.1 The Choice of Spanning Trees 
There are different QoS metrics, based on which different spanning trees can be calculated. These 
metrics include utilisation, delay, jitter, loss, bandwidth, throughput, degree of path involvement, 
etc. Therefore, one needs to decide the number of trees and suitable metric to construct those trees.  
As explained in previous section, typically the principal ISP objective is to minimise the MLU 
in the network. Hence, the link utilisation is chosen as the appropriate QoS metric in the given ex-
ample. However, the problem with choosing the link utilisation is that this metric ignores the link 
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capacities, which play an important role when new flows with various bandwidth requirements 
should be routed over the end-to-end paths. For instance, if two links have the same utilisation but 
different capacities, routing a flow with a given bandwidth would result in different utilisations. 
This can be illustrated with a simple example below: 
ρ: link utilisation 
μ: link capacity 
λ: traffic volume on the link 
𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌1 = 50% ,  𝜇𝜇1 = 100 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝜌𝜌2 = 40% ,  𝜇𝜇2 = 10 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 
𝜌𝜌 = 𝜆𝜆
𝜇𝜇
            �⎯⎯�  𝜆𝜆1 = 50 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 ,  𝜆𝜆2 = 4 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 
𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓 𝑏𝑏 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏ℎ 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 5𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏ℎ 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓            �⎯⎯�  𝜆𝜆1 = 55 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 ,  𝜆𝜆2 = 9 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 
𝜌𝜌1 = 𝜆𝜆1𝜇𝜇1 =  55100 = 0.55 = 55% ,  𝜌𝜌2 = 𝜆𝜆2𝜇𝜇2 =  910 = 0.9 = 90% 
In this example, although link 2 had a lower utilisation in the beginning, because its capacity 
was one tenth of the capacity of link 1, its utilisation became significantly greater than that of link 1 
after a single flow was routed over both links. To rectify this problem, High Bandwidth Spanning 
Tree (HBST), which provides a set of ETE paths with high available bandwidth, is considered as a 
suitable spanning tree candidate to support the ISP's TE objective of minimising MLU. HBST can 
engineer flows with different bandwidths better than LUST because link available bandwidth is a 
better measurement metric compared with link utilisation. 
In order to avoid overengineering complexities caused by the creation of multiple set of paths 
and to control the extension of routing table size, only two set of paths will be offered to the end-
user in addition to the typical shortest path. Therefore, two spanning trees need to be computed for 
this purpose. One set of extra paths will be presented by HBST as explained in the previous para-
graph. To balance the traffic distribution across the network and prevent congestions on HBST 
links due to rushing phenomenon, the set of paths created by the second spanning tree should be as 
disjoint as possible from the paths on HBST. To satisfy this requirement in formation of the second 
spanning tree, a simple approach is used which compares HBST paths with the paths from other 
QoS-Aware spanning trees such as LUST (Least Utilised Spanning Tree), MUST (Most Utilised 
Spanning Tree), LDST (Low Delay Spanning Tree), HDST (High Delay Spanning Tree), and LBST 
(Low Bandwidth Spanning Tree). For the purpose of the simulations in this thesis, the tree that has 
minimum total number of common links with HBST across all end-to-end paths in the network is 
chosen as the second spanning tree. This quick approximation favours the simplicity of operation 
over optimality of path disjointness. The reason for this is the ability of SCIR algorithm to balance 
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out the traffic using regular path options probing, therefore, easing the stringent path disjointness 
requirements for online traffic engineering. However, the choice of optimal maximum disjoint 
complementary tree could be the subject of a separate study, which is not covered in this thesis.  
5.2.2 Unidirectional Link Removal vs. Bidirectional Link Removal Strategy 
In the process of link removal, the links of the network graph are removed one by one based on the 
desired ISP metric, e.g. the utilisation. In the example given in Section 5.2 however, each link is 
considered to be bidirectional full-duplex and carrying traffic from both ends to the other end. In 
reality though, some links such as point-to-point links are composed of two unidirectional half-
duplex links, while other links such as Ethernet have a utilisation that is independent of the direc-
tion of the traffic flow. For the unidirectional half duplex links, the utilisation of each of these two 
links may be different at any given time. This will in turn, have a direct effect on the outcome of 
the spanning tree formation algorithm in SCIR. 
In Figure 5.3, a simple example is illustrated to show the difference of obtained trees when us-
ing either of bidirectional link removal or unidirectional link removal strategies. The network in 
Figure 5.3.a shows a simple network topology with 7 nodes and 10 bidirectional (20 unidirectional) 
links. The numbers on the links are corresponding to available link bandwidths (BW = μ - λ) ranked 
in descending order (i.e. BW1 ≤ BW2 ≤ BW3 …). The bandwidth values are taken from a snapshot of 
a random traffic matrix applied to the network using pure shortest path algorithm. 
Figure 5.3.b shows the HBST obtained by using the bidirectional link removal strategy and Fig-
ure 5.3.c shows the high bandwidth graph obtained by using the unidirectional link removal 
strategy. As can be seen, the problem of bidirectional link removal is that although the available 
link bandwidth in one direction might be very high, the available bandwidth in the other link direc-
tion might be very low, e.g. the available bandwidth values for the two links between node A and 
node C in Figure 5.3.a. This example shows that the bidirectional link removal is not a very fair 
approach in removing the network links as it does not consider the value of the metric on the other 
duplex and may remove very high bandwidth link options. 
Using the unidirectional link removal strategy results in a subset of the original network graph 
that still provides the key topological property of having only one path from any node to any other 
node in the network. Nonetheless, even the unidirectional link removal has its own limitations. For 
example, in the High Bandwidth graph (still referred to as a tree for the rest of this thesis) of Figure 
5.3.c, the link No. 3 from node G to node E (which is the 3rd lowest bandwidth link in the network) 
could not be removed, as it would isolate node G in uplink direction. Therefore, even a much fairer 
link removal strategy such as unidirectional half-duplex is influenced negatively at times by the 
distribution of load over network links at certain times and the layout of the network topology. 
Nevertheless, that does not prevent this strategy from being used in the rest of this thesis for Scala-
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ble Cooperative Intradomain Routing algorithm. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3.  Bidirectional vs. Unidirectional Link Removal 
(a) a simple network topology with 7 nodes and 10 bidirectional (20 unidirectional) links, link numbers 
corresponding to available bandwidths ranked in descending order (i.e. BW1 ≤ BW2 ≤ BW3 …) 
(b) High Bandwidth Spanning Tree (HBST) obtained by using the bidirectional link removal strategy 
(c) High Bandwidth Graph (still referred to as a tree for the rest of this thesis) obtained by using the unidi-
rectional link removal strategy 
5.3 SCIR Comparison with Other Algorithms 
SCIR is designed to address the scalability issues of UAESR (explained in the beginning of this 
chapter) in terms of required memory space and processing load while retaining its performance. 
Therefore, this section presents a comparison of space and processing requirements between SP, 
UAESR, SCIR, and Link Disjoint Coloured Trees (LDCT) [15] (Table 5.1). 
As introduced in Chapter 2, Link Disjoint Coloured Trees (LDCT) [15] is a distributed algo-
rithm that applies the Depth First Search (DFS) technique on local neighbourhood information to 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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compute two completely link disjoint data delivery trees, named Red and Blue, rooted towards each 
individual destination node in the network. 2×N link disjoint coloured trees therefore exist for a 
given network with N nodes, which makes it comparable with UAESR and SCIR in which 2 extra 
set of paths are offered to the end-user. In addition, it is interesting to see the performance of a fully 
link disjoint multipath routing algorithm against UAESR and SCIR that provide semi-disjoint ETE 
paths for end-users. 
  SP UAESR LDCT SCIR 
Path 
Computation 
Metric 
Link Weight Link Utilisation Link Disjointness Available Link Bandwidth 
Path Overlapping - Yes No Yes 
QoS Realisation QoS-Oblivious QoS-Aware QoS-Oblivious QoS-Aware 
Required 
Topology 
Knowledge 
Global (Link Weights) Global (Link Utilisations) Global (Link Weights) Global (Available Link Bandwidth) 
Delivery Tree Per Source Node Per Source Node Per Destination Node Per Source Node 
Number of Path 
Options per 
Source-
Destination 
1 SP 3 UAESR + 1 SP = 4 1 Blue Path + 1 Red Path = 2 2 SCIR + 1 SP = 3 
Number of Stored 
Path Information 
Data in the 
Network 
Nodes × 
Destination Nodes 
= n × (n-1) 
  
Intervals × UAESR Route 
Options × Nodes × 
Destination Nodes + 
SP Data 
= 2 × 3 × n × (n-1) + n × (n-1) 
= 7 × n × (n-1) 
Coloured Trees × Nodes × 
Destination Nodes 
= 2 × n × (n-1) 
Intervals × SCIR Graphs 
+ SP Data 
= 2 × 2 × n × (n-1) + n × (n-1) 
= 5 × n × (n-1) 
Algorithm 
Processing Load: 
Number of Tress 
Required 
1 SP Delivery Tree 
per Node 
= n  Delivery Trees 
3 UAESR + 1 SP Delivery 
Tree per Node 
= 3 n + n 
= 4 n  Delivery Trees 
2 Link Disjoint Coloured 
Trees per Node 
= 2 n  Delivery Trees 
Central: 
2 SCIR Delivery Graphs per Network 
+ 1 SP Delivery Tree per Node 
= 2 + n Delivery Trees 
Distributed: 
2 SCIR + 1 SP Delivery Trees per Node 
= 2 × n + n = 3 n  Delivery Trees 
Path 
Computation 
Strategy 
Distributed Central or Distributed Distributed Central or Distributed 
Response to 
Long-Term 
Traffic Variations 
None Periodic Path Recalculation None Periodic Path Recalculation 
Response to 
Short-Term 
Traffic Variations None 
Periodic Path Options Prob-
ing None Periodic Path Options Probing 
 
Table 5.1.  SCIR Comparison with Other Algorithms 
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5.3.1 Experiments 
In order to assess the performance of SCIR, it is compared against standard Shortest Path Dijkstra’s 
algorithm (SP), which represents the current single-path ISP-driven Intradomain routing in the In-
ternet, and UAESR to compare the performance of the scalable spanning tree solution with the 
more fine-grained approach of UAESR. The work in Chapter 3 presented UAESR calculating three 
path options, in addition to the SP option, for each S-D pair. Here, only two least utilised paths for 
every S-D pair are computed in UAESR, to provide a direct comparison with SCIR in terms of the 
number of offered paths. LDCT is included in the tests too, to enable the performance comparison 
of SCIR with partly disjoint paths against LDCT with fully disjoint paths across both Red and Blue 
trees. High Bandwidth Spanning Tree (denoted as HBST) is chosen as the base tree and a second 
semi-disjoint tree is calculated using the approach explained in Section 5.2.1. The simulations are 
carried out, with the standard TE objectives used in this thesis for SCIR and UAESR: 
- ISP: minimising maximum link utilisation (congestion) 
- User: minimising end-to-end (ETE) delay 
5.3.2 Simulation Assumptions 
- Each link in the network topology is considered to be unidirectional. The amount of traffic 
and the link utilisation could therefore be different on either direction of the link. 
- A network monitoring system exists in the network, which measures the link utilisations to 
using SNMP monitoring that is either quasi-instantaneous or averaged over some time. The 
monitoring system can either forward this information to the central Path Computation Enti-
ty (PCE) or broadcast it to all network routers in a distributed path computing fashion. 
- The path computation could either be central or distributed. 
- The paths are enforced using a path setup mechanism such as MPLS LSPs or multi-
topology routing. 
- To calculate the delay, a simple model based on M/M/1 queuing theory (Poisson Process) 
[38] is assumed in which the link delay (𝛿𝛿) is calculated as a function of its utilisation (ρ): 
δ: delay 
λ: traffic volume 
μ: link capacity 
ρ: link utilisation 
𝛿𝛿 =  𝜌𝜌1 − 𝜌𝜌           𝜌𝜌 =  λμ           𝛿𝛿 =  λμ − λ           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(1) 
The available bandwidth therefore, is (𝜇𝜇 − 𝜆𝜆). 
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- There is no prediction of traffic matrix beforehand, but instead the system relies on real-
time measurement of traffic volumes. 
- To assess the throughput of routing algorithms under heavy load, the maximum link utilisa-
tion threshold is set to 95%. Thus, it is assumed that any flow which makes a link in the 
ETE paths overutilised (ρ > 95%) will be dropped. 
5.3.3 Simulation Setup 
- The SCIR, UAESR, LDCT, and SP algorithms are implemented in Java. 
- To accommodate the traffic shifts in the network for long-term TE, SCIR and UAESR paths 
are updated every hour. This period is derived from various simulations with a range of dif-
ferent path calculation periods starting from 15 minutes (more real-time but less scalable) to 
24 hours (less real-time but more scalable). Alternatively, in a full implementation, a con-
gestion-driven approach might be considered for triggering recalculation.  
- For short-term TE purposes, the end-user is assumed to send regular probe packets to every 
destination node over all path options. In SCIR for instance, that is equal to 3×n×(n-1) 
probe packets in total for all end-users for two SCIR delivery trees and the shortest paths. 
The end-user then measures the Round-Trip Time (RTT) over different paths to find the best 
path to each destination with minimum End-to-End delay at any time. In an alternative ap-
proach (not used in these simulations), the end-user could average a number of probed RTTs 
depending on the network dynamics and frequency of probing. Once the path with mini-
mum End-to-End delay is identified for each destination, that path will be used until the 
next round of probing. In these simulations, the probing is assumed to take place every 15 
minutes. This period is derived from various simulation attempts with a range of different 
probing periods starting from 1 minute (more real-time but less scalable) to 30 minutes (less 
real-time but more scalable). 
- To avoid the control plane burden of frequent end-user switching between multiple path op-
tions, once a flow is assigned to an ETE path, it stays on the same path during its lifetime. 
In order to maintain the same path for those flows that overlap a path update period, the 
network keeps both the new and the old path information details in the forwarding tables of 
the routers until the next path recalculation period (refer to Table 5.1 - Number of Stored 
path Information Data in the Network). Alternatively, the end-user could have the option to 
enforce the path of its packets using strict source routing. 
5.3.3.1 GEANT 
The GEANT network topology [41] is used for testing all algorithms. GEANT is an operational 
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research network with 23 nodes and 74 unidirectional links (with similar link capacities in both 
directions of each link). This network has been used in numerous studies 
A week’s worth of traffic is taken from the GEANT traffic matrices dataset [43], equal to 672 
traffic demands, each representing aggregated traffic demands in 15-minute sampling rates. The 
aggregated traffic demands between S-D pairs are decomposed into unit-bandwidth traffic flows, 
e.g. a traffic demand of 3.5MB is decomposed into four flows, three of which are 1MB and the last 
one is 0.5MB. The flows are then scaled to four times the original value to guarantee a desired level 
of traffic on network links. Each flow is set to start at a random time within the 15-minute interval 
and lasts for a random period up to maximum 15 minutes (0 < flow duration <= 15), since this is 
equal to the traffic sampling period of the GEANT traffic matrix dataset [43]. 
5.3.3.2 Abilene 
Abilene [42] is another research network with 11 nodes and 28 unidirectional links (with similar 
link capacities in both directions of each link). This network also has been the subject topology of 
various studies. 
A week’s worth of traffic is taken from the Abilene traffic matrices dataset [42], equal to 2016 
traffic demands, each representing aggregated traffic demands in 5-minute sampling rates. The ag-
gregated traffic demands between S-D pairs are decomposed into unit-bandwidth traffic flows, just 
like GEANT. The flows are then scaled to twenty times the original value to guarantee a desired 
level of traffic on network links. Each flow is set to start at a random time within the 5-minute in-
terval and lasts for a random period up to maximum 5 minutes (0 < flow duration <= 5), since this 
is equal to the traffic sampling period of the Abilene traffic matrix dataset [42]. 
5.4 Results 
The results are compared for different ratios of QoS-Sensitive and QoS-Oblivious traffic, with the 
full range of QoS-Sensitive traffic comprising between 0% and 100% of the total traffic. The end-
user is assumed to send the QoS-Sensitive traffic on whichever path option has the minimum ETE 
delay. The QoS-Oblivious traffic is assumed to always take the shortest path, therefore correspond-
ing to today’s best-effort routing. It should be noted that both SCIR and UAESR are considered as 
complementary algorithms to SP routing, supporting QoS-Aware paths for the QoS-Sensitive traf-
fic. These algorithms are consequently assumed to coexist with SP. The simulation of a SP-only 
Internet assumes that all traffic is routed through SPs, irrespective of whether the data is QoS-
Sensitive or QoS-Oblivious. This corresponds to today’s best-effort Internet. 
The figures presented in this section show the mean of the measured metrics (averaged over the 
simulation period) as a function of the QoS-Sensitive traffic percentage. 
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The numbers written adjacent to each data point on the curves in each figure show the percent-
age of improvement (positive) or deterioration (negative) of each value compared to the relevant 
value in SP. 
5.4.1 GEANT Results 
5.4.1.1 Mean Link Utilisation 
 Figure 5.4 shows both SCIR and UAESR have a higher mean link utilisation in cooperative routing 
compared to SP. The difference in network load rises with the level of QoS-Sensitive traffic since 
more traffic flows are diverted off the shortest paths by SCIR and UAESR. These alternative paths 
in general have more links and therefore tend to increase the overall link utilisation. 
LDCT, the other routing algorithm in comparison has the highest mean of link utilisation due to 
its pure focus on path disjointness, which ultimately resulted in longer paths between all pairs of 
source-destination, causing higher network load. 
5.4.1.2 Standard Deviation of Link Utilisation 
 Figure 5.5 shows that both SCIR and UAESR have a lower mean of standard deviation of link utili-
sation across a wide range of QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions, compared to SP and LDCT. This 
means the traffic is more evenly balanced in SCIR and UAESR compared to SP and LDCT. How-
ever, this comes at the expense of higher average traffic in the network ( Figure 5.4). 
The LDCT routing algorithm has the highest mean of standard deviation due to its pure focus on 
path disjointness and ignoring the traffic dynamics of the network. In fact, should this algorithm 
considered the online traffic behaviour, the results might have come closer to what was achieved 
with SCIR and UAESR. 
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Figure 5.4.  Mean Link Utilisation 
 
 
Figure 5.5.  Standard Deviation of Link Utilisation 
5.4.1.3 Maximum Link Utilisation 
 Figure 5.6 shows the MLU across all network links. Since part of the QoS-Sensitive traffic is rout-
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ed through non-shortest paths (simulations show that much QoS-Sensitive traffic flows through the 
high available bandwidth links in the network), the MLU decreases by nearly 14% in SCIR and 
16% in UAESR (compared to a pure SP network) when QoS-Sensitive traffic accounts for ~35-
40% of total traffic. In fact, the MLU in both SCIR and UAESR stays well below the MLU in SP 
across all QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions. This shows the accomplishment of the two cooperative 
routing algorithms (SCIR and UAESR) in meeting the ISP’s performance objective of minimising 
the MLU. 
Unlike the previous two figures, LDCT shows a minor improvement this time with a modest 
2.6% MLU reduction compared to SP, which shows the capability of disjoint coloured trees to bal-
ance out the traffic across the network. However, its results are still higher than the MLU levels in 
SCIR and UAESR. 
5.4.1.4 Mean End-to-End Path Delay 
 Figure 5.7 demonstrates the fulfilment of the end-user objective of minimising the mean ETE path 
delay. Since the cooperative routing approaches produce a more evenly balanced level of network 
traffic, the mean MLU is reduced, which in turn (from Equation 1) reduces the mean link delay. 
The mean ETE path delay shows up to 30% reduction in SCIR and 40% reduction in UAESR com-
pared to SP in the best case traffic split (~35-40% QoS-Sensitive traffic). 
LDCT has by far the highest mean ETE path delay due to its comparatively much higher mean 
link utilisation in Figure 5.4 as a result of longer paths between all pairs of source-destination 
which in turn causes higher network load. 
5.4.1.5 Throughput 
 Figure 5.8 shows the overall throughput achieved by the network. Higher throughput levels for 
SCIR and UAESR are realised compared to SP across a wide range of QoS-Sensitive traffic frac-
tions. This is due to the higher capacity of the cooperative algorithms on ETE paths, as the result of 
more balanced traffic across the network, and is achieved in spite of increased link utilisation 
shown in Figure 5.4. 
LDCT shows the lowest throughput level of all 4 algorithms but it maintains a reasonably small 
distance in throughput compared to SP. This demonstrates the inherent capability of LDCT in ac-
commodating network traffic even in offline operational mode where no intelligence of traffic 
dynamics is available to this algorithm. 
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Figure 5.6.  Maximum Link Utilisation 
 
 
Figure 5.7.  Mean End-to-End Path Delay 
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Figure 5.8.  Throughput 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9.  Percentage of Flows Per Path Option 
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5.4.1.6 Percentage of Flows per Path Option 
Figure 5.9 shows the distribution of network traffic across various path options in SCIR algorithm. 
The QoS-Oblivious fraction of traffic takes the shortest path regardless of the presence of alterna-
tive path options. The other three lines show the percentage of traffic carried by each of the three 
path options available to end-user for QoS-Sensitive traffic (the path on the first graph, the path on 
the second graph, or the shortest path). For example, at 100% QoS-Sensitive traffic, about 17% of 
flows took the end-to-end paths on the high bandwidth graph, whereas around 14% of flows took 
the paths on the second graph, and 62% of flows found SP to have the highest available ETE 
bandwidth. Another 7% of flows could be considered as dropped flows due to congestion avoid-
ance mechanism for link utilisation over 95%. This is the same as the dropped value of flows in 
SCIR for 100% QoS-Sensitive traffic shown in Figure 5.9. 
5.4.2 Abilene Results 
5.4.2.1 Mean Link Utilisation 
 Figure 5.10 shows both SCIR and UAESR have a higher mean link utilisation in cooperative rout-
ing compared to SP, similar to the GEANT results in Figure 5.4. The difference in network load 
rises with the level of QoS-Sensitive traffic since more traffic flows are diverted off the shortest 
paths by SCIR and UAESR. These alternative paths in general have more links and therefore tend 
to increase the overall link utilisation. The decrease in SCIR utilisation at very high levels of QoS-
Sensitive traffic is because of the sharp drop in throughput value as depicted in Figure 5.14. 
LDCT, the other routing algorithm, in comparison has the highest mean of link utilisation due to 
pure focus on path disjointness, which ultimately resulted in longer paths between all pairs of 
source-destination and caused higher network load. 
5.4.2.2 Standard Deviation of Link Utilisation 
 Figure 5.11 shows that both SCIR and UAESR have a lower mean of standard deviation of link 
utilisation across all links compared to SP when QoS-Sensitive traffic accounts for up to around 
50% of the total traffic. This means the traffic is more evenly balanced in this range. Although this 
improvement comes at the expense of higher average traffic in the network ( Figure 5.10), SCIR 
and UAESR can provide better traffic balancing than SP across almost half of the total range of 
QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions. 
LDCT routing algorithm has the highest mean of standard deviation due to its pure focus on 
path disjointness and ignoring the traffic dynamics of the network. 
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Figure 5.10.  Mean Link Utilisation 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11.  Standard Deviation of Link Utilisation 
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5.4.2.3 Maximum Link Utilisation 
 Figure 5.12 shows the mean MLU across all network links. Since part of the QoS-Sensitive traffic 
is routed through non-shortest paths (simulations show that much QoS-Sensitive traffic flows 
through the high available bandwidth links in the network), the MLU decreases by nearly 8.5% in 
SCIR and 10.5% in UAESR (compared to a pure SP network) when QoS-Sensitive traffic accounts 
for ~20% of total traffic. This shows that the two cooperative routing algorithms (SCIR and 
UAESR) can meet the ISP’s performance objective of minimising the MLU across a limited range 
of QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions. LDCT however has the highest MLU by far due to reasons ex-
plained earlier. 
 
5.4.2.4 Mean End-to-End Path Delay 
 Figure 5.13 demonstrates the fulfilment of the end-user objective of minimising the mean ETE path 
delay across a limited range (~37-40%) of QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions. Since the cooperative 
routing approaches produce a more evenly balanced level of network traffic, the mean MLU is re-
duced, which in turn (from Equation 1) reduces the mean link delay. The mean ETE path delay 
shows up to 14.5% reduction in SCIR and 18.2% reduction in UAESR compared to SP in the best 
case traffic split (~20-30% QoS-Sensitive traffic). However, there is a substantial increase in ETE 
path delay for QoS-Sensitive traffic levels above 40%. This could be because of the traffic matrices 
used in Abilene simulation, considering the fact that such worsening of ETED was not visible in 
GEANT results. 
LDCT has by far the highest mean ETE path delay due to its comparatively much higher mean 
of link utilisation in Figure 5.10 as a result of longer paths between all pairs of source-destination 
which in turn, caused higher network load. 
 
5.4.2.5 Throughput 
 Figure 5.14 shows the overall throughput achieved by the network. Similar throughput levels for 
SCIR and UAESR is realised compared to SP from 0 to 40% of QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions. 
LDCT, shows the lowest throughput level of all 4 algorithms. 
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Figure 5.12.  Maximum Link Utilisation 
 
 
 
Figure 5.13. Mean End-to-End Path Delay 
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Figure 5.14.  Throughput 
 
 
 
Figure 5.15.  Percentage of Flows Per Path Option 
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5.4.2.6 Percentage of Flows per Path Option 
Figure 5.15 shows the distribution of network traffic across various path options in SCIR algo-
rithm. The QoS-Oblivious fraction of traffic takes the shortest path regardless of the presence of 
alternative path options. The other three lines show the percentage of three path options available to 
end-user for QoS-Sensitive traffic (the path on first graph, the path on the second graph, or the 
shortest path). For example, at 100% QoS-Sensitive traffic, about 17% of flows took the end-to-end 
paths on the high bandwidth graph, whereas around 17% of flows took the paths on the second 
graph, and 48% of flows found SP to have the highest available ETE bandwidth. Another 18% of 
flows could be considered as dropped flows due to congestion avoidance mechanism for link utili-
sation over 95%. That is clearly shown in Figure 5.14 wherein the throughput for SCIR at 100% 
QoS-Sensitive traffic is about 82%. 
5.5 Discussion of Results 
- Table 5.2 outlines a tabular summary of UAESR and SCIR simulation results (in compari-
son with SP) for GEANT and Abilene networks. In this table, the percentages of QoS-
Sensitive traffic range for which the UAESR and SCIR algorithms produced beneficial re-
sults compared to SP (for MLU, ETED, and Throughput) are presented. Based on the 
simulation results, GEANT generally yielded better results than Abilene across almost all 
discussed parameters. This could be regarded as the outcome of the traffic matrices used in 
Abilene simulation and may change to the better or worse in another simulation with a dif-
ferent traffic matrix. However, it is expected that any other traffic matrix would result in the 
same trend of figures for various parameters. 
 MLU ETED Throughput 
UAESR 
GEANT 100% 100% 87% 
Abilene 36% 40% 0% 
SCIR 
GEANT 100% 85% 63% 
Abilene 36% 37% 0% 
 
Table 5.2.  Traffic Range of UAESR and SCIR Benefits (in Comparison with SP) for GEANT 
and Abilene Networks 
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- In all the figures, the SCIR and UAESR results follow the same trend. The results of both 
algorithms in almost all figures are close, but UAESR generally yields slightly better results 
than SCIR (Table 5.2). The main reason for this is the higher capacity of UAESR paths to 
accommodate QoS-Sensitive traffic. There are two reasons for UAESR’s superior perfor-
mance. The first is that the UAESR algorithm computes the least utilised paths for each S-D 
router pair (regardless of other least utilised paths for other S-D router pairs), and therefore 
works at a finer granularity. The second reason is the detail of the tree generation algorithm. 
In UAESR, the link removal process continues until no ETE path is found between source 
and destination. Thus, there is no need to maintain the network graph connectivity between 
all nodes. Therefore, the computed paths always use the least utilised links in the network, 
whereas in SCIR some low available bandwidth links may be retained in the tree to ensure 
the remaining network graph covers all nodes. 
- Although UAESR performs slightly better than SCIR, it is considered that SCIR is overall a 
better cooperative routing algorithm since it has a far more scalable design. SCIR in a cen-
tral path computation strategy, has 1/n of the memory requirements of UAESR (based on 
the number of forwarding table entries) and processing states (the number of path computa-
tions). 
- In all presented figures, the SCIR and UAESR results gradually worsen at high levels of 
QoS-Sensitive traffic. As explained above, Abilene results generally show a worse outcome 
in this regard compared to GEANT. This shows that the alternative paths (and mostly the 
least utilised and high bandwidth paths) may not work effectively when implemented for a 
high proportion of the total traffic. However, as stated earlier, cooperative routing algo-
rithms are conceived as co-existing with standard SP routing with the two algorithms being 
applied to a mix of traffic, and hence this is not considered to be a major drawback. 
- The distribution of traffic over various ETE paths in SCIR shows that the two graphs (trees) 
constructed by this algorithm attract quite similar amounts of traffic with only a small dif-
ference in their percentage of traffic. It also demonstrates that SCIR paths could take away 
only a limited fraction of traffic from the shortest paths to minimise the overall MLU and 
ETED. 
- The results suggest that there exists an optimum fraction of QoS-Sensitive traffic in the 
network, in which the standard deviation of utilisation, MLU, ETE delay, and throughput 
converge to optimum values. 
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5.6 Summary 
Although multiple path options create path diversity for the end-users and enable them to react to 
possible congestion in a single path, computing and maintaining these paths for every source-
destination (S-D) pair in the network requires significant processing and storage. To deal with 
scalability issues of multipath design, a Scalable Cooperative Intradomain Routing (SCIR) algo-
rithm has been presented that constructs a small number of spanning trees, from which path options 
are offered to users. Simulations on real network topologies with real traffic measurements demon-
strate that over a reasonable range of QoS-Sensitive traffic levels, SCIR can achieve up to 15% 
reduction on MLU and 30% reduction on mean ETE delay, compared to the conventional shortest 
path first approach. 
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6 PATH OPTIMISATION WITH GENETIC ALGORITHM  
6.1 Problem Definition and Proposed Solution 
In Chapter 5, the Scalable Cooperative Intradomain Routing Algorithm (SCIR) was shown to be 
able to compute a set of paths that are compliant with the ISP’s policy of keeping the Maximum 
Link Utilisation in the network down, whilst providing the low ETE delay path options for delay-
sensitive traffic of end-users. SCIR managed to achieve the above targets with reduced space and 
processing complexities compared to the Utilisation Aware Edge Selected Routing (UAESR) algo-
rithm of Chapter 3. 
However, SCIR is still relatively unscalable compared to the original Dijkstra’s Shortest Path 
(SP) algorithm, because it requires periodic recalculation of new paths to cope with the dynamics 
of online traffic. Given the inherent processing burden that is needed for constructing SCIR deliv-
ery trees, regular hourly update of all paths may pose stability and scalability challenges to the 
network. This negative effect could become even worse in larger networks. 
In addition, the simulation results of SCIR in Section 5.4 showed that although SCIR manages 
to achieve better results than SP in terms of MLU and ETE delay across a wide range of QoS-
Sensitive traffic in GEANT network, it only offers a modest advantage in Abilene across a limited 
range of QoS-Sensitive traffic levels. 
One potential way to improve the performance of the SCIR algorithm in reducing the MLU and 
ETE delay is to use an optimisation tool like Genetic Algorithm (GA). The goal is to find a set of 
link weights for which the delivery trees in SCIR (and potentially SP too) result in overall reduced 
MLU and ETE delay. The SCIR algorithm is taken as a base for the GA optimisation, because it is 
a more scalable algorithm than UAESR. 
In order to alleviate the scalability and stability problems of regular tree recalculation in SCIR, 
the algorithm only relies on regular probing of path options by the end-users (for TE purposes) to 
adjust the path selection of end-users in the face of QoS changes in dynamic network traffic. 
6.2 Genetic Algorithm Background 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an adaptive heuristic search algorithm inspired by Darwin’s theory on 
evolution, which is based on natural selection, recombination, and mutation of the parent genes to 
produce offspring. It is suggested that the chance of an individual surviving in the world is deter-
mined by the structure of its genes. As the resources in the environment are scarce, genetically 
stronger individuals in one generation tend to have a higher chance to find a mate and generate off-
spring for the next generation. This evolutionary process is regarded as the “survival of the fittest” 
[44]. 
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In mathematics and engineering, Genetic Algorithm is used to find an optimum or near-
optimum solution for an optimisation problem. The problem is mathematically formulated as a 
function with various parameters that determine the overall performance of the solution. Using a 
random search mechanism, GA exploits historical information from previous generation of solu-
tions to direct the search algorithm into the regions of better performance within the search space. 
The Genetic Algorithm is identified as a robust algorithm with inherent capability to search for 
solutions within a large and possibly huge search spaces, a task that is not easy for conventional 
search optimisation techniques such as heuristics and breadth-first. This feature enables the possi-
bility of searching for an optimum set of link weights (within the vast space of various 
combinations of link weights for a network topology) for which both SP and SCIR would achieve 
better performance in terms of minimising the MLU and ETE delay. 
Genetic Algorithm has been used as an optimisation technique by numerous pieces of research 
in the area of Internet Traffic Engineering to solve NP-Complete problems. 
Wang et al. [45] explain the inherent hardness of finding a path that needs to satisfy multiple 
constraints. They prove (with three theorems) that the computation complexity of finding a path 
that satisfies either “n additive metrics” or “n multiplicative metrics” or “n additive and k multipli-
cative metrics” is NP-Complete. They extend this finding to any set of metrics that have additive or 
multiplicative composition rules. 
Riedl [46] exploits genetic algorithm to solve single-metric as well as double-metric optimisa-
tion problems. For the single-metric problem, individual link weights are considered as the metric 
whereas in double-metric optimisation, an additive metric of link delay and inverse link capacity 
are utilised as the metrics. GA is then used to solve the optimisation problem of minimising the 
maximum link utilisation in the network. 
Papanagiotou et al. [39] use genetic algorithm to solve an optimisation problem with multiple 
additive constraints. Genetic algorithm is used to find a set of link weights that optimises the QoS 
metric of delay differentiation that refers to the percentage by which the delay of the best effort 
flows is higher than the delay of the high QoS flows. GA is used as an evolutionary algorithm to 
maximise the delay differentiation while maintaining a high throughput and keeping the link utili-
sations more balanced across the network. 
AMPLE [47] presents an Intradomain multi topology traffic engineering scheme that creates 
maximum path diversity between pairs of source and destination in the network. Using the physical 
network topology information, AMPLE performs offline link weight optimisation using genetic 
algorithm. The objective of the optimisation function is to minimise (for a given source-destination 
pair) the chance of a particular link being shared by all routing topologies and avoid creating criti-
cal links across those virtual routing topologies. 
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6.3 Genetic Algorithm Terminology Representation in SCIR Optimisation 
The purpose of SCIR optimisation is to find a set of link weights that spreads the traffic more even-
ly across the network and as a result of reduced traffic load in congested areas, decreases the 
Maximum Link Utilisation (MLU) and End-to-End (ETE) Delay for both SP and SCIR algorithms. 
In order to use a Genetic Algorithm, one needs to find the right encoding of the problem (in math-
ematical or computing terms) that reflects the biological concepts in genetics. In this section, a 
brief top-down overview of biological terms is first given and then, these terms are mapped to Ge-
netic Algorithm optimisation parameters. 
- Biological Terminology: Each organism follows a set of pre-determined rules, which de-
scribes the way that organism is built. For example, all living organisms are made up of 
cells. Each cell consists of the same set of chromosomes. Chromosomes are made from 
genes. Genes are blocks of DNA strings that define the model of that organism. Every gene 
encodes a particular protein that shows a feature (or trait), e.g. the eye colour. The attributes 
for a trait are called alleles (e.g. blue, hazel, etc.). The position of each gene within the 
chromosome is called locus. A complete set of genetic materials, which has all the chromo-
somes, is a genome. Living creatures intrinsically bread to preserve their species. Generally, 
a creature tends to mate with a healthy and strong partner rather than a weak one. This is re-
garded as the survival of the fittest and the defining quality is called fitness. In mating, the 
parents in one generation share their genes in a gene recombination (or crossover) process 
to produce offspring in the next generation. The offspring may have the genes of both par-
ents half-half or in any other ratio. During crossover, some elements within the DNA may 
get changed slightly, possibly due to errors in copying genes from both parents. These tiny 
changes are called mutations. 
- GA Optimisation Parameters: The objective of GA algorithm is to find a set of link weights 
that results in decreased MLU and ETE Delay for both SP and SCIR algorithms. The fol-
lowing is considered as the right computing representation for the problem: 
• Genome: A complete set of different solutions (chromosomes) that make the entire pop-
ulation of one generation of solutions 
• Chromosome: A complete set of link weights 
• Gene: An individual link weight 
• DNA strings: A string of bits representing an individual link weight 
• Trait: The binary value of a link weight 
• Alleles: The value of individual bits, i.e. 0 or 1 
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• Locus: The position of a bit in the string of bits 
• Parents: Two set of link weights (two chromosomes) 
• Crossover: The act of mixing two sets of link weights together in order to derive two 
other sets of link weights which have copies of both previous link weights in them 
• Mutation: Randomly flipping the bits within the children chromosomes during the 
crossover process (this typically occurs with very low probability) 
• Fitness: A numerical value which represents the superiority of a solution in pre-defined 
terms e.g. the total percentage of MLU and ETE Delay reduction in SP using the new 
set of link weights compared to the original set of link weights 
6.4 The Design of Genetic Algorithm Optimisation Algorithm 
The Genetic Algorithm optimised algorithm for SP and SCIR (from now referred to a GA-SP and 
GA-SCIR) aims to accomplish the following three objectives: 
- ISP objective: Minimise the maximum link utilisation (MLU) 
- End-user objective: Allow the end-user to select a path with appropriate QoS (for example, 
low delay or high bandwidth or low packet loss rate) to meet its service requirements 
- Stability and scalability objective: Minimise the number of recalculations in SCIR algo-
rithm 
The first two objectives are identical to those for UAESR and SCIR, while the third objective is 
a refined version of the SCIR scalability objective.  The details of GA algorithm are as follows: 
- GA uses historical information to find an optimised set of link weights (explained in more 
detail later). It then uses those link weights in both the SP and the SCIR algorithms for the 
current traffic flowing through the network. For example, GA takes the traffic matrices from 
the previous day to work out a good set of link weights that satisfies the TE objectives 
(training mode). SP and SCIR then use those optimised link weights to route the current day 
traffic with essentially the same algorithm as presented in previous chapter (testing mode). 
In other words, GA part of GA-SP and GA-SCIR does the time-consuming process of link 
weight optimisations in an offline fashion (using historic traffic) and then uses those link 
weights to route the online traffic. The benefit of this alliance is the utilisation of more fa-
vourable offline optimisation results in an online fashion, thus maintaining the quality of 
solutions whilst minimising disruptions caused by route recalculation processing delay. 
- The difference between the SCIR algorithm in Chapter 5 and the SCIR algorithm in this 
chapter is the restriction on the frequency of spanning tree recalculation in the new SCIR, as 
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will be explained below. 
It is argued in the literature [21] that dynamic route recomputation after temporary failures 
could introduce stability and scalability risks due to slow convergence of distributed routing 
algorithms. Therefore, dynamic route recomputation is regarded as a harmful practice for 
failure recovery. Instead, it is suggested to use online load balancing techniques to address 
transient failures and congestions in the network. 
As a result, in order to minimise instabilities and churn caused by frequent recalculations of 
delivery paths, the SCIR algorithm (for GA and NonGA results in this chapter) only calcu-
lates the paths once in the beginning of the day and does not change them after that. The 
task of online traffic engineering is therefore, mainly done by regular probing of path op-
tions during that day. GA-SP and GA-SCIR paths will only be recalculated and updated at 
the end of the day (for the following day), when GA has computed a new set of optimised 
link weights based on the traffic information of the past day. Likewise, the NonGA-SCIR 
paths will be calculated only once a day. 
6.4.1 Training Mode 
The details of offline Genetic Algorithm in training mode are as follows (refer to the flowchart of 
Figure 6.3): 
- The algorithm first calculates the average traffic demand in the past day between each 
source and destination in the network and presents one average traffic matrix. 
- The traffic demands are then decomposed into unit-bandwidth flows to form a new offline 
time-independent traffic matrix. 
- Based on this new traffic matrix for the past day, the QoS metrics are calculated assuming 
all flows are routed over the shortest paths with original link weights. As with UAESR and 
SCIR, other metrics could also be used for measurement purposes, should the ISP wish. 
- Based on the above SP measurements, the SCIR algorithm computes a QoS-Aware delivery 
tree and a complementary tree to the first tree, following the algorithm in Chapter 5. Then, 
the QoS metrics are calculated for various ratios of QoS-Sensitive and QoS-Oblivious traf-
fic.  These SP and SCIR results using original link weights are also used later in fitness 
function to calculate fitness score (explained in more depth later). 
- The Genetic Algorithm starts by generating N random link weight configurations (chromo-
somes) for the first round (generation) of solutions. Each link weight could have a value 
between 1 and 1023, encoded by a 10-digit binary string (no link can have a cost of zero). 
The binary strings of all link weight values in the network are then concatenated to make a 
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single longer binary string that represents one chromosome (solution). N, showing the num-
ber of different generated solutions, is regarded as the population of chromosomes in that 
generation. 
 
- The GA takes the chromosomes in the first generation one by one and performs the follow-
ing actions with each set of link weights: 
 
• Computing new shortest paths, applying time-independent traffic matrix to those paths, 
and measure the QoS metrics for SP 
• Computing SCIR delivery trees based on SP measurements, applying the traffic matrix 
to the path options, and measuring QoS metrics for SCIR 
• Calculating the fitness score with respect to the defined fitness function (explained in 
more details later) 
 
- GA then sorts the chromosomes based on their fitness scores and puts aside the top X1% of 
chromosomes with the highest fitness values (Class-A chromosomes). These Elite chromo-
somes are directly copied to the next generation. 
 
- The weakest X3% of the chromosomes (Class-C chromosomes) are discarded and replaced 
with randomly generated chromosomes in the next generation to prevent the domination of 
weak solutions in the population. This also gives the GA the chance to explore unvisited ar-
eas within the search space and prevent the stagnation of GA around a local optima. 
 
- The remaining X2% (X2 = 100 – (X1 + X3)) of the chromosomes in the next generation will 
be produced through the process of selection, crossover, and mutation of chromosomes in 
the previous generation. The parent chromosomes are selected from Class-A and Class-B 
(which includes the remaining chromosomes in the previous generation that are neither in 
Class-A or Class-C) chromosomes using a Roulette Wheel Selection mechanism, in which 
the probability of selecting a particular parent chromosome is proportional to its fitness val-
ue. The probability of selection for each chromosome is the fitness score of that 
chromosome divided by the total fitness score of all chromosomes. 
Figure 6.1 shows the selection probability of 10 different parent chromosomes with the fit-
ness score values set out in the table: 
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Figure 6.1.  Roulette Wheel Selection 
- When the two parents are selected, they share their bits in the recombination process, also 
known as crossover. The crossover ratio is the amount of bits that the two parents exchange. 
Figure 6.2 shows an example of crossover operation with crossover ratio of 0.7. For sim-
plicity of Figure 6.2, it is assumed that each chromosome is encoded with 10 bits. As 
demonstrated in the figure, 70% of the bits in each offspring (7 bits) are provided from one 
parent and another 30% of the bits (3 bits) from the other parent (X shows the crossover 
point). For this algorithm, only a single-point crossover is considered. 
 Bit 1 Bit 2 Bit3  Bit 4 Bit 5 Bit 6 Bit 7 Bit 8 Bit 9 Bit 10 
Parent 1 Chromosome 1 0 1 X 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Parent 2 Chromosome 0 0 1 X 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 
   
Offspring 1 Chromosome 1 0 1  0 1 1 1 0 1 0 
Offspring 2 Chromosome 0 0 1  1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Figure 6.2.  Crossover Operation Example 
- After the crossover, the individual bits of the offspring chromosome are mutated (flipped) 
with a mutation probability pm, typically in the range of 0.01 ≤ pm ≤ 0.1, to mimic the altera-
tion of individual genes throughout the evolution and open up the opportunity of for entirely 
new gene values. 
- The selection, crossover, and mutation steps are repeated until X2% of the chromosomes in 
the next generation are produced and the population of next generation is completed. 
26% 
19% 
7% 
14% 1% 
5% 
3% 
7% 
1% 17% 
Fitness Score 
Chromo 1 Chromo 2 Chromo 3 Chromo 4 Chromo 5
Chromo 6 Chromo 7 Chromo 8 Chromo 9 Chromo 10
Chromosome Fitness Score 
Chromo 1 175 
Chromo 2 130 
Chromo 3 48 
Chromo 4 95 
Chromo 5 5 
Chromo 6 34 
Chromo 7 18 
Chromo 8 50 
Chromo 9 7 
Chromo 10 111 
Total 673 
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- The algorithm is run for a fixed number of generations so that enough generations are tried 
to reach a reasonably close approximation of a global optimum solution. 
6.4.2 Testing Mode 
The online part of GA-SP and GA-SCIR algorithms in testing mode remains almost unchanged 
compared to the original SP and SCIR algorithms presented in previous chapter. Details follow as 
below: 
- Having found an optimised set of link weights with the highest fitness score in GA using the 
traffic matrices from the previous day (in training mode), the algorithm this time takes the 
actual traffic levels for the current day to evaluate the performance of GA-SP and GA-SCIR 
against the original SP and SCIR algorithms. 
- GA-SP uses the new link weights to calculate the new set of shortest paths. 
- The network obtains the desired QoS metric measurements e.g. current link load and avail-
able bandwidth from the SP measurements in training phase. 
- Based on these measurements, GA-SCIR algorithm computes the QoS-Aware SCIR deliv-
ery trees as explained in Chapter 5. 
- The network presents each end-user with all pre-computed paths identified by the GA-SCIR 
algorithm, together with the standard least cost shortest path from the source (router) to eve-
ry destination (router) in the network from GA-SP algorithm. The end-user then selects one 
of these offered paths by using probing to test the path quality. The choice made by the end-
user is based on its desired QoS metric (e.g. minimum ETE delay). The end-user then sends 
data packets over the chosen path. 
- For the purpose of online traffic engineering in the testing mode, GA-SCIR algorithm only 
relies on regular probing of path options to adjust the path selection of end-users in the face 
of QoS changes in dynamic network traffic. The frequency of this depends on the extent of 
perceived QoS changes from the end-user viewpoint. 
Figure 6.3 shows the flowchart of genetic algorithm and summarises the above explanation for 
both training and testing phases. 
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Figure 6.3.  The Flowchart of the Genetic Algorithm 
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6.4.3 Fitness Function for Genetic Algorithm 
The objective of GA is to find a solution (i.e. a set of link weights) for which the network achieves 
reduced MLU and ETE delay (ETED) as well as improved throughput. Therefore, these three met-
rics should be considered in the definition of a fitness function for GA-SP and GA-SCIR. The 
results presented in Section 5.4 suggest that MLU, ETED, and Throughput graphs for GA and Non-
GA scenarios will be positioned ideally similar to the following layouts shown in Figures 6.4 and 
6.5. 
In both figures, OrigLW graphs refer to the original link weight setting in the NonGA SCIR 
whereas OptmLW graphs refer to optimised link weights in the GA scenario. In an ideal solution, 
the area between the two graphs would be a maximum in the sense that OptmLW graphs (repre-
senting GA solution) show much lower MLU and ETED levels compared to OrigLW graphs 
(representing NonGA solution) across a wide range of QoS-Sensitive traffic (Figure 6.4). They also 
demonstrate much higher throughput levels in OptmLW graphs compared to OrigLW graphs (Fig-
ure 6.5). These desirable features can be enforced with the following considerations: 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4.  Example of Ideal MLU or ETED Results for Original Link Weight Setting and 
Optimised Link Weight Setting 
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Figure 6.5.  Example of Ideal Throughput Results for Original Link Weight Setting and Op-
timised Link Weight Setting 
 
1) Maximising the distance between OrigLW-SP and OptmLW-SP to ensure that SP has lower 
MLU and ETED and higher Throughput in OptmLW-SP compared to OrigLW-SP. 
𝐹𝐹1(𝑐𝑐) = 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × 100          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(21) 
𝐹𝐹2(𝑐𝑐) = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × 100          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(22) 
𝐹𝐹3(𝑐𝑐) = 𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × 100          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(23) 
 
2) Maximising the approximate area between Optm-SCIR and Optm-SP to ensure maximum 
total MLU and ETED reduction as well as maximum Throughput increase across the whole 
range of QoS-Sensitive traffic in Optm-SCIR compared to Optm-SP. 
𝐹𝐹4(𝑐𝑐) = ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 −𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)20𝑖𝑖=0 ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆20𝑖𝑖=0 × 100          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(24) 
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𝐹𝐹5(𝑐𝑐) = ∑ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)20𝑖𝑖=0 ∑ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆20𝑖𝑖=0 × 100          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(25) 
𝐹𝐹6(𝑐𝑐) = ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)−𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆20𝑖𝑖=0 ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)20𝑖𝑖=0 × 100          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(26) 
 
3) Maximising the range at which OptmLW-SCIR has lower MLU or ETED or higher 
Throughput compared to OrigLW-SCIR. 
𝐹𝐹7(𝑐𝑐) = �𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏),     𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏) = �5, 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏) < 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)0, 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏) ≥ 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)20
𝑖𝑖=0
          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(27) 
𝐹𝐹8(𝑐𝑐) = �𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏),     𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏) = �5, 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏) < 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)0, 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏) ≥ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)20
𝑖𝑖=0
          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(28) 
𝐹𝐹9(𝑐𝑐) = �𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏),     𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏) = �5, 𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏) < 𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)0, 𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏) ≥ 𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)20
𝑖𝑖=0
     𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(29) 
 
4) Maximising the range at which OptmLW-SCIR has lower MLU or ETED or higher 
Throughput compared to OptmLW-SP. 
𝐹𝐹10(𝑐𝑐) = �𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏),     𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏) = �5, 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏) < 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆0, 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏) ≥ 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆20
𝑖𝑖=0
          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(30) 
𝐹𝐹11(𝑐𝑐) = �𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏),     𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏) = �5, 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏) < 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆0, 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏) ≥ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆20
𝑖𝑖=0
          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(31) 
𝐹𝐹12(𝑐𝑐) = �𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏),     𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏) = �5, 𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 < 𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)0, 𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≥ 𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈(5𝑏𝑏)20
𝑖𝑖=0
     𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(32) 
 
The representation of the above four considerations for each of the MLU, ETE delay, and 
throughput metrics would yield the presented 12 terms for the fitness function. Therefore, the fit-
ness function is obtained from the addition of individual terms, each with a separate quotient: 
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𝐹𝐹(𝑐𝑐) =  �𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐)12
𝑖𝑖=1
× 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(33) 
6.4.4 GA Parameter Selection 
Genetic Algorithm has a number of control parameters, and various combinations of values for 
these parameters could have different impacts on the performance of GA. It is difficult to reach a 
general conclusion about the appropriate setting of control parameters due to the problem-specific 
nature of GA. The authors of [48] present their findings and those of similar studies on the impact 
of different parameters on the performance of Genetic Algorithm from fitness value and processing 
time standpoints: 
- Number of Generations: The higher the number of generations, the better is the chance of 
finding a solution with higher fitness value, at the cost of increase processing time. 
- Population Size: The bigger the size, the higher is the probability to find a fitter solution but 
with increased processing time. 
- Crossover Rate: Although higher rates for crossover is suggested, the direct impact of high-
er crossover on fitness score and processing time is insignificant because it generates 
similar individuals in many cases. 
- Mutation Rate: The higher the rate, the broader the search space of explored solutions and 
the higher the chance of finding a high-fitness chromosome , but at the same time, the long-
er it takes to reach the optimum solution. 
Based on the above findings, the following values are chosen for GA parameters in the simula-
tions of this chapter (refer to Section 6.5.1): 
• Number of Generations: 600 
• Population Size: 100 
• Crossover Rate: 0.8 
• Mutation Rate: 0.05 
6.5 GA Performance Evaluation 
The results of GA-SP and GA-SCIR using the optimised link weights are compared against the re-
sults for the case in which both algorithms use the original link weight setting.  
To evaluate the performance of GA optimised SP and SCIR algorithms, the simulation results 
for standard Shortest Path Dijkstra’s algorithm (SP) and Scalable Cooperative Intradomain Routing 
algorithm (SCIR) with both original link weights and GA-optimised link weights are presented and 
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compared against each other. The only difference between the comparing cases is the link weight 
configurations and every other aspect remains unchanged. The simulations are carried out, having 
the following TE objectives for SP and SCIR in mind: 
- ISP: minimising maximum link utilisations and maximising throughput 
- User: minimising end-to-end delay 
- Stability and scalability objective (not an explicit objective of the fitness function; but a 
genuine TE objective): Minimise the number of recalculations in SCIR algorithm 
6.5.1 Simulation Assumptions 
- Each link in the network topology is considered to be unidirectional with equal link capacity 
in both link directions. Therefore, the amount of traffic and the link utilisation could be dif-
ferent on each direction. 
- A network monitoring system measures the link load and available bandwidth averaged 
over some time at the end of training period. 
- M/M/1 queuing theory (Poisson Process) [38] is used to calculate delay, in which the link 
delay (δ) is calculated as a function of its utilisation (ρ): 
δ: delay 
λ: traffic volume 
μ: link capacity 
ρ: link utilisation 
𝛿𝛿 =  𝜌𝜌1 − 𝜌𝜌           𝜌𝜌 =  λμ           𝛿𝛿 =  λμ − λ           𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(1) 
The available bandwidth therefore, is (𝜇𝜇 − 𝜆𝜆). 
- For training period, the GA algorithm uses historical traffic traces from previous day and for 
the testing period, the real-time measurements of traffic volumes between source-
destination pairs are used. 
- To assess the throughput of routing algorithms under heavy load, the maximum link utilisa-
tion threshold is to 95%. Thus, any flow which makes a link in the ETE paths overutilised 
(ρ > 95%) will be dropped. 
- RTT measurements of path options probing takes place every few minutes to accommodate 
the changing nature of online traffic. 
- GA runs over 600 generations of solutions, each containing 100 chromosomes (set of link 
weights). The population of chromosomes in each generation is kept deliberately no more 
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than 100 to speed up the execution of the GA program in each generation. On the other 
hand, a fairly high value is chosen for the number of generations (600) to compensate the 
possible negative impact of pre-mature GA convergence due to small population of chromo-
somes in each generation. 
- 10% of chromosomes with highest fitness scores in each generation are considered as the 
elite class-A chromosomes and are directly copied into the next generation. The weakest 
half of the chromosomes in each generation are discarded and replaced with randomly gen-
erated chromosomes. The remaining 40% of offspring in the next generation are produced 
from the mating of the parents in class-A and class-B chromosomes. The crossover rate is 
0.8 and the mutation rate is 0.05. All of the above values are selected in a way that promotes 
randomness and elitism and ultimately results in high diversification of chromosomes and 
the survival of the fittest in order to make the program explore a broader range of solutions 
for better set of link weights. 
6.5.2 Simulation Setup 
- SP, SCIR, and GA algorithms are implemented in Java. 
- Unlike regular hourly path recomputation and updates in legacy SCIR in Chapter 5, GA-
SCIR and NonGA-SCIR in this chapter only rely on regular probe packets to every destina-
tion node over all path options to handle the traffic dynamics and adjust the appropriate path 
option to be used for each destination in a scalable fashion. Therefore, every e.g. 10 
minutes, 3×n×(n-1) probe packets are sent every in total from all sources to all destinations 
to find out the ETE delay of two SCIR path options as well as the shortest path. The end-
user then measures the round-trip time (RTT) over different paths to find the best path to 
each destination with minimum end-to-end delay at any time. Once the path with minimum 
ETE delay is identified for each destination, that path will be used until the next round of 
probing. In these simulations, the probing is assumed to take place every 10 minutes as op-
posed to previous 15 minutes in order to make the end-users more frequently aware of the 
path situations in the absence of frequent path recomputations in legacy SCIR. 
- To avoid the control plane burden of frequent end-user switching between multiple path op-
tions, once a flow is assigned to an ETE path, it stays on the same path during its lifetime. 
In order to maintain the same path for those flows that overlap a path update period, the 
network keeps both the new and the old path information details in the forwarding tables of 
the routers until the next path recalculation period (refer to Table 5.1 - Number of Stored 
path Information Data in the Network). Alternatively, the end-user could have the option to 
enforce the path of its packets using strict source routing. 
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6.5.2.1 GEANT 
- GEANT [41], an operational research network with 23 nodes and 74 unidirectional links 
(with similar link capacities in both directions of each link) is used for testing algorithms. 
- 7 days worth of traffic is taken from the GEANT traffic matrices dataset [43], equal to 672 
traffic demands, and each representing aggregated traffic demands in 15-minute sampling 
rates. The traffic is divided into 7 one-day traffic matrices. Then, 6 sets of 2-daily training-
testing traffic matrices are obtained starting from the first day being the first training matrix 
and ending with the 7th day being the last testing matrix. The traffic demands in training 
traffic matrix is averaged over the day and then, the average traffic demands between S-D 
pairs are decomposed into unit-bandwidth traffic flows. The flows are then scaled to four 
times the original value to guarantee a desired level of traffic on network links. No flow du-
ration has been considered in training mode since the calculations are offline and the 
bandwidth and duration of flows are already considered in the traffic demands. In the testing 
traffic matrix, each flow is set to start at a random time within the 15-minute interval and 
lasts for a random period up to maximum 15 minutes (0 < flow duration <= 15), since this is 
equal to the traffic sampling period of the GEANT traffic matrix dataset [43]. The probing 
of path options takes place every 5 minutes. 
6.5.2.2 Abilene 
- Abilene [42] is another research network with 11 nodes and 28 unidirectional links (with 
similar link capacities in both directions of each link). 
- 7 days worth of traffic is taken from the Abilene traffic matrices dataset [42], equal to 2016 
traffic demands, and each representing aggregated traffic demands in 5-minute sampling 
rates. The traffic is divided into 7 one-day traffic matrices. Then, 6 sets of 2-daily training-
testing traffic matrices are obtained starting from the first day being the first training matrix 
and ending with the 7th day being the last testing matrix. The traffic demands in training 
traffic matrix are averaged over the day and then, the average traffic demands between S-D 
pairs are decomposed into unit-bandwidth traffic flows. The flows are then scaled to 15 
times the original value to guarantee a desired level of traffic on network links. No flow du-
ration has been considered in training mode since the calculations are offline and the 
bandwidth and duration of flows are already considered in the traffic demands. In testing 
traffic matrix, each flow is set to start at a random time within the 5-minute interval and 
lasts for a random period up to maximum 5 minutes (0 < flow duration <= 5), since this is 
equal to the traffic sampling period of the Abilene traffic matrix dataset [42]. The path prob-
ing happens every 5 minutes. 
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6.6 Results 
The results are presented and compared with SCIR for different ratios of QoS-Sensitive and QoS-
Oblivious traffic, with the full range of QoS-Sensitive traffic comprising between 0% and 100% of 
the total traffic. The end-user is assumed to send the QoS-Sensitive traffic on whichever path op-
tion has the minimum ETE delay. The QoS-Oblivious traffic is assumed to always take the shortest 
path, therefore corresponding to today’s best-effort routing. SCIR (GA/NonGA) is considered as a 
complementary algorithm that coexists with SP (GA/NonGA) routing and supports QoS-Aware 
paths for the QoS-Sensitive traffic. The simulation of a SP and GA-SP corresponds to today’s best-
effort Internet wherein all traffic is routed through SPs, irrespective of whether the data is QoS-
Sensitive or QoS-Oblivious. 
The figures in this section show the mean of the measured metrics (averaged over the simulation 
period) as a function of the QoS-Sensitive traffic percentage. 
Three sets of results are presented in the coming sections. The first two present the performance 
evaluation outcome of the genetic algorithm for the GEANT and Abilene networks with the 12-
term fitness function explained in Section 6.4.3 that mainly focuses on SCIR optimisation based on 
MLU, ETED, and throughput metrics. In these simulations, all three metrics are considered equally 
important and thus, the quotients for all terms are equal to 1, giving each term the same impact 
weight on the fitness score as the other terms. 
𝐹𝐹(𝑐𝑐) =  �𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐)12
𝑖𝑖=1
          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(34) 
The third set of results uses a 3-term fitness function that is solely focused on SP optimisation, 
which yields the percentage of MLU, ETED, and throughput improvement in optimised shortest 
paths in comparison to original shortest paths in GEANT network. Since all three metrics are 
equally considered, the quotient value for all three sub-functions is 1. 
𝐹𝐹(𝑐𝑐) =  𝐹𝐹1(𝑐𝑐) + 𝐹𝐹2(𝑐𝑐) + 𝐹𝐹3(𝑐𝑐)          𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(35) 
The above two fitness functions are compared in the third set of results to see whether a 3-term 
pure SP-focused fitness function can achieve better SP results than the more comprehensive 12-
term fitness function. 
In all presented figures, OrigLW graphs refer to the original link weight setting in the NonGA 
SCIR whereas OptmLW graphs refer to optimised link weights in the GA scenario. The numbers on 
the figures show the percentage of improvement (positive) or deterioration (negative) of each value 
compared to the SP value in the original link weight setting as reference point. 
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All graphs represent the mean results from 6 sets of training and testing traffic matrices ex-
plained in the simulation setup in Section 6.5.2. The results are first presented in this section with 
descriptive explanation and are later discussed in more detail in Section 6.7. 
6.6.1 GEANT Results for SCIR Optimisation 
6.6.1.1 GA operation: Fitness Score 
Figure 6.6 demonstrates the highest fitness score (average of 6 sets of results) in each generation of 
the genetic algorithm across the 600 generations for which the algorithm was run. As is clear from 
the figure, the rise of score in the beginning is very sharp and later, it starts to level out towards a 
steady-state value.  This is a typical result obtained in a Genetic Algorithm, and demonstrates the 
evolution of the solution towards a stable level of fitness. 
 
Figure 6.6.  Fitness Score 
6.6.1.2 Mean Link Utilisation 
 Figure 6.7 shows that SCIR has a higher mean link utilisation in cooperative routing compared to 
SP, both in original link weight setting and optimised link weight setting. As with SCIR (Section 
5.4.1.1), the difference in network load rises with the level of QoS-Sensitive traffic since more traf-
fic flows are diverted off the shortest paths by SCIR. A further observation is that the worst-case 
difference in mean link utilisation between SCIR and SP in optimised link weight setting is only 
about 14.5% compared to original SP as opposed to 35.7% difference in original link weight set-
ting. 
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Figure 6.7.  Mean Link Utilisation 
6.6.1.3 Standard Deviation of Link Utilisation 
 Figure 6.8 shows that SCIR has a lower standard deviation of link utilisation across all links com-
pared to SP for both original link weights and optimised link weights. In addition, SCIR manages 
to achieve lower standard deviation of link utilisation in optimised link weight setting compared to 
the original link weight setting across almost the entire range of QoS-Sensitive percentage of traf-
fic. In Shortest Path routing however, GA-SP has a slightly more standard deviation than original. 
 
Figure 6.8. Standard Deviation of Link Utilisation 
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Figure 6.9.  Maximum Link Utilisation 
 
 
 
Figure 6.10.  Mean End-to-End Path Delay 
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6.6.1.4 Maximum Link Utilisation 
 Figure 6.9 shows the MLU across all network links in SP and SCIR decreases by 6.5% and 5% re-
spectively, in optimised link weight setting compared to the original link weight setting and SCIR 
in both settings achieve ~14-16% MLU reduction when QoS-Sensitive traffic accounts for ~55-
100% of the total traffic. The other fact is the MLU in SCIR in both link weight settings stays well 
below the MLU in SP across all QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions. However, while original SCIR 
manages to achieve about 16.2% reduction in MLU, GA-SCIR reaches slightly lower improvement 
with 14.5% MLU reduction. 
 
6.6.1.5 Mean End-to-End Path Delay 
In Figure 6.10, the mean ETE path delay shows up to around 40% reduction in original SCIR (~60-
75% QoS-Sensitive traffic) and 54% reduction in GA-SCIR compared to original SP in the best 
case traffic split (~45-80% QoS-Sensitive traffic). GA-SP has ETEDs that are ~38.4% lower than 
original SP. In addition, GA-SCIR improves over GA-SP by 15.7% while original SCIR can 
achieve 39.9% compared to original SP. The range of improvement however, is wider in GA-SCIR 
in comparison with original SCIR. 
 
6.6.1.6 Throughput 
 Figure 6.11 shows the overall throughput achieved by the network using both original and opti-
mised link weights. Higher throughput levels for SCIR are realised compared to SP across a wide 
range of QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions in both scenarios. In addition, both SP and SCIR manage to 
achieve generally higher throughput levels in optimised link weights compared to the original link 
weights. However, original SCIR improves over original SP by only around 3% whereas the GA-
SCIR improves the GA-SP by only 0.3%. 
 
6.6.2 Abilene Results for SCIR Optimisation 
6.6.2.1 GA Operation: Fitness Score 
Figure 6.12 shows the highest fitness score (average of 6 sets of results)  in each generation of the 
genetic algorithm across 600 generations. As with the GEANT results, the rise of score in the be-
ginning is very sharp and later, it starts to level out towards a steady-state value. 
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Figure 6.11.  Throughput 
 
 
 
Figure 6.12.  Fitness Score 
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6.6.2.2 Mean Link Utilisation 
 Figure 6.13 shows that SCIR has a higher mean link utilisation in cooperative routing compared to 
SP, both in original link weight setting and optimised link weight setting. The difference in network 
load rises with the level of QoS-Sensitive traffic since more traffic flows are diverted off the short-
est paths by SCIR. However, this gap is less towards high QoS-Sensitive traffic ratios. The 
decrease in SCIR utilisation at very high levels of QoS-Sensitive traffic is because of the sharp 
drop in throughput value as depicted in Figure 6.17. 
 
Figure 6.13.  Mean Link Utilisation 
6.6.2.3 Standard Deviation of Link Utilisation 
 Figure 6.14 shows that SCIR has a lower mean of standard deviation of link utilisation across all 
links compared to SP for both original link weights and optimised link weights. In addition, SCIR 
and SP both manage to achieve lower standard deviation of link utilisation in optimised link weight 
setting compared to the original link weight setting across almost the entire range of QoS-Sensitive 
percentage of traffic. 
6.6.2.4 Maximum Link Utilisation 
 Figure 6.15 shows the MLU across all network links in SCIR decreases by around 7% in optimised 
link weight setting compared to the original link weight setting. Optimised SCIR achieves ~11% 
MLU reduction when QoS-Sensitive traffic accounts for ~30% of the total traffic. The other fact is 
the MLU in optimised SCIR is lower than SP across almost 50% of the range as opposed to about 
37% range of SCIR superiority in original link weight setting. 
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Figure 6.14.  Standard Deviation of Link Utilisation 
 
 
 
Figure 6.15.  Maximum Link Utilisation 
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6.6.2.5 Mean End-to-End Path Delay 
In Figure 6.16, the mean ETE path delay shows up to 15.6% reduction in original SCIR (~30-35% 
QoS-Sensitive traffic) and about 23.7% reduction in GA-SCIR compared to SP in the best case traf-
fic split ratio (~30% QoS-Sensitive traffic). GA-SP has ETEDs that are ~9.7% lower than original 
SP. In a further observation, GA-SCIR improves over GA-SP by 14% while original SCIR can 
achieve 15.6% compared to original SP. 
 
Figure 6.16.  Mean End-to-End Path Delay 
 
 
6.6.2.6 Throughput 
 Figure 6.17 shows the overall throughput achieved by the network using both original and opti-
mised link weights. Higher throughput levels for SCIR is realised compared to SP across almost 
half of the range of QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions in original and optimised link weight settings. 
The improvement is very narrow in difference though, with only ~1.5% improvement from SP to 
SCIR in optimised link weight setting. In original link weight setting, the different between SP and 
SCIR is ~0.5% at its best. In both cases (original and optimised link weights), the throughput drops 
dramatically at higher ratios of QoS-Sensitive traffic which implies a very modest improvement for 
throughput. 
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Figure 6.17.  Throughput 
 
6.6.3 SP Optimisation Results for GEANT Network 
In this section, the SP optimised results for MLU, ETED, and throughput metrics are presented and 
compared with the results from Section 6.6.1. 
6.6.3.1 Maximum Link Utilisation 
 Figure 6.18 shows the MLU across all network links. MLU in GA-SP is 6.7% lower than MLU in 
original SP. This shows a further 0.2% reduction compared to 6.5% MLU reduction case for SCIR 
optimisation (Figure 6.9). In addition, the original SCIR achieves maximum 12.7% MLU reduction 
compared to original SP. This is less than the 16.2% MLU reduction for the same metric in SCIR 
optimisation (Figure 6.9). Optimised SCIR achieves maximum 15.5% MLU reduction compared to 
original SP and 8.8% compared to optimised SP (original SP MLU being the base for difference 
percentage calculation). This is also less than the respective values of 21% and 14.5% MLU reduc-
tion for the same metrics for optimised SCIR in SCIR optimisation scenario (Figure 6.9). A further 
observation is the optimised SCIR MLU stays well below the original SCIR MLU across the entire 
range of QoS-Sensitive traffic ratio. 
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Figure 6.18.  Maximum Link Utilisation 
6.6.3.2 Mean End-to-End Path Delay 
 Figure 6.19 shows the mean ETE path delay across all network links. ETED in optimised SP is 
40.5% lower than ETED in original SP. This shows a further 2.1% reduction compared to 38.4% 
ETED reduction case for SCIR optimisation (Figure 6.10). In addition, the original SCIR achieves 
maximum 34.7% ETED reduction compared to original SP. This is less than the 39.9% ETED re-
duction for the same metric in SCIR optimisation (Figure 6.10). Optimised SCIR achieves 
maximum 52% ETED reduction compared to original SP and 11.5% compared to optimised SP 
(original SP MLU being the base for difference percentage calculation). This is also less than the 
respective values of 54.1% and 15.7% ETED reduction for the same metrics for optimised SCIR in 
SCIR optimisation scenario (Figure 6.10). A further observation is the optimised SCIR ETED stays 
well below the original SCIR ETED across the entire range of QoS-Sensitive traffic ratio. 
6.6.3.3 Throughput 
 Figure 6.20 shows the throughput across all network links. Throughput in optimised SP is 3.1% 
higher than throughput in original SP. This is the same as the 3.1% throughput increase case for 
SCIR optimisation (Figure 6.11). In addition, the original SCIR achieves maximum 2.6% through-
put increase compared to original SP. This is less than the 3.1% throughput increase for the same 
metric in SCIR optimisation (Figure 6.11). Optimised SCIR achieves maximum 3.2% throughput 
increase compared to original SP and 0.1% compared to optimised SP (original SP MLU being the 
base for difference percentage calculation). This is also less than the respective values of 3.4% and 
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0.3% throughput increase for the same metrics for optimised SCIR in SCIR optimisation scenario 
(Figure 6.11). A further observation is the optimised SCIR throughput stays well above the original 
SCIR throughput across the entire range of QoS-Sensitive traffic ratio. 
 
 
Figure 6.19.  Mean End-to-End Path Delay 
 
Figure 6.20.  Throughput 
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6.7 Discussion of Results 
- Figures 6.7 and 6.13 show that SCIR has a higher mean link utilisation in cooperative rout-
ing compared to SP, both in original link weight setting and optimised link weight setting. 
As explained in Section 5.4.1.1, the reason is the alternative paths in SCIR in general have 
more links and therefore tend to increase the overall link utilisation. 
- The higher mean link utilisation in optimised link weight setting compared to the original 
link weight setting has similar reason to the above. It was demonstrated that GA has found a 
set of link weights which gives lower levels of MLU. This means that the GA- SP and GA-
SCIR paths are typically longer but have the ability the spread out the traffic more evenly. 
Therefore, the average utilisation of network links increases because of longer paths that in-
volve more number of links to route the traffic between sources and destinations. 
- The lower standard deviation of link utilisation for SCIR compared to SP is shown in Fig-
ures 6.8 and 6.14 for original link weights and optimised link weights. This means the 
traffic is more evenly balanced, and shows the superiority of SCIR over SP in this respect. 
Although this improvement comes at the expense of higher average traffic in the network 
( Figures 6.7 and 6.13), SCIR can provide better traffic balancing than SP across a wide 
range of QoS-Sensitive traffic fractions. 
- Figures 6.9 and 6.15 show the accomplishment of SCIR in meeting the ISP’s performance 
objective of minimising the MLU. The MLU in both scenarios (original link weights and 
optimised link weights) has decreased, since part of the QoS-Sensitive traffic is routed 
through non-shortest paths and this ultimately reduces the load on the most heavily loaded 
links. 
- Figures 6.10 and 6.16 demonstrate the fulfilment of the end-user objective of minimising 
the mean ETE path delay. Since the cooperative routing approach of SCIR produces a more 
evenly balanced level of network traffic, the mean MLU is reduced, which in turn (from 
Equation 1) reduces the mean link delay. 
- In Figures 6.11 and 6.17, higher throughput levels for SCIR are realised compared to SP and 
also for the optimised link weight setting in comparison to the original link weight setting. 
This is due to the higher capacity of SCIR on ETE paths, as the result of more balanced traf-
fic across the network, and is achieved in spite of increased link utilisation. 
- A general trend in the results of Sections 6.6.1 and 6.6.2 shows less SCIR improvement in 
optimised link weight setting in comparison to SCIR improvement in original link weight 
setting. This can be interpreted as the closer proximity of the results to those of global opti-
mum solution for the optimised link weight setting compared to the original link weight 
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setting. This means that the margin for SCIR improvement compared to SP is less in the GA 
optimised solution, because the GA SP has already improved the initial SP results noticea-
bly. 
- It is generally believed that GA produces results close to optimal solutions. Therefore, the 
minimum value of MLU as well as the minimum ETED value might be within the close vi-
cinity of near optimal traffic balancing results. 
- The results of Section 6.6.3 that is focused on SP optimisation show that the improvement 
margins for SP results of all QoS metrics is more in SP-focused GA optimisation. At the 
same time, SCIR results of all QoS metrics achieve further enhancement in combined opti-
misation of SP and SCIR. This matches the purpose of the fitness function in each case. 
6.8 Summary 
SCIR simultaneously satisfies the objectives of ISP and end-user, by providing path options that 
reduce the Maximum Link Utilisation and End-to-End path delay and increase the throughput, sim-
ultaneously. However, the periodic recalculation of new paths to cope with the dynamics of online 
traffic makes SCIR relatively unscalable in larger networks. 
To address this issue, and also improve the performance of SCIR in reducing MLU and ETE de-
lay, a Genetic Algorithm (GA) was developed to optimise the results. Simulations on GEANT and 
Abilene demonstrated the capability of GA to optimise both SP and SCIR to further reduce the 
MLU and ETE delay and increase the throughput, across a wider range of QoS-Sensitive traffic 
compared to the original shortest path setting. In addition, the genetic algorithm can be generalised 
to produce various sets of desirable results based on the specified fitness function that takes into 
account the amount and range of improvement for MLU, ETED, and throughput. 
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7 CONCLUSION 
7.1 Summary and Evaluation 
On the grounds of end-user empowerment, this thesis has proposed cooperative routing algorithms 
(UAESR, SCIR, GA SCIR) that improve the influence of users over the selection of suitable path 
candidates in Intradomain routing, whilst keeping the control over the end-to-end path computation 
mechanism in ISPs’ hands to avoid violation of their traffic engineering policies. 
The mentioned algorithms above evolved around the idea of offering a few selection of QoS-
Aware paths computed by the ISP to the end-user and leave the final path selection to the end-user 
based on the QoS (Quality of Service) metric it desires. Each version of the algorithm improved on 
the performance metrics from the previous version: 
- Utilisation Aware Edge Selection Routing (UAESR) simulation results showed that it is 
possible to improve the ETE path delay in the network whilst also reducing the Maximum 
Link Utilisation (MLU). 
- Mathematical analysis of UAESR performance across various network topologies (Calle, 
GENAT, and Abilene) revealed the reasons for improvement of QoS metrics such as MLU 
and ETE delay. 
- Scalable Cooperative Intradomain Routing (SCIR) algorithm provided a more scalable ap-
proach based on construction of a small number of QoS-Aware delivery trees in the 
network. 
- Genetic Algorithm (GA) was developed to make SCIR more scalable and robust to network 
traffic changes with path probing features as well as improving the performance of SCIR in 
reducing MLU and ETE delay. Simulations on GEANT and Abilene demonstrated the capa-
bility of GA to optimise both SP and SCIR to further reduce as far as feasible the MLU and 
ETE delay while increasing the throughput, across a wider range of QoS-Sensitive traffic 
compared to the original shortest path setting. 
Other than the above, there were a few general conclusions from UAESR, SCIR, and GA SCIR 
algorithms: 
- All three algorithms have higher mean link utilisation compared to Shortest Path (SP) due to 
the use of alternative paths in that have more links and therefore tend to increase the overall 
link utilisation. 
- UAESR, SCIR, and GA SCIR have lower standard deviation of link utilisation compared to 
SP. This means the traffic is more evenly balanced in these algorithms. Although this im-
provement comes at the expense of higher average traffic in the network. 
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- UAESR, SCIR, and GA SCIR achieve significantly reduced Maximum Link Utilisation 
(MLU) and End-to-End Delay (ETED) compared to SP. Since part of the QoS-Sensitive 
traffic is routed through non-shortest paths, this ultimately reduces the load on the most 
heavily loaded links, which in turn (from Equation 1) reduces the mean link delay. 
- UAESR, SCIR, and GA SCIR have higher capacity (compared to SP) to accommodate ETE 
flows as the result of more balanced traffic across the network, and therefore can achieve 
higher throughput levels. 
- GA versions of SP, UAESR, and SCIR generally outperform the Non GA versions when pa-
rameters such as mean link utilisation, standard deviation of link utilisation, maximum link 
utilisation, end-to-end delay and throughput are concerned. This is due to better choice of 
link weights to route the traffic across the network. 
Through simulation results from real network topologies and traffic matrices, it was demon-
strated that UAESR, SCIR, and GA SCIR algorithms can reduce congestions as well as balancing 
out the network traffic (ISP objective) and deliver good quality end-to-end paths with minimum 
delay (end-user objective). 
7.2 Future Work 
The research described in this thesis has validated the hypothesis of Internet routing performance 
enhancement with end-user empowerment through experimental and analytical methods. While it 
was always attempted to consider all relevant facts in the analyses as comprehensive as possible, 
there is always limitations and constraints due to the nature of research. The following list of works 
can complete and improve this piece of research and lead to new subjects of interests in the field of 
QoS-Aware traffic engineering: 
- Finding the right traffic split ratio that results in minimum MLU or ETED and maximum 
throughput with pure analytical approach. 
- Analysing the performance of optimised SCIR algorithm with a more diverse range of QoS 
metrics to validate the results for MLU, ETED, and throughput 
- Using more specific fitness functions to optimise the results for a given set of favourable 
QoS levels and within a defined range of QoS-Sensitive traffic 
- Practical software and protocol implementation of the algorithm on a real network to carry 
out further validation tests 
- The integration of cooperative algorithm with the recently emerging subject of information 
centric networking wherein the data packets are routed based on user-declared interest ra-
ther than their physical IP address.  
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8 APPENDIX 
In this appendix, the soundness of operation for UAESR and SCIR algorithms is validated with a 
simple network topology that has 7 nodes and 20 unidirectional links (Figure 8.1). 
 
Figure 8.1.  A Simple Validation Network 
8.1 Appendix 1 – UAESR Algorithm Validation 
The link numbers in the network of Figure 8.2 are corresponding to link utilisations ranked in de-
scending order (i.e. ρ 1 ≤ ρ 2 ≤ ρ 3 …). 
 
Figure 8.2.  Validation Network with Link Utilisations 
Link numbers are corresponding to link utilisations in descending order (i.e. ρ1 ≤ ρ2 ≤ ρ3 …) 
 
The following lines are the printed output from Java implementation of UAESR algorithm that 
show the least utilised paths between end nodes based on the link utilisations in Figure 8.2. The 
paths are shown with the nodes that the packets visit from source to destination on the least utilised 
paths. 
UAESR Path Between Node 0 & 1:     0 3 6 5 1  
UAESR Path Between Node 0 & 2:     0 3 6 5 1 2  
UAESR Path Between Node 0 & 3:     0 3  
UAESR Path Between Node 0 & 4:     0 3 6 5 4  
UAESR Path Between Node 0 & 5:     0 3 6 5  
UAESR Path Between Node 0 & 6:     0 3 6  
UAESR Path Between Node 1 & 0:     1 0  
UAESR Path Between Node 1 & 2:     1 2  
UAESR Path Between Node 1 & 3:     1 0 3  
UAESR Path Between Node 1 & 4:     1 2 4  
UAESR Path Between Node 1 & 5:     1 5  
UAESR Path Between Node 1 & 6:     1 5 6  
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UAESR Path Between Node 2 & 0:     2 0  
UAESR Path Between Node 2 & 1:     2 1  
UAESR Path Between Node 2 & 3:     2 0 3  
UAESR Path Between Node 2 & 4:     2 4  
UAESR Path Between Node 2 & 5:     2 1 5  
UAESR Path Between Node 2 & 6:     2 1 5 6  
UAESR Path Between Node 3 & 0:     3 0  
UAESR Path Between Node 3 & 1:     3 6 5 1  
UAESR Path Between Node 3 & 2:     3 6 5 1 2  
UAESR Path Between Node 3 & 4:     3 6 5 4  
UAESR Path Between Node 3 & 5:     3 6 5  
UAESR Path Between Node 3 & 6:     3 6  
UAESR Path Between Node 4 & 0:     4 5 1 0  
UAESR Path Between Node 4 & 1:     4 5 1  
UAESR Path Between Node 4 & 2:     4 5 1 2  
UAESR Path Between Node 4 & 5:     4 5  
UAESR Path Between Node 4 & 6:     4 5 6  
UAESR Path Between Node 5 & 0:     5 1 0  
UAESR Path Between Node 5 & 1:     5 1  
UAESR Path Between Node 5 & 2:     5 1 2  
UAESR Path Between Node 5 & 3:     5 6 3  
UAESR Path Between Node 5 & 4:     5 4  
UAESR Path Between Node 5 & 6:     5 6  
UAESR Path Between Node 6 & 0:     6 5 1 0  
UAESR Path Between Node 6 & 1:     6 5 1  
UAESR Path Between Node 6 & 2:     6 5 1 2  
UAESR Path Between Node 6 & 3:     6 3  
UAESR Path Between Node 6 & 4:     6 5 4  
UAESR Path Between Node 6 & 5:     6 5 
 
8.2 Appendix 2 – SCIR Algorithm Validation 
The link numbers in the network of Figure 8.3 are corresponding to available bandwidth ranked in 
descending order (i.e. BW1 ≤ BW2 ≤ BW3 …). 
 
Figure 8.3.  Validation Network with Available Bandwidth 
Link numbers are corresponding to available bandwidth in descending order (i.e. BW1 ≤ BW2 ≤ BW3 …) 
 
Figure 8.4 presents the High Bandwidth Tree (HBT) obtained by using the unidirectional link re-
moval strategy and after removing the links with least available bandwidth. To construct a High 
Bandwidth Tree (HBT), the tree computation mechanism prunes the links with least available 
bandwidth in the network topology graph one at a time. After each link removal, the connectivity of 
the remaining graph is checked to ensure that the removed link does not cause the network to parti-
tion. If the link removal breaks the network connectivity, the last removed link is re-inserted in the 
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topology graph and the next link is attempted in the process. The link removal procedure is contin-
ued until every link in the network is tried and the tree is formed. This tree provides high 
bandwidth ETE paths between all sources and destinations. 
 
Figure 8.3.  High Bandwidth Tree (HBT) 
High Bandwidth Tree (HBT) obtained by using the bidirectional link removal strategy 
 
The following lines are the printed output from Java implementation of UAESR algorithm that 
show the highest bandwidth paths between end nodes based on the available bandwidth in Figure 
8.3. The paths are shown with the nodes that the packets visit from source to destination on the 
High Bandwidth Tree (HBT). 
HBT Path Between Node 0 & 1:     0 3 6 5 1  
HBT Path Between Node 0 & 2:     0 3 6 5 1 2  
HBT Path Between Node 0 & 3:     0 3  
HBT Path Between Node 0 & 4:     0 3 6 5 4  
HBT Path Between Node 0 & 5:     0 3 6 5  
HBT Path Between Node 0 & 6:     0 3 6  
HBT Path Between Node 1 & 0:     1 2 0  
HBT Path Between Node 1 & 2:     1 2  
HBT Path Between Node 1 & 3:     1 2 0 3  
HBT Path Between Node 1 & 4:     1 2 0 3 6 5 4  
HBT Path Between Node 1 & 5:     1 2 0 3 6 5  
HBT Path Between Node 1 & 6:     1 2 0 3 6  
HBT Path Between Node 2 & 0:     2 0  
HBT Path Between Node 2 & 1:     2 0 3 6 5 1  
HBT Path Between Node 2 & 3:     2 0 3  
HBT Path Between Node 2 & 4:     2 0 3 6 5 4  
HBT Path Between Node 2 & 5:     2 0 3 6 5  
HBT Path Between Node 2 & 6:     2 0 3 6  
HBT Path Between Node 3 & 0:     3 6 5 1 2 0  
HBT Path Between Node 3 & 1:     3 6 5 1  
HBT Path Between Node 3 & 2:     3 6 5 1 2  
HBT Path Between Node 3 & 4:     3 6 5 4  
HBT Path Between Node 3 & 5:     3 6 5  
HBT Path Between Node 3 & 6:     3 6  
HBT Path Between Node 4 & 0:     4 5 1 2 0  
HBT Path Between Node 4 & 1:     4 5 1  
HBT Path Between Node 4 & 2:     4 5 1 2  
HBT Path Between Node 4 & 3:     4 5 1 2 0 3  
HBT Path Between Node 4 & 5:     4 5  
HBT Path Between Node 4 & 6:     4 5 1 2 0 3 6  
HBT Path Between Node 5 & 0:     5 1 2 0  
HBT Path Between Node 5 & 1:     5 1  
HBT Path Between Node 5 & 2:     5 1 2  
HBT Path Between Node 5 & 3:     5 1 2 0 3  
HBT Path Between Node 5 & 4:     5 4  
HBT Path Between Node 5 & 6:     5 1 2 0 3 6  
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HBT Path Between Node 6 & 0:     6 5 1 2 0  
HBT Path Between Node 6 & 1:     6 5 1  
HBT Path Between Node 6 & 2:     6 5 1 2  
HBT Path Between Node 6 & 3:     6 5 1 2 0 3  
HBT Path Between Node 6 & 4:     6 5 4  
HBT Path Between Node 6 & 5:     6 5 
8.3 Appendix 3 – GA.java Source Code 
import java.util.Random; 
import java.util.StringTokenizer; 
import java.util.LinkedList; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.lang.Math; 
 
/* 
 * General Assumptions: 
 *  
 * The links are considered unidirectional which means each link is effectively consists of 
two links (one in each direction with the same capacity). 
 * There is no intra-POP traffic in the traffic matrices. 
 * All traffic demands are decomposed to unit-BW traffic flows and one remaining flow with 
a BW value less than than 1 Mbps. 
 * The flows may be scaled using the provided scaling factor. 
 * Both the link capacities and the traffic demands are in Mbps. 
 * The program ensures loop-free SP, UAESR, SCIR, and LDCT paths. 
 * There are no UAESR/SCIR recalculation in this algorithm and these paths are computed 
only once. After that, the TE is done with re-probing (either in offline or online fash-
ion). 
 *  
 *  
 *  
 * Algorithms Procedure: 
 *  
 * 1. Based on the obtained averaged links utilisation/delay/BW/etc in SP: 
 *    UAESR algorithm calculates 2 UAESRs (based on the ISP desired metric) between every 
source and destination. 
 *    SCIR algorithm calculates one spanning tree based on the ISP desired metric (e.g. 
LUST, LDST, HBST, etc) as well as its complement spanning tree. 
 *    Then the choices of UAESRs or SCIRs are presented to the end-user along with the SP 
choice. 
 *  
 * 2. The end-user in our deployment of LDCT, UAESR & SCIR always chooses the path option 
with either minimum ETE delay or maximum ETE bandwidth. 
 *    Path selection is done after probing all path options (including the SP option in 
UAESR and SCIR). 
 *    The probing frequency can range from per-flow probing (in Testing part) to periodic 
probing (in Training part). 
 *  
 * 3. The link disjoint coloured tree algorithm computes two link-disjoint blue and red 
spanning trees rooted towards a drain node. 
 *    Therefore, LDCT algorithm gives two delivery trees for each drain node. 
 *    This means that the end-user has 2 path options to reach any destination (no SP op-
tion offered). 
 *    The LDCT can be tested with different probing periods just like UAESR & SCIR (alt-
hough this online behaviour has not been provisioned originally by the proposers). 
 *    LDCT is agnostic to various QoS-Aware traffic ratios and different link weight set-
tings. 
 *    CTs: 0 (blue), 1(red) 
 *  
 * 4. The measurable parameters are computed for later results comparison of LDCT, QoS 
oblivious SP, and QoS aware UAESR & SCIR algorithms. 
 *  
 * 5. The whole procedure is repeated for various ratios of QoS aware traffic and the re-
sults are logged. 
 *  
 *  
 *  
 * Training: 
 *  
 * A TM file which represents multiple 5-min or 15-min TMs in the period of [0-T) is fed to 
the program. 
 * The program average the traffic demands in [0-T) between the same sources and destina-
tions and decomposes the demands into unit-bandwidth flows to form a new offline time-
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independent TM. 
 *  
 * Based on the obtained traffic flows in the new TM, Non-GA's SP & SCIR results are calcu-
lated. GA is then used to find an optimum set of link weights for that TM. 
 * The optimised link weights are then used to calculate the GA's SP & SCIR results for the 
TM and compare them with the Non-GA's SP & SCIR results using the original link weights. 
 *  
 * Traffic[i][j]: traffic flow i with j = {0: source, 1: destination} 
 * The traffic flows might be scaled using a scaling factor. 
 *  
 * The average ETED for each flow is calculatied after putting the flow on the ETE path and 
at the end, average all ETED of individual flows. 
 *  
 * The GA is run for a fixed number of generations for enough generations to iterate and 
finally have a reasonably good optimisation. 
 *  
 * GA parameters: 
 * 10-bit link weight encoding 
 * Based on fitness score, the population is sorted and divided into 3 classes of A, B, & C 
 * Class A chromosomes are directly copied to the next generation without any change 
 * Class C chromosomes are discarded and replaced by random chromosomes in the next genera-
tion 
 * The remaining chromosomes in the next generation are obtained by mating parents from 
classes A & B 
 *  
 *  
 *  
 * Testing: 
 *  
 * The next TM file which represents multiple 5-min or 15-min TMs in the period of [T-2T) 
is fed to the program. 
 * This time, the TM is used in an online time-dependent fashion and the traffic demands 
are decomposed into unit-bandwidth flows without being averaged. 
 * Each flow starts at a random time within the TM period and lasts for a random time less 
than the 5-min or 15-min TM sampling period. 
 *  
 * Based on the TM and using the original and optimised link weights respectively, Non-GA's 
and GA's SP & SCIR results are calculated and compared. 
 *  
 * The ETED for each flow is calculated per second after putting the flow on the ETE path. 
Then the flow ETED values over the flow lifespan are averaged to get the average ETED for 
that flow. At the end, the ETED of all flows are averaged. 
 *  
 *  
 *  
 * Other Assumptions: 
 *  
 * Integer variable "algorithm": 0 (UAESR), 1 (SCIR) 
 *  
 * QoSAware_Results[i][j][k]: 
 * i (0:UAESR, 1:SCIR) 
 * j (0:average link utilisation, 1:link utilisation variance, 2:maximum link utilisation, 
3:average link delay)  
 * k: simulation duration 
 *  
 * AvgQoSAware_Results[i][j][k][l]: 
 * i (0:Non-GA, 1:GA) 
 * j (0:UAESR, 1:SCIR) 
 * k (0:average link utilisation, 1:link utilisation variance, 2:maximum link utilisation, 
3:throughput, 4:average link delay, 5:average ETE path delay experienced by flows)  
 * l: QoS-aware traffic percentage with steps of 5% start from 0% to 100% 
 */ 
 
public class GA 
{ 
 //parameters and counters 
 public static int Counter; 
 public static int Index; 
 public static double QoSAware_Percentage; 
 public static String ISP_Metric; 
 public static String User_Metric; 
 public static double MLU_Threshold; 
 public static int Probing_Period; 
  
 //network arrays 
 public static int Nodes; 
 public static int Links; 
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 public static int[][] Link; 
 public static int[][] NetGraph; 
  
 //traffic arrays 
 public static int Sim_Duration; 
 public static int Sampling_Period; 
 public static int Flows; 
 public static double Scale; 
 public static int[][] Traffic; 
 public static int[] Traffic_Period; 
 public static double[] Traffic_BW; 
 public static boolean[] QoSAware; 
 public static int Configuration; 
 public static double[][][] Testing_Traffic_Proportion; 
 public static double Testing_SP_Proportion; 
 public static double Testing_FirstTree_Proportion; 
 public static double Testing_ComplementTree_Proportion; 
  
 //SP arrays 
 public static int[][][] SP; 
 //training variables 
 public static int Training_SP_Dropped; 
 public static double[] Training_SP_Traffic; 
 public static double[] Training_SP_Utilisation; 
 public static double[] Training_SP_FlowETED; 
 public static double Training_NonGA_SP_AvgU; 
 public static double Training_NonGA_SP_VarU; 
 public static double Training_NonGA_SP_MLU; 
 public static double Training_NonGA_SP_AvgLD; 
 public static double Training_NonGA_SP_Throughput; 
 public static double Training_NonGA_SP_AvgETED; 
 public static double Training_GA_SP_AvgU; 
 public static double Training_GA_SP_VarU; 
 public static double Training_GA_SP_MLU; 
 public static double Training_GA_SP_AvgLD; 
 public static double Training_GA_SP_Throughput; 
 public static double Training_GA_SP_AvgETED; 
 //testing variables 
 public static int Testing_SP_Dropped; 
 public static int Testing_FirstInterval_Dropped; 
 public static double[][] Testing_SP_Traffic; 
 public static double[][] Testing_SP_Utilisation; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_FlowETED; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_AvgU; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_VarU; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_MLU; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_AvgLD; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_MeanAvgU; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_MeanVarU; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_MeanMLU; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_Throughput; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_MeanAvgLD; 
 public static double[] Testing_SP_MeanETED; 
   
 //UAESR arrays 
 public static int[][][][] UAESR; 
 public static int UAESRs_No; 
 public static int Testing_UAESR_Dropped; 
  
 //SCIR arrays 
 public static int[][][][] SCIR; 
 public static int[][][][] STRs; 
 public static boolean SCIR_Set; 
 //training variables 
 public static int Training_SCIR_Dropped; 
 public static double[] Training_SCIR_Traffic; 
 public static double[] Training_SCIR_Utilisation; 
 public static double[] Training_SCIR_FlowETED; 
 public static double[] Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgU; 
 public static double[] Training_NonGA_SCIR_VarU; 
 public static double[] Training_NonGA_SCIR_MLU; 
 public static double[] Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgLD; 
 public static double[] Training_NonGA_SCIR_Throughput; 
 public static double[] Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgETED; 
 public static double[] Training_GA_SCIR_AvgU; 
 public static double[] Training_GA_SCIR_VarU; 
 public static double[] Training_GA_SCIR_MLU; 
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 public static double[] Training_GA_SCIR_AvgLD; 
 public static double[] Training_GA_SCIR_AvgETED; 
 public static double[] Training_GA_SCIR_Throughput; 
 //testing variables 
 public static int Testing_SCIR_Dropped; 
  
 //QoSAware arrays 
 public static double[][] Testing_QoSAware_Traffic; 
 public static double[][] Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation; 
 public static double[] Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED; 
 public static double[][] Testing_QoSAware_AvgU; 
 public static double[][] Testing_QoSAware_VarU; 
 public static double[][] Testing_QoSAware_MLU; 
 public static double[][] Testing_QoSAware_AvgLD; 
 public static double[][][] Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgU; 
 public static double[][][] Testing_QoSAware_MeanVarU; 
 public static double[][][] Testing_QoSAware_MeanMLU; 
 public static double[][][] Testing_QoSAware_Throughput; 
 public static double[][][] Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgLD; 
 public static double[][][] Testing_QoSAware_MeanETED; 
  
 //LDCT arrays 
 public static boolean [][][] CT; 
 public static int [][][][] LDCT; 
 public static boolean [] Visited_Node; 
 public static int MinHops; 
 public static LinkedList<String> TempCT_Path; 
 public static boolean Cycle_Set; 
 public static boolean LDCT_Set; 
 public static int Testing_LDCT_Dropped; 
 public static double[][] Testing_LDCT_Utilisation; 
 public static double[] Testing_LDCT_FlowETED; 
 public static double Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgU; 
 public static double Testing_LDCT_MeanVarU; 
 public static double Testing_LDCT_MeanMLU; 
 public static double Testing_LDCT_Throughput; 
 public static double Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgLD; 
 public static double Testing_LDCT_MeanETED; 
  
 //GA arrays 
 public static int Population; 
 public static double Crossover; 
 public static double Mutate; 
 public static int Generations; 
 public static int ClassA; 
 public static int ClassC; 
 public static int[][][] ParentChromos; 
 public static int[][][] ChildrenChromos; 
 public static int Generation; 
 public static boolean Correctness; 
 public static boolean Loop; 
 public static double[] ChildChromoScore; 
 public static double[] ParentChromoScore; 
 public static double[][] ChildChromoScoreDetails; 
 public static double[][] ParentChromoScoreDetails; 
 public static int ChildIndex; 
 public static double TotalScore; 
 public static double[] GenerationTopScore; 
 public static int CurrentGenerationTopScorer; 
 public static int[] GALW; 
  
 //constants 
 public static final int INFINITY = (int) Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
  
 public static void CheckArgs(int length, String ISP_Metric, String User_Metric) 
 { 
  if (length!=16)  
  { 
   System.out.println("Usage: java GA <Topology.txt> <TrainingTM.txt> 
<TestingTM.txt> <TM Scaling Factor> <TM Sampling Period> <Sim Duration> <ISP TE Metric> 
<End-User QoS Metric> <MLU Threshold> <Probing Period> <No. Generations> <Population Size> 
<% Class A Chromosomes> <% Class C Chromosomes> <Crossover Rate> <Mutatoin Rate>"); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
  if ((!ISP_Metric.equals("utilisation")) && (!ISP_Metric.equals("bandwidth")) 
&& (!ISP_Metric.equals("delay")) && (!User_Metric.equals("utilisation")) && (!Us-
er_Metric.equals("bandwidth")) && (!User_Metric.equals("delay"))) 
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  { 
   System.out.println("Metric not defined!"); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void Topology(String topology) 
 { 
  //get the network topology 
  try 
  { 
   BufferedReader file = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(topology)); 
    
   //get the number of nodes 
   StringTokenizer token = new StringTokenizer(file.readLine()); 
   token.nextToken(); token.nextToken(); 
   Nodes = Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken()); 
    
   //get the number of unidirectional links (2*bidirectional links) 
   token.nextToken(); 
   Links = (Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken())*2); 
    
   //skip the following two lines 
   file.readLine(); file.readLine(); 
    
   //get the unidirectional links, for each link {source, destination, 
bandwidth, weight} 
   Link = new int[Links][4]; 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i+=2) 
   {  
    token = new StringTokenizer(file.readLine()); 
    token.nextToken(); 
    //source 
    Link[i][0] = Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken()); 
    Link[i+1][1] = Link[i][0]; 
    //destination 
    Link[i][1] = Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken()); 
    Link[i+1][0] = Link[i][1]; 
    //bandwidth 
    Link[i][2] = Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken()); 
    Link[i+1][2] = Link[i][2]; 
    //weight (link weights are subject to change in the GA algo-
rithm to achieve optimised link weight setting) 
    Link[i][3] = Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken()); 
    Link[i+1][3] = Link[i][3]; 
   } 
    
   System.out.println("Topology: " + topology + ", " + Nodes + " Nodes, 
" + Links + " Unidirectional Links"); 
    
   file.close(); 
  } 
  catch (Exception e) 
  { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void NetworkGraph() 
 { 
  //create the network topology graph (link weights in the the network graph 
are subject to change in the GA algorithm) 
  for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
   { 
    if (i==j) 
    { 
     NetGraph[i][j] = 0; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     NetGraph[i][j] = INFINITY; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
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  //get the network graph connections from the link array 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   NetGraph[Link[i][0]][Link[i][1]] = Link[i][3]; 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static int FindLink(int a, int b) 
 { 
  int c; 
   
  for (c=0; c<Links; c++) 
  { 
   if ((Link[c][0]==a) && (Link[c][1]==b)) 
   { 
    break; 
   } 
  } 
   
  return c; 
 } 
  
 public static int[] SortLinks(String metric, String function) 
 { 
  int[] sortedLinks = new int[Links]; 
  double[] tmp = new double[Links]; 
 
  if (metric.equals("utilisation")) 
  { 
   //sort the links based on their utilisation 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    if (function.equals("training")) 
    { 
     tmp[i] = Training_SP_Utilisation[i]; 
    } 
    else if (function.equals("testing")) 
    { 
     tmp[i] = Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][59]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  if (metric.equals("delay")) 
  { 
   //sort the links based on their delay 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    if (function.equals("training")) 
    { 
     tmp[i] = Training_SP_Utilisation[i]/(1-
Training_SP_Utilisation[i]); 
    } 
    else if (function.equals("testing")) 
    { 
     tmp[i] = Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][59]/(1-
Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][59]); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  if (metric.equals("bandwidth")) 
  { 
   //sort the links based on their available BW 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    if (function.equals("training")) 
    { 
     tmp[i] = (double) Link[i][2]*((double)1-
Training_SP_Utilisation[i]); 
    } 
    else if (function.equals("testing")) 
    { 
     tmp[i] = (double) Link[i][2]*((double)1-
Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][59]); 
    } 
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   } 
  } 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   double min = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
   int minLink = 0; 
    
   for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
   { 
    if (tmp[j]<min) 
    { 
     min = tmp[j]; 
     minLink = j; 
    } 
   } 
    
   tmp[minLink] = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
   sortedLinks[i] = minLink; 
  } 
   
  return sortedLinks; 
 } 
  
 public static void TrafficMatrix(String TM, String function) 
 { 
  //get the training traffic matrix 
  if (function.equals("training")) 
  { 
   try 
   { 
    BufferedReader file = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(TM)); 
     
    double[][] demand = new double[Nodes][Nodes]; 
    Flows = 0; 
     
    //skip the heading line and the blank line 
    file.readLine(); file.readLine(); 
     
    //get the traffic demands {source, destination, bandwidth} 
    while (file.ready()) 
    { 
     StringTokenizer token = new StringTokeniz-
er(file.readLine()); 
      
     token.nextToken(); 
     int i = Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken()); //source 
     int j = Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken()); 
//destination 
      
     demand[i][j] += Double.parseDouble(token.nextToken()); 
    } 
     
    //average the traffic demands between the same source-
destination pairs 
    for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
    { 
     for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
     { 
      demand[i][j] /= 
(Sim_Duration/Sampling_Period); 
         
      if (demand[i][j]-
((double)((int)demand[i][j]))>0.0) 
      { 
       //+1.0 for flow BW values with decimal 
fractions 
       Flows += (int)(demand[i][j]+1.0); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       //for flow BW values without decimal 
fraction  
       Flows += (int)demand[i][j]; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
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    System.out.println("Training TM: " + Flows + " Traffic 
Flows"); 
    System.out.println(); 
     
    Traffic = new int[Flows][2]; 
    Traffic_BW = new double[Flows]; 
    int idx = 0; 
 
    for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
    { 
     for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
     { 
      //for all flows in the demand except the one 
with decimal fraction BW value 
      for (int f=0; f<(int)demand[i][j]; f++) 
      { 
       Traffic[idx+f][0] = i; //source 
       Traffic[idx+f][1] = j; //destination 
       Traffic_BW[idx+f] = Scale; 
//bandwidth(1.0Mbps * scaling factor) 
      } 
       
      //for the last flow in each traffic demand 
(which has a decimal fraction initial BW value) 
      if (demand[i][j]-
((double)((int)demand[i][j]))>0.0) 
      { 
       Traffic[idx+(int)(demand[i][j])][0] = 
i; //source 
       Traffic[idx+(int)(demand[i][j])][1] = 
j; //destination 
       Traffic_BW[idx+(int)(demand[i][j])] = 
((demand[i][j] - (double)((int)demand[i][j]))*Scale); //bandwidth (decimal) 
       idx++; 
      } 
       
      idx += (int)demand[i][j]; 
     } 
    } 
     
    file.close(); 
   } 
   catch (Exception e) 
   { 
    e.printStackTrace(); 
    System.exit(0); 
   } 
  } 
  //get the testing traffic matrix 
  else if (function.equals("testing")) 
  { 
   try 
   { 
    //count the number of demands in traffic matrix 
     
    BufferedReader file = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(TM)); 
     
    int demands = 0; 
    String line; 
     
    //skip the heading line and the blank line 
    file.readLine(); file.readLine(); 
     
    while ((line = file.readLine())!=null) 
    { 
     demands++; 
    } 
     
    System.out.println("Testing TM: " + demands + " Traffic De-
mands"); 
     
    file.close(); 
     
    //get the traffic demands and flows 
     
    file = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(TM)); 
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    int[][] demand = new int[demands][3]; 
    double[] demand_BW = new double[demands]; 
    Flows = 0; 
     
    //skip the heading line and the blank line 
    file.readLine(); file.readLine(); 
     
    //get the traffic demands {start time, source, destination, 
bandwidth} 
    for (int i=0; i<demands; i++) 
    { 
     StringTokenizer token = new StringTokeniz-
er(file.readLine()); 
     demand[i][0] = Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken()); 
//start time 
     demand[i][1] = Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken()); 
//source 
     demand[i][2] = Integer.parseInt(token.nextToken()); 
//destination 
     demand_BW[i] = Double.parseDouble(token.nextToken()); 
//bandwidth(Mbps) 
      
     if (demand_BW[i]-((double)((int)demand_BW[i]))>0.0) 
     { 
      //+1.0 for flow BW values with decimal frac-
tions 
      Flows += (int)(demand_BW[i]+1.0); 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      //for flow BW values without decimal fraction  
      Flows += (int)demand_BW[i]; 
     } 
    } 
     
    System.out.println("            " + Flows + " Traffic 
Flows"); 
    System.out.println(); 
     
    Traffic = new int[Flows][3]; 
    Traffic_Period = new int[Flows]; 
    Traffic_BW = new double[Flows]; 
    int idx = 0; 
    Random rand = new Random(); 
     
    //the bandwidth of all traffic flows is 1.0 Mbps except the 
last one which has a decimal BW value < 1.0 Mbps 
    for (int i=0; i<demands; i++) 
    { 
     //for all flows in the demand except the one with dec-
imal fraction BW value 
     for (int j=0; j<(int)demand_BW[i]; j++) 
     { 
      Traffic[idx+j][0] = demand[i][0] + 
rand.nextInt(Sampling_Period); //start time 
      Traffic[idx+j][1] = demand[i][1]; //source 
      Traffic[idx+j][2] = demand[i][2]; 
//destination 
      Traffic_Period[idx+j] = 1 + 
rand.nextInt(Sampling_Period); //flow duration 
      Traffic_BW[idx+j] = 1.0*Scale; //bandwidth(1 
Mbps*scaling factor) 
     } 
      
     //for the last flow in each traffic demand (which has 
a decimal fraction BW value) 
     if (demand_BW[i]-((double)((int)demand_BW[i]))>0.0) 
     { 
      Traffic[idx+(int)(demand_BW[i])][0] = de-
mand[i][0] + rand.nextInt(Sampling_Period); //start time 
      Traffic[idx+(int)(demand_BW[i])][1] = de-
mand[i][1]; //source 
      Traffic[idx+(int)(demand_BW[i])][2] = de-
mand[i][2]; //destination 
      Traffic_Period[idx+(int)(demand_BW[i])] = 1 + 
rand.nextInt(Sampling_Period); //flow duration 
      Traffic_BW[idx+(int)(demand_BW[i])] = ((de-
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mand_BW[i] - (double)((int)demand_BW[i]))*Scale); //bandwidth(decimal) 
      idx++; 
     } 
      
     idx += (int)demand_BW[i]; 
    } 
     
    file.close(); 
   } 
   catch (Exception e) 
   { 
    e.printStackTrace(); 
    System.exit(0); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void SplitTraffic() 
 { 
  QoSAware_Percentage = Counter*5*0.01; 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   QoSAware[i] = false; 
  } 
   
  if (Counter!=0) //automatically covers the state of 0% QoS Aware traffic 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
   { 
    switch (Counter) 
    { 
     case 1: //5% 
      if (i%20==0) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 2: //10% 
      if (i%10==0) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 3: //15% 
      if ((i%20==1) || (i%20==10) || (i%20==19)) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 4: //20% 
      if (i%5==0) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 5: //25% 
      if (i%4==0) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 6: //30% 
      if ((i%10==1) || (i%10==5) || (i%10==9)) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 7: //35% 
      if ((i%20==1) || (i%20==4) || (i%20==7) || 
(i%20==10) || (i%20==13) || (i%20==16) || (i%20==19)) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 8: //40% 
      if ((i%10==1) || (i%10==4) || (i%10==6) || 
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(i%10==9)) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 9: //45% 
      if ((i%20==2) || (i%20==4) || (i%20==6) || 
(i%20==8) || (i%20==10) || (i%20==12) || (i%20==14) || (i%20==16) || (i%20==18)) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 10: //50% 
      if (i%2==0) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 11: //55% 
      if ((i%20!=2) && (i%20!=4) && (i%20!=6) && 
(i%20!=8) && (i%20!=10) && (i%20!=12) && (i%20!=14) && (i%20!=16) && (i%20!=18)) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 12: //60% 
      if ((i%10!=1) && (i%10!=4) && (i%10!=6) && 
(i%10!=9)) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 13: //65% 
      if ((i%20!=1) && (i%20!=4) && (i%20!=7) && 
(i%20!=10) && (i%20!=13) && (i%20!=16) && (i%20!=19)) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 14: //70% 
      if ((i%10!=1) && (i%10!=5) && (i%10!=9)) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 15: //75% 
      if (i%4!=0) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 16: //80% 
      if (i%5!=0) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 17: //85% 
      if ((i%20!=1) && (i%20!=10) && (i%20!=19)) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 18: //90% 
      if (i%10!=0) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 19: //95% 
      if (i%20!=0) 
      { 
       QoSAware[i] = true; 
      } 
      break; 
     case 20: //100% 
      QoSAware[i] = true; 
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      break; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void Run_NonGA() 
 { 
  //construct network graph, SPs, run SP, and compute results for NonGA net-
work configuration 
  NetworkGraph(); 
  ShortestPaths(Dijkstra(NetGraph, 0)); 
  Training_SP_Utilisations(0); 
  Training_SP_Results(0); 
   
  //construct SCIRs for NonGA network configuration 
  SpanningTrees("training"); 
   
  //GA results arrays have already been declared in main 
  Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgU = new double[21]; 
  Training_NonGA_SCIR_VarU = new double[21]; 
  Training_NonGA_SCIR_MLU = new double[21]; 
  Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgLD = new double[21]; 
  Training_NonGA_SCIR_Throughput = new double[21]; 
  Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgETED = new double[21]; 
   
  //split traffic between QoS Unaware & QoS Aware with different ratios, run 
SCIR, and compute results for NonGA network configuration 
  for (Counter=0; Counter<=20; Counter++) 
  { 
   SplitTraffic(); 
   Training_SCIR_Utilisations(0); 
   Training_SCIR_Results(0); 
  } 
 } 
 
 public static void Run_Testing_SP(int config) 
 { 
  ShortestPaths(Dijkstra(NetGraph, 0)); 
  Testing_SP_Utilisations(); 
  Testing_SP_Results(config); 
 } 
 
 public static void Run_Testing_UAESR(int config) 
 { 
  //QoS Aware required variables initialisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[i][j] = 0.0; 
    Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j] = 0.0; 
   } 
  } 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  //for the first interval (hour) SP & UAESR results (traffic & utilisations) 
are the same 
  for (int j=0; j<60; j++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[i][j] = Testing_SP_Traffic[i][j]; 
    Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j] = Test-
ing_SP_Utilisation[i][j]; 
   } 
    
   Testing_QoSAware_AvgU[0][j] = Testing_SP_AvgU[j]; 
   Testing_QoSAware_VarU[0][j] = Testing_SP_VarU[j]; 
   Testing_QoSAware_MLU[0][j] = Testing_SP_MLU[j]; 
   Testing_QoSAware_AvgLD[0][j] = Testing_SP_AvgLD[j]; 
  } 
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  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   if (Traffic[i][0]<60) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] = Testing_SP_FlowETED[i]; 
   } 
  } 
   
  //at the end of the 1st hour, sort the utilisations, compute UAESRs, and 
calculate results 
  UtilisationAwareRoutes("testing"); 
  Testing_UAESR_Utilisations(); 
  Testing_QoSAware_Results(config, 0); 
 } 
  
 public static void Run_Testing_SCIR(int config) 
 { 
  //QoS Aware required variables initialisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[i][j] = 0.0; 
    Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j] = 0.0; 
   } 
  } 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  //for the first interval (hour) SP & SCIR results (traffic & utilisations) 
are the same 
  for (int j=0; j<60; j++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[i][j] = Testing_SP_Traffic[i][j]; 
    Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j] = Test-
ing_SP_Utilisation[i][j]; 
   } 
    
   Testing_QoSAware_AvgU[1][j] = Testing_SP_AvgU[j]; 
   Testing_QoSAware_VarU[1][j] = Testing_SP_VarU[j]; 
   Testing_QoSAware_MLU[1][j] = Testing_SP_MLU[j]; 
   Testing_QoSAware_AvgLD[1][j] = Testing_SP_AvgLD[j]; 
  } 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   if (Traffic[i][0]<60) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] = Testing_SP_FlowETED[i]; 
   } 
  } 
   
  Testing_SP_Proportion = 0.0; 
  Testing_FirstTree_Proportion = 0.0; 
  Testing_ComplementTree_Proportion = 0.0; 
   
  //at the end of the 1st hour, sort the utilisations, compute trees, and cal-
culate results 
  SpanningTrees("testing"); 
  Testing_SCIR_Utilisations(); 
  Testing_QoSAware_Results(config, 1); 
   
  //calculate traffic proportion of each path option 
  if (Counter!=0) 
  { 
   Testing_Traffic_Proportion[Configuration][0][Counter] = (Test-
ing_SP_Proportion*(double)100)/((double)Flows); 
   Testing_Traffic_Proportion[Configuration][1][Counter] = (Test-
ing_FirstTree_Proportion*(double)100)/((double)Flows); 
   Testing_Traffic_Proportion[Configuration][2][Counter] = (Test-
ing_ComplementTree_Proportion*(double)100)/((double)Flows); 
  } 
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 } 
 
 public static void Run_Testing_LDCT() 
 { 
  ColouredTrees(); 
  Testing_LDCT_Utilisations(); 
  Testing_LDCT_Results(); 
 } 
  
 public static int[][] Dijkstra(int[][] graph, int function) 
 { 
  int[][] nexthop = new int[Nodes][Nodes]; 
  int[][] totalcost = new int[Nodes][Nodes]; 
  //initialise total cost 
  for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
   { 
    if (i!=j) 
    { 
     totalcost[i][j] = INFINITY; 
    } 
    if (i==j) 
    { 
     nexthop[i][j] = i; 
    } 
   }  
  } 
   
  //run the Dijkstra for each of the nodes in the network 
  for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
  { 
   int[] LeastCostList = new int [Nodes]; 
   int[] CandidateList = new int [Nodes]; 
   int MinimumCost = INFINITY; 
   int LeastCostNode = 0; 
   boolean MoreCandidate = true; 
   LeastCostList[i] = 1; 
    
   //first iteration 
   for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
   { 
    if((graph[i][j]!=0) && (graph[i][j]!=INFINITY)) 
    { 
     CandidateList[j] = 1; 
     MoreCandidate = true; 
     nexthop[i][j] = j; 
     totalcost[i][j] = graph[i][j]; 
     if (totalcost[i][j] < MinimumCost) 
     { 
      MinimumCost = totalcost[i][j]; 
      LeastCostNode = j; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
    
   //next iterations 
   while (MoreCandidate) 
   { 
    //remove the next least cost node from candidate list 
    CandidateList[LeastCostNode] = 0; 
    //promote the next least cost node to least cost list 
    LeastCostList[LeastCostNode] = 1; 
     
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     if((graph[LeastCostNode][j]!=0) && 
(graph[LeastCostNode][j]!=INFINITY) && (LeastCostList[j]!=1)) 
     { 
      CandidateList[j] = 1; 
      //if there is a direct connection between the 
source and the examined node 
      if((graph[i][j]!=0) && 
(graph[i][j]!=INFINITY)) 
      { 
       if ((totalcost[i][LeastCostNode] + 
graph[LeastCostNode][j]) < graph[i][j]) 
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       { 
        nexthop[i][j] = 
nexthop[i][LeastCostNode]; 
        totalcost[i][j] = totalc-
ost[i][LeastCostNode] + graph[LeastCostNode][j]; 
       } 
       else 
       { 
        nexthop[i][j] = j;  
        totalcost[i][j] = graph[i][j]; 
       } 
      } 
      //if there isn't a direct connection between 
the source and the examined node 
      else if ((graph[i][j]!=0) && 
(graph[i][j]==INFINITY) && ((totalcost[i][LeastCostNode] + graph[LeastCostNode][j]) < to-
talcost[i][j])) 
      { 
       nexthop[i][j] = 
nexthop[i][LeastCostNode]; 
       totalcost[i][j] = totalc-
ost[i][LeastCostNode] + graph[LeastCostNode][j]; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
     
    //find the next least cost node 
    MinimumCost = INFINITY; 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     if ((CandidateList[j] == 1) && (totalcost[i][j] < Min-
imumCost)) 
     { 
      MinimumCost = totalcost[i][j]; 
      LeastCostNode = j; 
     } 
    } 
     
    //check to see whether there are still more candidates 
    MoreCandidate = false; 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     if(CandidateList[j] == 1) 
     { 
      MoreCandidate = true; 
     } 
    } 
   }    
  } 
   
  if (function==0) 
  { 
   return nexthop; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   return totalcost; 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void ShortestPaths(int[][] nexthop) 
 { 
  for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
   { 
    for (int k=0; k<Links; k++) 
    { 
     SP[i][j][k] = 0; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  Loop = false; 
   
  //get ETE paths from nexthop 
  for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
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  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
   { 
    if (i!=j) 
    { 
     int src = i; 
     int beginwith = 1; 
      
     //hop numbering in an end-to-end path begins from 1 
     //SP[i][j][k] = 0 means that link k is not part of the 
end-to-end path from i to j 
     do 
     { 
      int k = FindLink(src, nexthop[src][j]); 
      //ensure loop free path 
      if (SP[i][j][k]!=0) 
      { 
       Loop = true; 
       return; 
      } 
      SP[i][j][k] = beginwith; 
      beginwith++; 
      src = nexthop[src][j]; 
     } while (nexthop[src][j]!=j); 
      
     //for the last hop of multihop end-to-end paths 
     if ((nexthop[i][j]!=j) && (nexthop[src][j]==j)) 
     { 
      int k = FindLink(src, nexthop[src][j]); 
      //ensure loop free path 
      if (SP[i][j][k]!=0) 
      { 
       Loop = true; 
       return; 
      } 
      SP[i][j][k] = beginwith; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 public static void UtilisationAwareRoutes(String function) 
 { 
  //UAESR paths 
  for (int r=0; r<2; r++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     for (int k=0; k<Links; k++) 
     { 
      UAESR[r][i][j][k] = 0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  //sort the links based on their averaged utilisation over the previous in-
terval 
  int[] sortedLinks = SortLinks("utilisation", function); 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
   { 
    if (i!=j) 
    { 
     //initialise the graph 
     int[][] UAESRgraph = new int[Nodes][Nodes]; 
     for (int a=0; a<Nodes; a++) 
     { 
      for (int b=0; b<Nodes; b++) 
      { 
       UAESRgraph[a][b] = NetGraph[a][b]; 
      } 
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     } 
 
     //remove most utilised links until there is no path 
from source to destination 
     for (int k=(Links-1); k>=0; k--) 
     { 
      Index = k; 
 
      //remove the next most utilised link from the 
graph 
     
 UAESRgraph[Link[sortedLinks[k]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[k]][1]] = INFINITY; 
       
      //check the path availability between i & j 
      if (Connectivity(Dijkstra(UAESRgraph, 1), 0, 
i, j)==false) 
      { 
       break; 
      } 
     } 
 
     //add the latest removed links until there are at 
least 3 paths from source to destination 
     for (int k=Index; k<Links; k++) 
     { 
      //add the next latest removed link to the 
graph 
     
 UAESRgraph[Link[sortedLinks[k]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[k]][1]] = Net-
Graph[Link[sortedLinks[k]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[k]][1]]; 
       
      //find ETE UAESRs in the network 
      Paths(UAESRgraph, i, j, 0); 
       
         //check whether there are at least "uaesrs" paths 
ETE paths between source & destination 
         if (UAESRs_No >= 2) 
         { 
          break; 
         } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void SpanningTrees(String function) 
 { 
  //SCIR paths 
  for (int t=0; t<2; t++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     for (int k=0; k<Links; k++) 
     { 
      SCIR[t][i][j][k] = 0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  //STRs paths 
  for (int t=0; t<6; t++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     for (int k=0; k<Links; k++) 
     { 
      STRs[t][i][j][k] = 0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
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  int[][] SCIRgraph = new int[Nodes][Nodes]; 
   
  //for utilisation-based trees 
  int[] sortedLinks = SortLinks("utilisation", "training"); 
   
  //0:LUST 
   //initialise the tree graph for LUST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     SCIRgraph[i][j] = NetGraph[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //build LUST by removing the most utilised Links until a LUST is 
formed 
   for (int i=(Links-1); i>=0; i--) 
   { 
    //remove the next most utilised link from the graph 
    SCIRgraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
INFINITY; 
     
    //check the tree connectivity 
    if (Connectivity(Dijkstra(SCIRgraph, 1), 1, 0, 0)==false) 
    { 
     //add the latest removed link to the graph 
     SCIR-
graph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
NetGraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //find ETE paths in LUST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     if (i!=j) 
     { 
      Index = 0; //LUST 
      Paths(SCIRgraph, i, j, 1); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   
  //1:MUST 
   //initialise the tree graph for MUST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     SCIRgraph[i][j] = NetGraph[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //build MUST by removing the least utilised links until a MUST is 
formed 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    //remove the next least utilised link from the graph 
    SCIRgraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
INFINITY; 
    
    //check the tree connectivity 
    if (Connectivity(Dijkstra(SCIRgraph, 1), 1, 0, 0)==false) 
    { 
     //add the latest removed link to the graph 
    SCIRgraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
NetGraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //find ETE paths in MUST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
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    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     if (i!=j) 
     { 
      Index = 1; //MUST 
      Paths(SCIRgraph, i, j, 1); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   
  //for delay-based trees 
  sortedLinks = SortLinks("delay", "training"); 
   
  //2:LDST 
   //initialise the tree graph for LDST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     SCIRgraph[i][j] = NetGraph[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //build LDST by removing the links with highest delay until a LDST is 
formed 
   for (int i=(Links-1); i>=0; i--) 
   { 
    //remove the next link with highest delay from the graph 
    SCIRgraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
INFINITY; 
    
    //check the tree connectivity 
    if (Connectivity(Dijkstra(SCIRgraph, 1), 1, 0, 0)==false) 
    { 
     //add the latest removed link to the graph 
     SCIR-
graph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
NetGraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //find ETE paths in LDST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     if (i!=j) 
     { 
      Index = 2; //LDST 
      Paths(SCIRgraph, i, j, 1); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   
  //3:HDST 
   //initialise the tree graph for HDST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     SCIRgraph[i][j] = NetGraph[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //build HDST by removing the links with lowest delay until a HDST is 
formed 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    //remove the next link with lowest delay from the graph 
    SCIRgraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
INFINITY; 
    
    //check the tree connectivity 
    if (Connectivity(Dijkstra(SCIRgraph, 1), 1, 0, 0)==false) 
    { 
     //add the latest removed link to the graph 
     SCIR-
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graph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = Net-
Graph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //find ETE paths in HDST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     if (i!=j) 
     { 
      Index = 3; //HDST 
      Paths(SCIRgraph, i, j, 1); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   
  //for bandwidth-based trees 
  sortedLinks = SortLinks("bandwidth", "training"); 
   
  //4:LBST 
   //initialise the tree graph for LBST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     SCIRgraph[i][j] = NetGraph[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //build LBST by removing the links with highest available BW until a 
LBST is formed 
   for (int i=(Links-1); i>=0; i--) 
   { 
    //remove the next link with highest available BW from the 
graph 
    SCIRgraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
INFINITY; 
    
    //check the tree connectivity 
    if (Connectivity(Dijkstra(SCIRgraph, 1), 1, 0, 0)==false) 
    { 
     //add the latest removed link to the graph 
     SCIR-
graph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
NetGraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //find ETE paths in LBST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     if (i!=j) 
     { 
      Index = 4; //LBST 
      Paths(SCIRgraph, i, j, 1); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   
  //5:HBST 
   //initialise the tree graph for HBST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     SCIRgraph[i][j] = NetGraph[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //build HBST by removing the links with lowest available BW until a 
HBST is formed 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
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    //remove the next link with lowest available BW from the 
graph 
    SCIRgraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
INFINITY; 
    
    //check the tree connectivity 
    if (Connectivity(Dijkstra(SCIRgraph, 1), 1, 0, 0)==false) 
    { 
     //add the latest removed link to the graph 
     SCIR-
graph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]] = 
NetGraph[Link[sortedLinks[i]][0]][Link[sortedLinks[i]][1]]; 
    } 
   } 
   
   //find ETE paths in HBST 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     if (i!=j) 
     { 
      Index = 5; //HBST 
      Paths(SCIRgraph, i, j, 1); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   
  //first spanning tree 
  if (ISP_Metric.equals("utilisation")) 
  { 
   Index = 0; 
  } 
  else if (ISP_Metric.equals("delay")) 
  { 
   Index = 2; 
  } 
  else if (ISP_Metric.equals("bandwidth")) 
  { 
   Index = 5; 
  } 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
   { 
    for (int k=0; k<Links; k++) 
    { 
     SCIR[0][i][j][k] = STRs[Index][i][j][k]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  //find the collective number of link overlaps (in all ETE paths) for each of 
the complementary tree options 
  int[] link_ovelaps = new int[6]; 
   
  for (int tree=0; tree<6; tree++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
    { 
     if (i!=j) 
     { 
      for (int k=0; k<Links; k++) 
      { 
       if 
(SCIR[0][i][j][k]==STRs[tree][i][j][k]) 
       { 
        link_ovelaps[tree]++; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
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  //find the ST option with lowest link overlaps with the first tree 
  int min_overlaps = INFINITY; 
   
  for (int i=0; i<6; i++) 
  { 
   if (link_ovelaps[i]<min_overlaps) 
   { 
    min_overlaps = link_ovelaps[i]; 
    Index = i; 
   } 
  } 
   
  //Complementary spanning tree 
  for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
   { 
    for (int k=0; k<Links; k++) 
    { 
     SCIR[1][i][j][k] = STRs[Index][i][j][k]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void ColouredTrees() 
 { 
  //link disjoint trees and paths 
  CT = new boolean[Nodes][2][Links]; 
  LDCT = new int[2][Nodes][Nodes][Links]; 
   
  //per drain node 
  for (int d=0; d<Nodes; d++) 
  { 
  //assign BFS numbers to nodes 
   int drain = d; 
   int[] BFS_No = new int[Nodes]; 
   int current_No = 0; 
   int searched_drains = 0; 
    
   BFS_No[drain] = ++current_No; 
   searched_drains++; 
    
   //number the drain neighbours 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    if((NetGraph[drain][i]!=0) && (NetGraph[drain][i]!=INFINITY)) 
    { 
     BFS_No[i] = ++current_No; 
    } 
   } 
    
   //until all nodes are searched for non-visited neighbours 
   while (current_No<Nodes) 
   { 
    for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
    { 
     if(BFS_No[i]==(searched_drains+1)) 
     { 
      drain = i; 
     } 
    } 
     
    for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
    { 
     if((NetGraph[drain][i]!=0) && (Net-
Graph[drain][i]!=INFINITY) && (BFS_No[i]==0)) 
     { 
      BFS_No[i] = ++current_No; 
     } 
    } 
     
    searched_drains++; 
   } 
    
  //construct the coloured trees 
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   Visited_Node = new boolean[Nodes]; //visited nodes in the graph 
   boolean graph_visited = false; //are all the nodes in the graph vis-
ited? 
   searched_drains = 0; 
    
   //while still some nodes are unvisited 
   while (graph_visited==false) 
   { 
    for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
    { 
     if(BFS_No[i]==(searched_drains+1)) 
     { 
      drain = i; 
      Visited_Node[drain] = true; 
     } 
    } 
     
    //choose the next unvisited drain neighbour (the loop auto-
matically starts searching from the lowest BFS numbered neighbour)  
    for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
    { 
     if((NetGraph[drain][i]!=0) && (Net-
Graph[drain][i]!=INFINITY) && (Visited_Node[i]==false)) 
     { 
      //select a cycle with at least 3 nodes 
      TempCT_Path = new LinkedList(); 
      MinHops = INFINITY; 
      Paths(NetGraph, i, drain, 2); 
       
      int current = Inte-
ger.parseInt(TempCT_Path.getFirst()); 
       
      //add the drain-adjacent link to red tree 
      int a = FindLink(current, drain); 
      CT[d][1][a] = true; 
       
      for (String node : TempCT_Path) 
      { 
       if (node!=TempCT_Path.getFirst()) 
       { 
        int next = Inte-
ger.parseInt(node); 
         
        //stops tree stretching any 
further 
        if (Visit-
ed_Node[current]==true) 
        { 
         break; 
        } 
         
        //blue tree 
        a = FindLink(current, next); 
        CT[d][0][a] = true; 
         
        //red tree 
        if (Visited_Node[next]==false) 
        { 
         a = FindLink(next, cur-
rent); 
         CT[d][1][a] = true; 
        } 
         
        Visited_Node[current] = true; 
        current = next; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
     
    searched_drains++; 
     
    //check if all the nodes in the graph are visited 
    graph_visited = true; 
    for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
    { 
     if (Visited_Node[i]==false) 
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     { 
      graph_visited = false; 
      break; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
    
   /*print coloured trees for this drain 
   System.out.print("drain node " + d + " (blue tree links): "); 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    if (CT[d][0][i]==true) 
    { 
     System.out.print(i + " "); 
    } 
   } 
   System.out.println(); 
   System.out.print("drain node " + d + " (red tree links): "); 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    if (CT[d][1][i]==true) 
    { 
     System.out.print(i + " "); 
    } 
   } 
   System.out.println();*/ 
    
   //initialise the coloured graphs 
   int[][] BLUEgraph = new int[Nodes][Nodes]; 
   int[][] REDgraph = new int[Nodes][Nodes]; 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    //blue graph 
    if (CT[d][0][i]==true) 
    { 
     BLUEgraph[Link[i][0]][Link[i][1]] = 1; 
    } 
    //red graph 
    if (CT[d][1][i]==true) 
    { 
     REDgraph[Link[i][0]][Link[i][1]] = 1; 
    } 
   } 
    
   //find ETE paths from all nodes to the drain in both coloured graphs 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
    if (i!=d) 
    { 
     //blue graph 
     Index = 0; 
     Paths(BLUEgraph, i, d, 3); 
      
     //red graph 
     Index = 1; 
     Paths(REDgraph, i, d, 3); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static boolean Connectivity(int[][] totalcost, int algorithm, int a, int b) 
 { 
  //check the ETE connectivity of nodes a & b (for UAESR) 
  if (algorithm==0) 
  { 
   if (totalcost[a][b]==INFINITY) 
   { 
    return false; 
   } 
  } 
  //check the ETE connectivity of node i to all other nodes in the network 
(for SCIR) 
  else if (algorithm==1) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Nodes; i++) 
   { 
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    for (int j=0; j<Nodes; j++) 
          { 
     if ((i!=j) && (totalcost[i][j]==INFINITY)) 
     { 
      return false; 
     } 
          } 
   } 
  } 
   
  return true; 
 } 
  
 public static void Paths(int[][] tempgraph, int src, int dst, int algorithm) 
 { 
  final String START = Integer.toString(src); 
     final String END = Integer.toString(dst); 
     UAESRs_No = 0; 
     SCIR_Set = false; 
     Cycle_Set = false; 
     LDCT_Set = false; 
 
     //initialise the graph 
     Graph graph = new Graph(); 
     for (int a=0; a<Nodes; a++) 
        { 
      for (int b=0; b<Nodes; b++) 
      { 
       if ((tempgraph[a][b]!=0) && (tempgraph[a][b]!=INFINITY)) 
       { 
        graph.addLink(Integer.toString(a), Integer.toString(b)); 
       } 
      } 
        } 
      
     //carry out the breadth first search on the graph to find the available path 
between START & END 
     LinkedList<String> visited = new LinkedList(); 
     visited.add(START); 
     breadthFirst(graph, visited, END, algorithm); 
 } 
  
 public static void breadthFirst(Graph graph, LinkedList<String> visited, String END, 
int algorithm) 
    { 
  LinkedList<String> nodes = graph.adjacentNodes(visited.getLast()); 
   
  // examine adjacent nodes 
  for (String node : nodes) 
  { 
   if (visited.contains(node)) 
   { 
    continue; 
   } 
    
   if (node.equals(END)) 
   { 
    visited.add(node); 
    buildPath(visited, algorithm); 
    visited.removeLast(); 
    break; 
   } 
  } 
 
  // in breadth-first, recursion needs to come after visiting adjacent nodes 
  for (String node : nodes) 
  { 
   if (visited.contains(node) || node.equals(END)) 
   { 
    continue; 
   } 
    
   visited.addLast(node); 
   breadthFirst(graph, visited, END, algorithm); 
   visited.removeLast(); 
  } 
 } 
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 public static void buildPath(LinkedList<String> visited, int algorithm) 
 { 
  //link numbering in the end-to-end path begins from 1 
  //Path[a][b][c] = 0 means that link c is not part of the end-to-end path 
from a to b 
   
  //for UAESR paths 
  if (algorithm==0) 
  { 
   if (UAESRs_No<2) 
   { 
    //clear any previous path 
    for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
    { 
    
 UAESR[UAESRs_No][Integer.parseInt(visited.getFirst())][Integer.parseInt(visited.getL
ast())][i] = 0; 
    } 
     
    //set the UAESR path 
    int beginwith = 1; 
    int current; 
     
    current = Integer.parseInt(visited.getFirst()); 
    for (String node : visited) 
    { 
     if (node != visited.getFirst()) 
     { 
      int next = Integer.parseInt(node); 
      int a = FindLink(current, next); 
      //ensure loop free path 
      if 
(UAESR[UAESRs_No][Integer.parseInt(visited.getFirst())][Integer.parseInt(visited.getLast())
][a]!=0) 
      { 
       System.out.println("Loop in UAESR!"); 
       System.exit(0); 
      } 
     
 UAESR[UAESRs_No][Integer.parseInt(visited.getFirst())][Integer.parseInt(visited.getL
ast())][a] = beginwith; 
      beginwith++; 
      current = next; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
    
   UAESRs_No++; 
  } 
   
  //for SCIR paths 
  else if (algorithm==1) 
  { 
   if (SCIR_Set==false) 
   { 
    int beginwith = 1; 
    int current; 
     
    current = Integer.parseInt(visited.getFirst()); 
    for (String node : visited) 
    { 
     if (node != visited.getFirst()) 
     { 
      int next = Integer.parseInt(node); 
      int a = FindLink(current, next); 
      //ensure loop free path 
      if 
(STRs[Index][Integer.parseInt(visited.getFirst())][Integer.parseInt(visited.getLast())][a]!
=0) 
      { 
       System.out.println("Loop in SCIR!"); 
       System.exit(0); 
      } 
     
 STRs[Index][Integer.parseInt(visited.getFirst())][Integer.parseInt(visited.getLast()
)][a] = beginwith; 
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      beginwith++; 
      current = next; 
     } 
    } 
     
    SCIR_Set = true; 
   } 
    
  } 
   
  //for LDCT cycle selection 
  else if (algorithm==2) 
  { 
   if ((Cycle_Set==false) && (visited.size()>=3) && (visit-
ed.size()<MinHops)) 
   { 
    MinHops = visited.size(); 
    TempCT_Path.clear(); 
    TempCT_Path.addAll(visited); 
     
    Cycle_Set = true; 
   } 
  } 
   
  //for LDCT paths 
  else if (algorithm==3) 
  { 
   if (LDCT_Set==false) 
   { 
    int current = Integer.parseInt(visited.getFirst()); 
     
    for (String node : visited) 
    { 
     if (node != visited.getFirst()) 
     { 
      int next = Integer.parseInt(node); 
      int a = FindLink(current, next); 
      //ensure loop free path 
      if 
(LDCT[Index][Integer.parseInt(visited.getFirst())][Integer.parseInt(visited.getLast())][a]!
=0) 
      { 
       System.out.println("Loop in LDCT!"); 
       System.exit(0); 
      } 
     
 LDCT[Index][Integer.parseInt(visited.getFirst())][Integer.parseInt(visited.getLast()
)][a] = 1; 
      current = next; 
     } 
    } 
     
    LDCT_Set = true; 
   } 
  } 
    } 
  
 public static void Training_SP_Utilisations(int config) 
 { 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   Training_SP_Traffic[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_SP_Utilisation[i] = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   Training_SP_FlowETED[i] = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  Training_SP_Dropped = 0; 
  boolean drop; 
   
  //direct the flows on paths 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   //check weather the flow serving would cause any congestion in the 
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ETE path 
   drop = false; 
   for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
   { 
    if (SP[Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
    { 
     if ((Training_SP_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= 
(MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
     { 
      //flag the traffic flow for dropping 
      drop = true; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
    
   if (drop==false) //direct the traffic 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
    { 
     if (SP[Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
     { 
      Training_SP_Traffic[j] += Traffic_BW[i]; 
      Training_SP_FlowETED[i] = ((Train-
ing_SP_Traffic[j]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-(Training_SP_Traffic[j]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   else //drop the traffic flow 
   { 
    Training_SP_Dropped++; 
   } 
  } 
   
  //calculate link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   Training_SP_Utilisation[i] = Train-
ing_SP_Traffic[i]/((double)Link[i][2]); 
    
   if ((Training_SP_Utilisation[i]>=1.0) && (config==0)) 
   { 
    System.out.println("SP: Link " + i + " is Fully Congested!"); 
    System.exit(0); 
   } 
   else if ((Training_SP_Utilisation[i]>=1.0) && (config==1)) 
   { 
    Correctness = false; 
    return; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void Testing_SP_Utilisations() 
 { 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
   { 
    Testing_SP_Traffic[i][j] = 0.0; 
    Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][j] = 0.0; 
   } 
  } 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   Testing_SP_FlowETED[i] = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  Testing_SP_Dropped = 0; 
  Testing_FirstInterval_Dropped = 0; 
  boolean drop; 
   
  //direct the flows on paths 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   //check weather the flow serving at t0 would cause any congestion in 
the ETE path 
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   drop = false; 
   for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
   { 
    if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
    { 
     for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
     { 
      if (k<Sim_Duration) 
      { 
       if ((Test-
ing_SP_Traffic[j][k]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
       { 
        //flag the traffic flow for 
dropping 
        drop = true; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
    
   if (drop==false) //direct the traffic 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
    { 
     if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
     { 
      for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
      { 
       if (k<Sim_Duration) 
       { 
        Testing_SP_Traffic[j][k] += 
Traffic_BW[i]; 
        Testing_SP_FlowETED[i] += 
((Testing_SP_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
(Testing_SP_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
     
    Testing_SP_FlowETED[i] /= ((double)Traffic_Period[i]);  
   } 
   else //drop the traffic flow 
   { 
    Testing_SP_Dropped++; 
     
    //first interval is one hour  
    if (Traffic[i][0]<60) 
    { 
     Testing_FirstInterval_Dropped++; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  //calculate link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
   { 
    Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][j] = (Test-
ing_SP_Traffic[i][j])/((double)Link[i][2]); 
     
    if (Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][j] >= 1.0) 
    { 
     System.out.println("Link " + i + " is Fully Congested! 
(SP: t=" + j + ")"); 
     System.exit(0); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void Testing_UAESR_Utilisations() 
 { 
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  boolean drop; 
   
  //direct the flows on paths 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   if (Traffic[i][0]>=60) 
   { 
    //use SP only (QoS oblivious traffic) 
    if (QoSAware[i]==false) 
    { 
     //check weather the flow serving at t0 would cause any 
congestion in the ETE path 
     drop = false; 
     for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
     { 
      if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
      { 
       for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
       { 
        if (k<Sim_Duration) 
        { 
         if ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
         { 
          drop = true; 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
     } 
      
     if (drop==false) //direct the traffic 
     { 
      for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
      { 
       if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] 
!= 0) 
       { 
        for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
        { 
         if (k<Sim_Duration) 
         { 
          Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k] += Traffic_BW[i]; 
          Test-
ing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] += ((Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
(Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
       
      Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] /= ((dou-
ble)Traffic_Period[i]);  
     } 
     else 
     { 
      Testing_UAESR_Dropped++; 
     } 
    } 
    //use SP & UAESRs as path options (QoS aware traffic) 
    else if (QoSAware[i]==true) 
    { 
     //-1 to include all served flows in the last second of 
the previous probing period 
     int latest_probe = 
(((int)(Traffic[i][0]/Probing_Period))*Probing_Period)-1; 
      
     //find the path option with min ETE delay between src 
& dst 
     if (User_Metric.equals("delay")) 
     { 
      double minDelay = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
       
      //check the ETE delay on SP 
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      double ETEDelay = 0.0; 
      for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
      { 
       if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] 
!= 0) 
       { 
        ETEDelay += ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
((Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))); 
       } 
      } 
       
      if (ETEDelay < minDelay) 
      { 
       minDelay = ETEDelay; 
       Index = INFINITY; 
      } 
       
      //check the ETE delay on UAESRs 
      for (int uaesr=0; uaesr<2; uaesr++) 
      { 
       ETEDelay = 0.0; 
       for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
       { 
        if 
(UAESR[uaesr][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
        { 
         ETEDelay += ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
((Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))); 
        } 
       } 
        
       if (ETEDelay < minDelay) 
       { 
        minDelay = ETEDelay; 
        Index = uaesr; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
     //find the path option with max ETE available BW be-
tween src & dst 
     else if (User_Metric.equals("bandwidth")) 
     { 
      double maxBW = 0.0; 
       
      //check the ETE BW on SP 
      double ETEBW = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
      for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
      { 
       if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] 
!= 0) 
       { 
        if ((double)Link[j][2] - (Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i]) < ETEBW) 
        { 
         ETEBW = (dou-
ble)Link[j][2] - (Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i]); 
        } 
       } 
      } 
       
      if (ETEBW > maxBW) 
      { 
       maxBW = ETEBW; 
       Index = INFINITY; 
      } 
       
      //check the ETE BW on UAESRs 
      for (int uaesr=0; uaesr<2; uaesr++) 
      { 
       ETEBW = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
            
  
       for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
       { 
        if 
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(UAESR[uaesr][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
        { 
         if ((double)Link[j][2] - 
(Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i]) < ETEBW) 
         { 
          ETEBW = (dou-
ble)Link[j][2] - (Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i]); 
         } 
        } 
       } 
        
       if (ETEBW > maxBW) 
       { 
        maxBW = ETEBW; 
        Index = uaesr; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
      
     //check weather the flow serving at t0 would cause any 
congestion in the ETE path 
     drop = false; 
     for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
     { 
      //check on SP 
      if (Index==INFINITY) 
      { 
       if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] 
!= 0) 
       { 
        for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
        { 
         if (k<Sim_Duration) 
         { 
          if ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
          { 
           drop = 
true; 
          } 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
      //check on UAESRs 
      else 
      { 
       if 
(UAESR[Index][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
       { 
        for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
        { 
         if (k<Sim_Duration) 
         { 
          if ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
          { 
           drop = 
true; 
          } 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
     } 
      
     //direct the traffic on the selected path option 
     if (drop==false) 
     { 
      if (Index==INFINITY) 
      { 
       for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
       { 
        if 
(SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
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        { 
         for (int 
k=Traffic[i][0]; k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
         { 
          if 
(k<Sim_Duration) 
          { 
           Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k] += Traffic_BW[i]; 
           Test-
ing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] += ((Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
(Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
          } 
         } 
        } 
       } 
        
       Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] /= Traf-
fic_Period[i]; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
       { 
        if 
(UAESR[Index][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
        { 
         for (int 
k=Traffic[i][0]; k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
         { 
          if 
(k<Sim_Duration) 
          { 
           Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k] += Traffic_BW[i]; 
           Test-
ing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] += ((Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
(Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
          } 
         } 
        } 
       } 
        
       Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] /= Traf-
fic_Period[i]; 
      } 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      Testing_UAESR_Dropped++; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  //calculate link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=60; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j] = (Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[i][j])/((double)Link[i][2]); 
 
    if (Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j] >= 1.0) 
    { 
     System.out.println("Link " + i + " is Fully Congested! 
(UAESR: t=" + j + ")"); 
     System.exit(0); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void Training_SCIR_Utilisations(int config) 
 { 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
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   Training_SCIR_Traffic[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i] = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   Training_SCIR_FlowETED[i] = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  Training_SCIR_Dropped = 0; 
  boolean drop; 
   
  //direct the flows on paths 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   //use SP only (QoS unaware traffic) 
   if (QoSAware[i]==false) 
   { 
    //check weather the flow serving would cause any congestion 
in the ETE path 
    drop = false; 
    for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
    { 
     if (SP[Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
     { 
      if ((Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i]) 
>= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
      { 
       drop = true; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
     
    if (drop==false) //direct the traffic 
    { 
     for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
     { 
      if (SP[Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
      { 
       Training_SCIR_Traffic[j] += Traf-
fic_BW[i]; 
       Training_SCIR_FlowETED[i] = ((Train-
ing_SCIR_Traffic[j]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
(Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     Training_SCIR_Dropped++; 
    } 
   } 
    
   //use SP & SCIRs as path options (QoS aware traffic) 
   else if (QoSAware[i]==true) 
   { 
    //find the path option with min ETE delay between src & dst 
    if (User_Metric.equals("delay")) 
    { 
     double minDelay = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
      
     //check the ETE delay on SP 
     double ETEDelay = 0.0; 
      
     for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
     { 
      if (SP[Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
      { 
       ETEDelay += ((Train-
ing_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
((Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))); 
      } 
     } 
      
     if (ETEDelay < minDelay) 
     { 
      minDelay = ETEDelay; 
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      Index = INFINITY; 
     } 
      
     //check the ETE delay on SCIRs 
     for (int tree=0; tree<2; tree++) 
     { 
      ETEDelay = 0.0; 
       
      for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
      { 
       if 
(SCIR[tree][Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
       { 
        ETEDelay += ((Train-
ing_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
((Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))); 
       } 
      } 
       
      if (ETEDelay < minDelay) 
      { 
       minDelay = ETEDelay; 
       Index = tree; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
     
    //find the path option with max ETE available BW between src 
& dst 
    else if (User_Metric.equals("bandwidth")) 
    { 
     double maxBW = 0.0; 
      
     //check the ETE BW on SP 
     double ETEBW = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
      
     for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
     { 
      if (SP[Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
      { 
       if ((double)Link[j][2] - (Train-
ing_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i]) < ETEBW) 
       { 
        ETEBW = (double)Link[j][2] - 
(Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i]); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
      
     if (ETEBW > maxBW) 
     { 
      maxBW = ETEBW; 
      Index = INFINITY; 
     } 
      
     //check the ETE BW on SCIRs 
     for (int tree=0; tree<2; tree++) 
     { 
      ETEBW = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
             
      for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
      { 
       if 
(SCIR[tree][Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
       { 
        if ((double)Link[j][2] - 
(Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i]) < ETEBW) 
        { 
         ETEBW = (dou-
ble)Link[j][2] - (Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i]); 
        } 
       } 
      } 
       
      if (ETEBW > maxBW) 
      { 
       maxBW = ETEBW; 
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       Index = tree; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
     
    //check weather the flow serving would cause any congestion 
in the ETE path 
    drop = false; 
    for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
    { 
     //check on SP 
     if (Index==INFINITY) 
     { 
      if (SP[Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
      { 
       if ((Train-
ing_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
       { 
        drop = true; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
     //check on SCIRs 
     else 
     { 
      if 
(SCIR[Index][Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
      { 
       if ((Train-
ing_SCIR_Traffic[j]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
       { 
        drop = true; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
     
    //direct the traffic on the selected path option 
    if (drop==false) 
    { 
     if (Index==INFINITY) 
     { 
      for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
      { 
       if (SP[Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] 
!= 0) 
       { 
        Training_SCIR_Traffic[j] += 
Traffic_BW[i]; 
        Training_SCIR_FlowETED[i] = 
((Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
(Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
      { 
       if 
(SCIR[Index][Traffic[i][0]][Traffic[i][1]][j] != 0) 
       { 
        Training_SCIR_Traffic[j] += 
Traffic_BW[i]; 
        Training_SCIR_FlowETED[i] = 
((Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
(Training_SCIR_Traffic[j]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     Training_SCIR_Dropped++; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
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  //calculate link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i] = Train-
ing_SCIR_Traffic[i]/((double)Link[i][2]); 
    
   if ((Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i]>=1.0) && (config==0)) 
   { 
    System.out.println("SCIR: Link " + i + " is Fully Congest-
ed!"); 
    System.exit(0); 
   } 
   else if ((Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i]>=1.0) && (config==1)) 
   { 
    Correctness = false; 
    return; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 public static void Testing_SCIR_Utilisations() 
 { 
  boolean drop; 
   
  //direct the flows on paths 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   if (Traffic[i][0]>=60) 
   { 
    //use SP only (QoS oblivious traffic) 
    if (QoSAware[i]==false) 
    { 
     //check weather the flow serving at t0 would cause any 
congestion in the ETE path 
     drop = false; 
     for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
     { 
      if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
      { 
       for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
       { 
        if (k<Sim_Duration) 
        { 
         if ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
         { 
          drop = true; 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
     } 
      
     if (drop==false) //direct the traffic 
     { 
      for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
      { 
       if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] 
!= 0) 
       { 
        for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
        { 
         if (k<Sim_Duration) 
         { 
          Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k] += Traffic_BW[i]; 
          Test-
ing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] += ((Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
(Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
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      Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] /= ((dou-
ble)Traffic_Period[i]);  
     } 
     else 
     { 
      Testing_SCIR_Dropped++; 
     } 
    } 
    //use SP & UAESRs as path options (QoS aware traffic) 
    else if (QoSAware[i]==true) 
    { 
     //-1 to include all served flows in the last second of 
the previous probing period 
     int latest_probe = 
(((int)(Traffic[i][0]/Probing_Period))*Probing_Period)-1; 
      
     //find the path option with min ETE delay between src 
& dst 
     if (User_Metric.equals("delay")) 
     { 
      double minDelay = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
       
      //check the ETE delay on SP 
      double ETEDelay = 0.0; 
      for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
      { 
       if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] 
!= 0) 
       { 
        ETEDelay += ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
((Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))); 
       } 
      } 
       
      if (ETEDelay < minDelay) 
      { 
       minDelay = ETEDelay; 
       Index = INFINITY; 
      } 
       
      //check the ETE delay on SCIRs 
      for (int tree=0; tree<2; tree++) 
      { 
       ETEDelay = 0.0; 
       for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
       { 
        if 
(SCIR[tree][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
        { 
         ETEDelay += ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
((Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))); 
        } 
       } 
        
       if (ETEDelay < minDelay) 
       { 
        minDelay = ETEDelay; 
        Index = tree; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
     //find the path option with max ETE available BW be-
tween src & dst 
     else if (User_Metric.equals("bandwidth")) 
     { 
      double maxBW = 0.0; 
       
      //check the ETE BW on SP 
      double ETEBW = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
      for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
      { 
       if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] 
!= 0) 
       { 
        if ((double)Link[j][2] - (Test-
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ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i]) < ETEBW) 
        { 
         ETEBW = (dou-
ble)Link[j][2] - (Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i]); 
        } 
       } 
      } 
       
      if (ETEBW > maxBW) 
      { 
       maxBW = ETEBW; 
       Index = INFINITY; 
      } 
       
      //check the ETE BW on SCIRs 
      for (int tree=0; tree<2; tree++) 
      { 
       ETEBW = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
            
  
       for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
       { 
        if 
(SCIR[tree][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
        { 
         if ((double)Link[j][2] - 
(Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i]) < ETEBW) 
         { 
          ETEBW = (dou-
ble)Link[j][2] - (Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i]); 
         } 
        } 
       } 
        
       if (ETEBW > maxBW) 
       { 
        maxBW = ETEBW; 
        Index = tree; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
      
     //check weather the flow serving at t0 would cause any 
congestion in the ETE path 
     drop = false; 
     for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
     { 
      //check on SP 
      if (Index==INFINITY) 
      { 
       if (SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] 
!= 0) 
       { 
        for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
        { 
         if (k<Sim_Duration) 
         { 
          if ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
          { 
           drop = 
true; 
          } 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
      //check on SCIRs 
      else 
      { 
       if 
(SCIR[Index][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
       { 
        for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
        { 
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         if (k<Sim_Duration) 
         { 
          if ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
          { 
           drop = 
true; 
          } 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
     } 
      
     //direct the traffic on the selected path option 
     if (drop==false) 
     { 
      if (Index==INFINITY) 
      { 
       Testing_SP_Proportion++; 
        
       for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
       { 
        if 
(SP[Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
        { 
         for (int 
k=Traffic[i][0]; k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
         { 
          if 
(k<Sim_Duration) 
          { 
           Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k] += Traffic_BW[i]; 
           Test-
ing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] += ((Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
(Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
          } 
         } 
        } 
       } 
        
       Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] /= Traf-
fic_Period[i]; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       if (Index==0) 
       { 
        Testing_FirstTree_Proportion++; 
       } 
       else if (Index==1) 
       { 
        Test-
ing_ComplementTree_Proportion++; 
       } 
        
       for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
       { 
        if 
(SCIR[Index][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
        { 
         for (int 
k=Traffic[i][0]; k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
         { 
          if 
(k<Sim_Duration) 
          { 
           Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k] += Traffic_BW[i]; 
           Test-
ing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] += ((Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
(Testing_QoSAware_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
          } 
         } 
        } 
       } 
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       Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i] /= Traf-
fic_Period[i]; 
      } 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      Testing_SCIR_Dropped++; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  
  //calculate link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=60; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j] = (Test-
ing_QoSAware_Traffic[i][j])/((double)Link[i][2]); 
 
    if (Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j] >= 1.0) 
    { 
     System.out.println("Link " + i + " is Fully Congested! 
(SCIR: t=" + j + ")"); 
     System.exit(0); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void Testing_LDCT_Utilisations() 
 { 
  double[][] Testing_LDCT_Traffic = new double[Links][Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_LDCT_Utilisation = new double[Links][Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_LDCT_Dropped = 0; 
  boolean drop; 
  Testing_LDCT_FlowETED = new double[Flows]; 
   
  //direct the flows on paths (LDCT does not distinguish between QoS aware and 
QoS oblivious traffic) 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   int latest_probe; 
    
   if (Traffic[i][0]<Probing_Period) //before first probing 
   { 
    latest_probe = 0; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    //-1 to include all served flows in the last second of the 
previous probing period 
    latest_probe = 
(((int)(Traffic[i][0]/Probing_Period))*Probing_Period)-1; 
   } 
    
   //find the path option with min ETE delay between src & dst 
   if (User_Metric.equals("delay")) 
   { 
    double minDelay = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
     
    //check the ETE delay on LDCTs 
    for (int ct=0; ct<2; ct++) 
    { 
     double ETEDelay = 0.0; 
     for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
     { 
      if (LDCT[ct][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] 
!= 0) 
      { 
       ETEDelay += ((Test-
ing_LDCT_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
((Testing_LDCT_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i])/((double)Link[j][2]))); 
      } 
     } 
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     if (ETEDelay < minDelay) 
     { 
      minDelay = ETEDelay; 
      Index = ct; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   //find the path option with max ETE available BW between src & dst 
   else if (User_Metric.equals("bandwidth")) 
   { 
    double maxBW = 0.0; 
     
    //check the ETE BW on LDCTs 
    for (int ct=0; ct<2; ct++) 
    { 
     double ETEBW = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
            
     for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
     { 
      if (LDCT[ct][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] 
!= 0) 
      { 
       if ((double)Link[j][2] - (Test-
ing_LDCT_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i]) < ETEBW) 
       { 
        ETEBW = (double)Link[j][2] - 
(Testing_LDCT_Traffic[j][latest_probe]+Traffic_BW[i]); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
      
     if (ETEBW > maxBW) 
     { 
      maxBW = ETEBW; 
      Index = ct; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
    
   //check weather the flow serving at t0 would cause any congestion in 
the ETE path 
   drop = false; 
   for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
   { 
    if (LDCT[Index][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
    { 
     for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
     { 
      if (k<Sim_Duration) 
      { 
       if ((Test-
ing_LDCT_Traffic[j][k]+Traffic_BW[i]) >= (MLU_Threshold*((double)Link[j][2]))) 
       { 
        drop = true; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
    
   //direct the traffic on the selected path option 
   if (drop==false) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
    { 
     if (LDCT[Index][Traffic[i][1]][Traffic[i][2]][j] != 0) 
     { 
      for (int k=Traffic[i][0]; 
k<(Traffic[i][0]+Traffic_Period[i]); k++) 
      { 
       if (k<Sim_Duration) 
       { 
        Testing_LDCT_Traffic[j][k] += 
Traffic_BW[i]; 
        Testing_LDCT_FlowETED[i] += 
((Testing_LDCT_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2]))/(1-
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(Testing_LDCT_Traffic[j][k]/((double)Link[j][2])))); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
     
    Testing_LDCT_FlowETED[i] /= Traffic_Period[i]; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    Testing_LDCT_Dropped++; 
   } 
  } 
   
  //calculate link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
   { 
    Testing_LDCT_Utilisation[i][j] = (Test-
ing_LDCT_Traffic[i][j])/((double)Link[i][2]); 
     
    if (Testing_LDCT_Utilisation[i][j] >= 1.0) 
    { 
     System.out.println("Link " + i + " is Fully Congested! 
(LDCT: t=" + j + ")"); 
     System.exit(0); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void Run_GA() 
 { 
  GenerationTopScore = new double[Generations]; 
  ChildrenChromos = new int[Population][Links][10]; 
  ChildChromoScore = new double[Population]; 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails = new double[Population][15]; 
  ParentChromos = new int[Population][Links][10]; 
  ParentChromoScore = new double[Population]; 
  ParentChromoScoreDetails = new double[Population][15]; 
  Generation = 1; 
   
  //for each chromosome in the first generation 
  for (int i=0; i<Population; i++) 
  { 
   //generate random binary link weights between 0 and 31 
   RandomLinkWeights(i); 
    
   //convert binary link weights to integer and assign them to links 
   ConvertLinkWeights(i); 
    
   //test the chromosome correctness and regenerate the chromosome until 
a correct chromosome is obtained 
   while (!TestChromosome(i)) 
   { 
    RandomLinkWeights(i); 
    ConvertLinkWeights(i); 
   } 
  } 
   
  //find the highest fitness score & scorer of first generation 
  FindTopFitnessScore(); 
   
  //loop until a solution is found 
  while (Generation<Generations) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Population; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
    { 
     for (int k=0; k<10; k++) 
     { 
      ParentChromos[i][j][k] = 0; 
     } 
    } 
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    ParentChromoScore[i] = 0.0; 
     
    for (int j=0; j<15; j++) 
    { 
     ParentChromoScoreDetails[i][j] = 0.0; 
    } 
   } 
    
   ChildIndex = 0; 
    
   //copy children chromosomes and their scores across parent chromo-
somes and their scores and calculate collective score of all chromosomes 
   for (int i=0; i<Population; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
    { 
     for (int k=0; k<10; k++) 
     { 
      ParentChromos[i][j][k] = ChildrenChro-
mos[i][j][k]; 
     } 
    } 
     
    ParentChromoScore[i] = ChildChromoScore[i]; 
     
    for (int j=0; j<15; j++) 
    { 
     ParentChromoScoreDetails[i][j] = ChildChromoScoreDe-
tails[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
    
   //next generation 
   for (int i=0; i<Population; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
    { 
     for (int k=0; k<10; k++) 
     { 
      ChildrenChromos[i][j][k] = 0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
    
   Generation++; 
    
   //generate a new generation of offsprings 
   GenerateOffsprings(); 
    
   //find the highest fitness score & scorer of the last processed gen-
eration 
   FindTopFitnessScore(); 
  } 
   
  return; 
 } 
  
 public static void RandomLinkWeights(int index) 
 { 
  Random rand = new Random(); 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i+=2) 
  { 
   //link has the same weight in both directions 
   for (int j=0; j<10; j++) 
   { 
    ChildrenChromos[index][i][j] = rand.nextInt(2); 
    ChildrenChromos[index][i+1][j] = ChildrenChro-
mos[index][i][j]; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void ConvertLinkWeights(int index) 
 { 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
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   Link[i][3] = 0; 
    
   for (int j=0; j<10; j++) 
   { 
    if (ChildrenChromos[index][i][j] == 1) 
    { 
     Link[i][3] += (int) Math.pow(2.0,(double) j); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static boolean TestChromosome(int index) 
 { 
  //no link can have a cost of 0 
  boolean zerocost = false; 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   if ((ChildrenChromos[index][i][0]==0) && (ChildrenChro-
mos[index][i][1]==0) && (ChildrenChromos[index][i][2]==0) && 
(ChildrenChromos[index][i][3]==0) && (ChildrenChromos[index][i][4]==0) && (ChildrenChro-
mos[index][i][5]==0) && (ChildrenChromos[index][i][6]==0) && 
(ChildrenChromos[index][i][7]==0) && (ChildrenChromos[index][i][8]==0) && (ChildrenChro-
mos[index][i][9]==0)) 
   { 
    zerocost = true; 
    break; 
   } 
  } 
   
  if (zerocost) 
  { 
   return false; 
  } 
   
  //construct network graph and SPs, and check for any loops 
  NetworkGraph(); 
  ShortestPaths(Dijkstra(NetGraph, 0)); 
   
  if (Loop) 
  { 
   return false; 
  } 
   
  //calculate SP utilisation and compute SP results 
  Training_SP_Utilisations(1); 
  Training_SP_Results(1); 
   
  //construct SCIRs, then run SCIR and check correctness 
  SpanningTrees("training"); 
   
  for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
  { 
   Training_GA_SCIR_AvgU[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_GA_SCIR_VarU[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_GA_SCIR_MLU[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_GA_SCIR_AvgLD[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_GA_SCIR_Throughput[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_GA_SCIR_AvgETED[i] = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  Correctness = true; 
  Counter = 0; 
   
  while ((Counter<=20) && (Correctness)) 
  { 
   SplitTraffic(); 
   Training_SCIR_Utilisations(1); 
   Training_SCIR_Results(1); 
    
   Counter++; 
  } 
   
  if (!Correctness) 
  { 
   return false; 
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  } 
  else 
  { 
   //calculate the fitness score for the chromosome using the fitness 
function 
   FitnessScore(index); 
    
   return true; 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void FitnessScore(int index) 
 { 
  //reset the scores 
  ChildChromoScore[index] = 0.0; 
  for (int i=0; i<15; i++) 
  { 
   ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][i] = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  double Sum_NonGA_SCIR_MLU = 0.0; 
  double Sum_GA_SCIR_MLU = 0.0; 
  double Sum_NonGA_SCIR_Throughput = 0.0; 
  double Sum_GA_SCIR_Throughput = 0.0; 
  double Sum_NonGA_SCIR_ETED = 0.0; 
  double Sum_GA_SCIR_ETED = 0.0; 
  int Lower_GA_MLU_Range = 0; 
  int Lower_SCIR_MLU_Range = 0; 
  int Higher_GA_Throughput_Range = 0; 
  int Higher_SCIR_Throughput_Range = 0; 
  int Lower_GA_ETED_Range = 0; 
  int Lower_SCIR_ETED_Range = 0; 
   
  //Sums of all MLUs, Throughputs, and ETEDs  
  for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
  { 
   Sum_NonGA_SCIR_MLU += Training_NonGA_SCIR_MLU[i]; 
   Sum_GA_SCIR_MLU += Training_GA_SCIR_MLU[i]; 
   Sum_NonGA_SCIR_Throughput += Training_NonGA_SCIR_Throughput[i]; 
   Sum_GA_SCIR_Throughput += Training_GA_SCIR_Throughput[i]; 
   Sum_NonGA_SCIR_ETED += Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgETED[i]; 
   Sum_GA_SCIR_ETED += Training_GA_SCIR_AvgETED[i]; 
  } 
   
  //Ranges of all MLUs, Throughputs, and ETEDs  
  for (int i=1; i<=20; i++) 
  { 
   if (Training_GA_SCIR_MLU[i]<Training_NonGA_SCIR_MLU[i]) 
   { 
    Lower_GA_MLU_Range++; 
   } 
    
   if (Training_GA_SCIR_MLU[i]<Training_GA_SP_MLU) 
   { 
    Lower_SCIR_MLU_Range++; 
   } 
    
   if (Training_GA_SCIR_Throughput[i]>Training_NonGA_SCIR_Throughput[i]) 
   { 
    Higher_GA_Throughput_Range++; 
   } 
    
   if (Training_GA_SCIR_Throughput[i]>Training_GA_SP_Throughput) 
   { 
    Higher_SCIR_Throughput_Range++; 
   } 
    
   if (Training_GA_SCIR_AvgETED[i]<Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgETED[i]) 
   { 
    Lower_GA_ETED_Range++; 
   } 
    
   if (Training_GA_SCIR_AvgETED[i]<Training_GA_SP_AvgETED) 
   { 
    Lower_SCIR_ETED_Range++; 
   } 
  } 
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  //MLU functions 
  //percentage of MLU difference between NonGA & GA SPs 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][0] = ((Training_NonGA_SP_MLU-
Training_GA_SP_MLU)/Training_NonGA_SP_MLU)*100.00; 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][0]; 
 
  //percentage of MLU difference between NonGA & GA SCIRs 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][1] = ((Sum_NonGA_SCIR_MLU-
Sum_GA_SCIR_MLU)/Sum_NonGA_SCIR_MLU)*100.00; 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][1]; 
   
  //range of better "GA" SCIR MLU (compared to "NonGA" SCIR MLU) 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][2] = (double) (Lower_GA_MLU_Range*5); 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][2]; 
   
  //percentage of MLU difference between SP & SCIR in GA 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][3] = (((Training_GA_SP_MLU*21)-
Sum_GA_SCIR_MLU)/(Training_GA_SP_MLU*21))*100.00; 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][3]; 
   
  //range of better GA "SCIR" MLU (compared to GA "SP" MLU) 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][4] = (double) (Lower_SCIR_MLU_Range*5); 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][4]; 
   
  //Throughput functions 
  //percentage of Throughput difference between NonGA & GA SPs 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][5] = ((Training_GA_SP_Throughput-
Training_NonGA_SP_Throughput)/Training_GA_SP_Throughput)*100.00; 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][5]; 
 
  //percentage of Throughput difference between NonGA & GA SCIRs 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][6] = ((Sum_GA_SCIR_Throughput-
Sum_NonGA_SCIR_Throughput)/Sum_GA_SCIR_Throughput)*100.00; 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][6]; 
   
  //range of better "GA" SCIR Throughput (compared to "NonGA" SCIR Throughput) 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][7] = (double) (Higher_GA_Throughput_Range*5); 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][7]; 
 
  //percentage of Throughput difference between SP & SCIR in GA 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][8] = ((Sum_GA_SCIR_Throughput-
(Training_GA_SP_Throughput*21))/Sum_GA_SCIR_Throughput)*100.00; 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][8]; 
   
  //range of better GA "SCIR" Throughput (compared to NonGA "SCIR" Throughput) 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][9] = (double) (High-
er_SCIR_Throughput_Range*5); 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][9]; 
   
  //ETED functions 
  //percentage of MLU difference between NonGA & GA SPs 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][10] = ((Training_NonGA_SP_AvgETED-
Training_GA_SP_AvgETED)/Training_NonGA_SP_AvgETED)*100.00; 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][10]; 
 
  //percentage of ETED difference between NonGA & GA SCIRs 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][11] = ((Sum_NonGA_SCIR_ETED-
Sum_GA_SCIR_ETED)/Sum_NonGA_SCIR_ETED)*100.00; 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][11]; 
   
  //range of better "GA" SCIR ETED (compared to "NonGA" SCIR ETED) 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][12] = (double) (Lower_GA_ETED_Range*5); 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][12]; 
   
  //percentage of ETED difference between SP & SCIR in GA 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][13] = (((Training_GA_SP_AvgETED*21)-
Sum_GA_SCIR_ETED)/(Training_GA_SP_AvgETED*21))*100.00; 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][13]; 
   
  //range of better GA "SCIR" ETED (compared to GA "SP" ETED) 
  ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][14] = (double) (Lower_SCIR_ETED_Range*5); 
  ChildChromoScore[index] += ChildChromoScoreDetails[index][14]; 
 } 
  
 public static void FindTopFitnessScore() 
 { 
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  double[] TopScorerDetails = new double[15]; 
  CurrentGenerationTopScorer = 0; 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Population; i++) 
  { 
   if (ChildChromoScore[i]>GenerationTopScore[Generation-1]) 
   { 
    GenerationTopScore[Generation-1] = ChildChromoScore[i]; 
    CurrentGenerationTopScorer = i; 
     
    for (int j=0; j<15; j++) 
    { 
     TopScorerDetails[j] = ChildChromoScoreDetails[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  System.out.println("Generation " + Generation + " Elite's Fitness Score = " 
+ GenerationTopScore[Generation-1]); 
  System.out.println("NonGA_SP_MLU - GA_SP_MLU = % " + TopScorerDetails[0]); 
  System.out.println("NonGA_SCIR_MLU - GA_SCIR_MLU = % " + TopScorerDe-
tails[1]); 
  System.out.println("(Range) GA_SCIR_MLU below NonGA_SCIR_MLU = " + Top-
ScorerDetails[2]); 
  System.out.println("GA_SP_MLU - GA_SCIR_MLU = % " + TopScorerDetails[3]); 
  System.out.println("(Range) GA_SCIR_MLU below GA_SP_MLU = " + TopScorerDe-
tails[4]); 
  System.out.println("GA_SP_THP - NonGA_SP_THP = % " + TopScorerDetails[5]); 
  System.out.println("GA_SCIR_THP - NonGA_SCIR_THP = % " + TopScorerDe-
tails[6]); 
  System.out.println("(Range) GA_SCIR_THP over NonGA_SCIR_THP = " + Top-
ScorerDetails[7]); 
  System.out.println("GA_SCIR_THP - GA_SP_THP = % " + TopScorerDetails[8]); 
  System.out.println("(Range) GA_SCIR_THP over GA_SP_THP = " + TopScorerDe-
tails[9]); 
  System.out.println("NonGA_SP_ETED - GA_SP_ETED = % " + TopScorerDe-
tails[10]); 
  System.out.println("NonGA_SCIR_ETED - GA_SCIR_ETED = % " + TopScorerDe-
tails[11]); 
  System.out.println("(Range) GA_SCIR_ETED below NonGA_SCIR_ETED = " + Top-
ScorerDetails[12]); 
  System.out.println("GA_SP_ETED - GA_SCIR_ETED = % " + TopScorerDetails[13]); 
  System.out.println("(Range) GA_SCIR_ETED below GA_SP_ETED = " + TopScorerDe-
tails[14]); 
  System.out.println(); 
 } 
  
 public static void GenerateOffsprings() 
 { 
  //sort the chromosomes according to their fitness score in ascending order 
  SortChromosomes(); 
   
  //copy the class A chromosomes directly to next generation 
  for (int i=(Population-1); i>(Population-1-(Population*ClassA/100)); i--) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
   { 
    for (int k=0; k<10; k++) 
    { 
     ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex][j][k] = ParentChro-
mos[i][j][k]; 
    } 
   } 
    
   ChildChromoScore[ChildIndex] = ParentChromoScore[i]; 
    
   for (int j=0; j<15; j++) 
   { 
    ChildChromoScoreDetails[ChildIndex][j] = ParentChromoScoreDe-
tails[i][j]; 
   } 
    
   ChildIndex++; 
  } 
   
  //replace the class C chromosomes with randomly generated chromosomes in the 
next generation 
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  for (int i=0; i<(Population*ClassC/100); i++) 
  { 
   //generate random binary link weights between 0 and 31 
   RandomLinkWeights(ChildIndex); 
    
   //convert binary link weights to integer and assign them to links 
   ConvertLinkWeights(ChildIndex); 
    
   //test the chromosome correctness and regenerate the chromosome until 
a correct chromosome is obtained 
   while (!TestChromosome(ChildIndex)) 
   { 
    RandomLinkWeights(ChildIndex); 
    ConvertLinkWeights(ChildIndex); 
   } 
    
   ChildIndex++; 
  } 
   
  //calculate the total score of class A & B chromosomes 
  TotalScore = 0.0; 
   
  for (int i=(Population*ClassC/100); i<Population; i++) 
  { 
   TotalScore += ParentChromoScore[i]; 
  } 
   
  //loop until a new generation of chromosomes is generated, tested, and 
scored 
  while (ChildIndex<Population) 
  { 
   //select two parent chromosomes using RouletteWheel selection 
   RouletteWheel(); 
    
   //crossover the bits in parent chromosomes and generate two off-
springs 
   CrossOver(); 
    
   //mutate the bits in both generated offsprings 
   Mutate(); 
    
   //convert the solution bits to link weights in the 1st offspring 
   ConvertLinkWeights(ChildIndex-2); 
    
   //test the 1st offspring's healthiness 
   if (!TestChromosome(ChildIndex-2)) 
   { 
    ChildIndex = ChildIndex-2; 
    continue; 
   } 
    
   //convert the solution bits to link weights in the 2nd offspring 
   ConvertLinkWeights(ChildIndex-1); 
    
   //test the 2nd offspring's healthiness 
   if (!TestChromosome(ChildIndex-1)) 
   { 
    ChildIndex = ChildIndex-2; 
    continue; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void SortChromosomes() 
 { 
  double[] tmp = new double[Population]; 
  int[][][] SortedChromos = new int[Population][Links][10]; 
  double[] SortedChromoScore = new double[Population]; 
  double[][] SortedChromoScoreDetails = new double[Population][15]; 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Population; i++) 
  { 
   tmp[i] = ParentChromoScore[i]; 
  } 
   
  for (int i=0; i<Population; i++) 
  { 
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   double min = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
   int minChromo = 0; 
    
   for (int j=0; j<Population; j++) 
   { 
    if (tmp[j]<min) 
    { 
     min = tmp[j]; 
     minChromo = j; 
    } 
   } 
    
   tmp[minChromo] = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY; 
    
   for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
   { 
    for (int k=0; k<10; k++) 
    { 
     SortedChromos[i][j][k] = ParentChro-
mos[minChromo][j][k]; 
    } 
   } 
    
   SortedChromoScore[i] = min; 
    
   for (int j=0; j<15; j++) 
   { 
    SortedChromoScoreDetails[i][j] = ParentChromoScoreDe-
tails[minChromo][j]; 
   } 
  } 
   
  //copy sorted chromosomes and their scores across parent chromosomes and 
their scores 
  for (int i=0; i<Population; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
   { 
    for (int k=0; k<10; k++) 
    { 
     ParentChromos[i][j][k] = SortedChromos[i][j][k]; 
    } 
   } 
    
   ParentChromoScore[i] = SortedChromoScore[i]; 
    
   for (int j=0; j<15; j++) 
   { 
    ParentChromoScoreDetails[i][j] = SortedChromoScoreDe-
tails[i][j]; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void RouletteWheel() 
 { 
  Random rand = new Random(); 
   
  //select first parent 
  double random = TotalScore*rand.nextDouble(); 
  double TempTotal = 0.0; 
   
  for (int i=(Population*ClassC/100); i<Population; i++) 
  { 
   TempTotal += ParentChromoScore[i]; 
    
   if (TempTotal>=random) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
    { 
     for (int k=0; k<10; k++) 
     { 
      ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex][j][k] = Parent-
Chromos[i][j][k]; 
     } 
    } 
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    break; 
   } 
  } 
   
  ChildIndex++; 
   
  //select second parent 
  random = TotalScore*rand.nextDouble(); 
  TempTotal = 0.0; 
   
  for (int i=(Population*ClassC/100); i<Population; i++) 
  { 
   TempTotal += ParentChromoScore[i]; 
    
   if (TempTotal>=random) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Links; j++) 
    { 
     for (int k=0; k<10; k++) 
     { 
      ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex][j][k] = Parent-
Chromos[i][j][k]; 
     } 
    } 
     
    break; 
   } 
  } 
   
  ChildIndex++; 
 } 
  
 public static void CrossOver() 
 { 
  int[][] TempArray = new int[Links][10]; 
   
  //copy first parent to temp array 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<10; j++) 
   { 
    TempArray[i][j] = ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-2][i][j]; 
   } 
  } 
   
  //copy the second parent across the first parent after the crossover bit in 
the chromosome  
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<10; j++) 
   { 
    if ((double)((i+1)*(j+1))>((1.0-
Crossover)*(double)(Links*10))) 
    { 
     ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-2][i][j] = ChildrenChro-
mos[ChildIndex-1][i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  //copy the temp array across the second parent after the crossover bit in 
the chromosome  
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<10; j++) 
   { 
    if ((double)((i+1)*(j+1))>((1.0-
Crossover)*(double)(Links*10))) 
    { 
     ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-1][i][j] = TempArray[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void Mutate() 
 { 
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  Random rand = new Random(); 
   
  //mutate the bits with respect to mutation probability in both offsprings  
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   for (int j=0; j<10; j++) 
   { 
    if (rand.nextDouble()<Mutate) 
    { 
     if (ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-2][i][j] == 0) 
     { 
      ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-2][i][j]=1; 
     } 
     else if (ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-2][i][j] == 1) 
     { 
      ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-2][i][j]=0; 
     } 
    } 
     
    if (rand.nextDouble()<Mutate) 
    { 
     if (ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-1][i][j] == 0) 
     { 
      ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-1][i][j]=1; 
     } 
     else if (ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-1][i][j] == 1) 
     { 
      ChildrenChromos[ChildIndex-1][i][j]=0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  }   
 } 
  
 public static void SaveGALWs() 
 { 
  GALW = new int[Links]; 
   
  //retrieve the solution link weights 
  ConvertLinkWeights(CurrentGenerationTopScorer); 
   
  //save the optimised link weights 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   GALW[i] = Link[i][3]; 
  } 
 } 
 
 public static void Training_SP_Results(int config) 
 { 
  Training_GA_SP_AvgU = 0.0; 
  Training_GA_SP_VarU = 0.0; 
  Training_GA_SP_MLU = 0.0; 
  Training_GA_SP_AvgLD = 0.0; 
  Training_GA_SP_Throughput = 0.0; 
  Training_GA_SP_AvgETED = 0.0; 
   
  //average link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   Training_GA_SP_AvgU += Training_SP_Utilisation[i]; 
  } 
  Training_GA_SP_AvgU /= (double)Links; 
   
  //variance of link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   Training_GA_SP_VarU += ((Training_SP_Utilisation[i]-
Training_GA_SP_AvgU)*(Training_SP_Utilisation[i]-Training_GA_SP_AvgU)); 
  } 
  Training_GA_SP_VarU /= (double)Links; 
   
  //maximum link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   if (Training_SP_Utilisation[i]>Training_GA_SP_MLU) 
   { 
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    Training_GA_SP_MLU = Training_SP_Utilisation[i]; 
   } 
  } 
   
  //average link delay 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   Training_GA_SP_AvgLD += (Training_SP_Utilisation[i]/(1-
Training_SP_Utilisation[i])); 
  } 
  Training_GA_SP_AvgLD /= (double)Links; 
   
  //throughput 
  Training_GA_SP_Throughput = (((double)(Flows-
Training_SP_Dropped))/((double)Flows))*100; 
   
  //average ETE path delay 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   Training_GA_SP_AvgETED += Training_SP_FlowETED[i]; 
  } 
  Training_GA_SP_AvgETED /= ((double)Flows); 
   
  if (config==0) 
  { 
   Training_NonGA_SP_AvgU = Training_GA_SP_AvgU; 
   Training_NonGA_SP_VarU = Training_GA_SP_VarU; 
   Training_NonGA_SP_MLU = Training_GA_SP_MLU; 
   Training_NonGA_SP_AvgLD = Training_GA_SP_AvgLD; 
   Training_NonGA_SP_Throughput = Training_GA_SP_Throughput; 
   Training_NonGA_SP_AvgETED = Training_GA_SP_AvgETED; 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void Testing_SP_Results(int config) 
 { 
  for (int i=0; i<Sim_Duration; i++) 
  { 
   Testing_SP_AvgU[i] = 0.0; 
   Testing_SP_VarU[i] = 0.0; 
   Testing_SP_MLU[i] = 0.0; 
   Testing_SP_AvgLD[i] = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  //average link utilisation 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_SP_AvgU[j] += Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][j]; 
   } 
   Testing_SP_AvgU[j] /= (double)Links; 
  } 
   
  //link utilisation variance 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_SP_VarU[j] += ((Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][j]-
Testing_SP_AvgU[j])*(Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][j]-Testing_SP_AvgU[j])); 
   } 
   Testing_SP_VarU[j] /= (double)Links; 
  } 
   
  //maximum link utilisation 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    if (Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][j]>Testing_SP_MLU[j]) 
    { 
     Testing_SP_MLU[j] = Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
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  //average link delay 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_SP_AvgLD[j] += (Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][j]/(1-
Testing_SP_Utilisation[i][j])); 
   } 
   Testing_SP_AvgLD[j] /= (double)Links; 
  } 
   
 //mean of the results across simulation duration 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   Testing_SP_MeanAvgU[config] += Testing_SP_AvgU[j]; 
   Testing_SP_MeanVarU[config] += Testing_SP_VarU[j]; 
   Testing_SP_MeanMLU[config] += Testing_SP_MLU[j]; 
   Testing_SP_MeanAvgLD[config] += Testing_SP_AvgLD[j]; 
  } 
   
  //mean of average link utilisation 
  Testing_SP_MeanAvgU[config] /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //mean of link utilisation variance 
  Testing_SP_MeanVarU[config] /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //mean MLU 
  Testing_SP_MeanMLU[config] /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //throughput 
  Testing_SP_Throughput[config] = (((double)(Flows-
Testing_SP_Dropped))/((double)Flows))*100; 
   
  //mean of average link delay 
  Testing_SP_MeanAvgLD[config] /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //mean ETE delay 
  int TotalTrafficDuration = 0; 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   Testing_SP_MeanETED[config] += (Test-
ing_SP_FlowETED[i]*((double)Traffic_Period[i])); 
   TotalTrafficDuration += Traffic_Period[i]; 
  } 
  Testing_SP_MeanETED[config] /= ((double)TotalTrafficDuration); 
 } 
  
 public static void Training_SCIR_Results(int config) 
 { 
  //average link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   Training_GA_SCIR_AvgU[Counter] += Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i]; 
  } 
  Training_GA_SCIR_AvgU[Counter] /= (double)Links; 
   
  //variance of link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   Training_GA_SCIR_VarU[Counter] += ((Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i]-
Training_GA_SCIR_AvgU[Counter])*(Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i]-
Training_GA_SCIR_AvgU[Counter])); 
  } 
  Training_GA_SCIR_VarU[Counter] /= (double)Links; 
   
  //maximum link utilisation 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   if (Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i]>Training_GA_SCIR_MLU[Counter]) 
   { 
    Training_GA_SCIR_MLU[Counter] = Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i]; 
   } 
  } 
   
  //average link delay 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
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   Training_GA_SCIR_AvgLD[Counter] += (Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i]/(1-
Training_SCIR_Utilisation[i])); 
  } 
  Training_GA_SCIR_AvgLD[Counter] /= (double)Links; 
   
  //throughput 
  Training_GA_SCIR_Throughput[Counter] = (((double)(Flows-
Training_SCIR_Dropped))/((double)Flows))*100; 
   
  //average ETE path delay 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   Training_GA_SCIR_AvgETED[Counter] += Training_SCIR_FlowETED[i]; 
  } 
  Training_GA_SCIR_AvgETED[Counter] /= ((double)Flows); 
   
  if (config==0) 
  { 
   Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgU[Counter] = Training_GA_SCIR_AvgU[Counter]; 
   Training_NonGA_SCIR_VarU[Counter] = Training_GA_SCIR_VarU[Counter]; 
   Training_NonGA_SCIR_MLU[Counter] = Training_GA_SCIR_MLU[Counter]; 
   Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgLD[Counter] = Training_GA_SCIR_AvgLD[Counter]; 
   Training_NonGA_SCIR_Throughput[Counter] = Train-
ing_GA_SCIR_Throughput[Counter]; 
   Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgETED[Counter] = Train-
ing_GA_SCIR_AvgETED[Counter]; 
  } 
 } 
 
 public static void Testing_QoSAware_Results(int config, int algorithm) 
 { 
  for (int j=60; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   //average link utilisation 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_AvgU[algorithm][j] += Test-
ing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j]; 
   } 
   Testing_QoSAware_AvgU[algorithm][j] /= (double)Links; 
    
   //link utilisation variance 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_VarU[algorithm][j] += ((Test-
ing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j]-
Testing_QoSAware_AvgU[algorithm][j])*(Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j]-
Testing_QoSAware_AvgU[algorithm][j])); 
   } 
   Testing_QoSAware_VarU[algorithm][j] /= (double)Links; 
    
   //maximum link utilisation 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    if (Test-
ing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j]>Testing_QoSAware_MLU[algorithm][j]) 
    { 
     Testing_QoSAware_MLU[algorithm][j] = Test-
ing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
    
   //calculate average link delay 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_QoSAware_AvgLD[algorithm][j] += (Test-
ing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j]/(1-Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation[i][j])); 
   } 
   Testing_QoSAware_AvgLD[algorithm][j] /= (double)Links; 
  } 
 
 //mean of the results across simulation duration 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgU[config][algorithm][Counter] += Test-
ing_QoSAware_AvgU[algorithm][j]; 
   Testing_QoSAware_MeanVarU[config][algorithm][Counter] += Test-
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ing_QoSAware_VarU[algorithm][j]; 
   Testing_QoSAware_MeanMLU[config][algorithm][Counter] += Test-
ing_QoSAware_MLU[algorithm][j]; 
   Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgLD[config][algorithm][Counter] += Test-
ing_QoSAware_AvgLD[algorithm][j]; 
  } 
   
  //mean of average link utilisation 
  Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgU[config][algorithm][Counter] /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //mean of link utilisation variance 
  Testing_QoSAware_MeanVarU[config][algorithm][Counter] /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //mean MLU 
  Testing_QoSAware_MeanMLU[config][algorithm][Counter] /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //throughput 
  if (algorithm==0) 
  { 
   Testing_QoSAware_Throughput[config][algorithm][Counter] = (((dou-
ble)(Flows-Testing_UAESR_Dropped))/((double)Flows))*100; 
  } 
  else if (algorithm==1) 
  { 
   Testing_QoSAware_Throughput[config][algorithm][Counter] = (((dou-
ble)(Flows-Testing_SCIR_Dropped))/((double)Flows))*100; 
  } 
   
  //mean of average link delay 
  Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgLD[config][algorithm][Counter] /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //mean ETE delay 
  int TotalTrafficDuration = 0; 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   Testing_QoSAware_MeanETED[config][algorithm][Counter] += (Test-
ing_QoSAware_FlowETED[i]*((double)Traffic_Period[i])); 
   TotalTrafficDuration += Traffic_Period[i]; 
  } 
  Testing_QoSAware_MeanETED[config][algorithm][Counter] /= ((dou-
ble)TotalTrafficDuration); 
 } 
  
 public static void Testing_LDCT_Results() 
 { 
  double[] Testing_LDCT_AvgU = new double[Sim_Duration]; 
  double[] Testing_LDCT_VarU = new double[Sim_Duration]; 
  double[] Testing_LDCT_MLU = new double[Sim_Duration]; 
  double[] Testing_LDCT_AvgLD = new double[Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgU = 0.0; 
  Testing_LDCT_MeanVarU = 0.0; 
  Testing_LDCT_MeanMLU = 0.0; 
  Testing_LDCT_Throughput = 0.0; 
  Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgLD = 0.0; 
  Testing_LDCT_MeanETED = 0.0; 
   
  //average link utilisation 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_LDCT_AvgU[j] += Testing_LDCT_Utilisation[i][j]; 
   } 
   Testing_LDCT_AvgU[j] /= (double)Links; 
  } 
   
  //link utilisation variance 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_LDCT_VarU[j] += ((Testing_LDCT_Utilisation[i][j]-
Testing_LDCT_AvgU[j])*(Testing_LDCT_Utilisation[i][j]-Testing_LDCT_AvgU[j])); 
   } 
   Testing_LDCT_VarU[j] /= (double)Links; 
  } 
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  //maximum link utilisation 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    if (Testing_LDCT_Utilisation[i][j]>Testing_LDCT_MLU[j]) 
    { 
     Testing_LDCT_MLU[j] = Testing_LDCT_Utilisation[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  //average link delay 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
   { 
    Testing_LDCT_AvgLD[j] += (Testing_LDCT_Utilisation[i][j]/(1-
Testing_LDCT_Utilisation[i][j])); 
   } 
   Testing_LDCT_AvgLD[j] /= (double)Links; 
  } 
   
 //mean of the results across simulation duration 
  for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
  { 
   Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgU += Testing_LDCT_AvgU[j]; 
   Testing_LDCT_MeanVarU += Testing_LDCT_VarU[j]; 
   Testing_LDCT_MeanMLU += Testing_LDCT_MLU[j]; 
   Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgLD += Testing_LDCT_AvgLD[j]; 
  } 
   
  //mean of average link utilisation 
  Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgU /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //mean of link utilisation variance 
  Testing_LDCT_MeanVarU /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //mean MLU 
  Testing_LDCT_MeanMLU /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //throughput 
  Testing_LDCT_Throughput = (((double)(Flows-
Testing_LDCT_Dropped))/((double)Flows))*100; 
   
  //mean of average link delay 
  Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgLD /= Sim_Duration; 
   
  //mean ETE delay 
  int TotalTrafficDuration = 0; 
  for (int i=0; i<Flows; i++) 
  { 
   Testing_LDCT_MeanETED += (Test-
ing_LDCT_FlowETED[i]*((double)Traffic_Period[i])); 
   TotalTrafficDuration += Traffic_Period[i]; 
  } 
  Testing_LDCT_MeanETED /= ((double)TotalTrafficDuration); 
 } 
  
 public static void Print_Training_Results() 
 { 
  //solution link weights already retrieved in SaveGALWs, now run SP & SCIR 
  NetworkGraph(); 
  ShortestPaths(Dijkstra(NetGraph, 0)); 
  Training_SP_Utilisations(1); 
  Training_SP_Results(1); 
  SpanningTrees("training"); 
  for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
  { 
   Training_GA_SCIR_AvgU[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_GA_SCIR_VarU[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_GA_SCIR_MLU[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_GA_SCIR_AvgLD[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_GA_SCIR_Throughput[i] = 0.0; 
   Training_GA_SCIR_AvgETED[i] = 0.0; 
  } 
  for (Counter=0; Counter<=20; Counter++) 
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  { 
   SplitTraffic(); 
   Training_SCIR_Utilisations(1); 
   Training_SCIR_Results(1); 
  } 
   
  //print the results 
  String str; 
  String legend = "legend ('Orig LW (SP)', 'Orig LW (SP & SCIR)', 'Optm LW 
(SP)', 'Optm LW (SP & SCIR)', 'Location', 'Best');"; 
   
  try 
  { 
   BufferedWriter writer = new BufferedWriter(new FileWrit-
er("TrainingResults.m")); 
   writer.write("clear functions;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clc;"); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("X = 0:5:100;"); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y1 = [ % Average Link Utilisation across Various 
Traffic Split Ratios (Orig LW (SP Only), Orig LW (SP & SCIR), Optm LW (SP Only), Optm LW 
(SP & SCIR))"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f", 
Training_NonGA_SP_AvgU, Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgU[i], Training_GA_SP_AvgU, Train-
ing_GA_SCIR_AvgU[i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(1);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,1), '*-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,2), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,3), '*:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,4), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,2))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,3))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,4))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Average Link Utilisation');"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y2 = [ % Standard Deviation of Link Utilisation 
across Various Traffic Split Ratios (Orig LW (SP Only), Orig LW (SP & SCIR), Optm LW (SP 
Only), Optm LW (SP & SCIR))"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f", 
Training_NonGA_SP_VarU, Training_NonGA_SCIR_VarU[i], Training_GA_SP_VarU, Train-
ing_GA_SCIR_VarU[i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(2);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,1)), '*-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,2)), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,3)), '*:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
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er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,4)), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,2)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,2)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,3)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,3)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,4)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,4)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Standard Deviation of Link Utilisation');"); 
writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y3 = [ % MLU across Various Traffic Split Ratios 
(Orig LW (SP Only), Orig LW (SP & SCIR), Optm LW (SP Only), Optm LW (SP & SCIR))"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f", 
Training_NonGA_SP_MLU, Training_NonGA_SCIR_MLU[i], Training_GA_SP_MLU, Train-
ing_GA_SCIR_MLU[i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(3);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,1), '*-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,2), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,3), '*:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,4), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,2))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,3))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,4))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('MLU');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y4 = [ % Throughput across Various Traffic Split Ra-
tios (Orig LW (SP Only), Orig LW (SP & SCIR), Optm LW (SP Only), Optm LW (SP & SCIR))"); 
writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f", 
Training_NonGA_SP_Throughput, Training_NonGA_SCIR_Throughput[i], Training_GA_SP_Throughput, 
Training_GA_SCIR_Throughput[i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(4);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,1), '*-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,2), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,3), '*:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,4), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
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er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,2)-Y4(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,3)-Y4(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,4)-Y4(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Throughput (%)');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y5 = [ % Average Link Delay across Various Traffic 
Split Ratios (Orig LW (SP Only), Orig LW (SP & SCIR), Optm LW (SP Only), Optm LW (SP & 
SCIR))"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f", 
Training_NonGA_SP_AvgLD, Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgLD[i], Training_GA_SP_AvgLD, Train-
ing_GA_SCIR_AvgLD[i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(5);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,1), '*-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,2), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,3), '*:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,4), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y5(n,2))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y5(n,3))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y5(n,4))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Average Link Delay');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y6 = [ % Average ETE Path Delay across Various Traf-
fic Split Ratios (Orig LW (SP Only), Orig LW (SP & SCIR), Optm LW (SP Only), Optm LW (SP & 
SCIR))"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f", 
Training_NonGA_SP_AvgETED, Training_NonGA_SCIR_AvgETED[i], Training_GA_SP_AvgETED, Train-
ing_GA_SCIR_AvgETED[i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(6);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,1), '*-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,2), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,3), '*:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,4), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
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((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,2))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,3))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,4))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Average ETE Path Delay');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Score = [ % Highest Fitness Score in Each Genera-
tion"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<Generations; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f", GenerationTopScore[i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(7);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(Score, '-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('Generations');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Highest Fitness Score');"); 
    
   writer.close(); 
  } 
  catch (Exception e) 
  { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void Print_Testing_Results() 
 { 
  /*with UAESR results 
  String legend = "legend ('Orig LW (SP)', 'Orig LW (SP & UAESR)', 'Orig LW 
(SP & SCIR)', 'Orig LW (LDCT)', 'Optm LW (SP)', 'Optm LW (SP & UAESR)', 'Optm LW (SP & 
SCIR)', 'Location', 'Best');"; 
  String str; 
   
  try 
  { 
   BufferedWriter writer = new BufferedWriter(new FileWrit-
er("TestingResults.m")); 
   writer.write("clear functions;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clc;"); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("X = 0:5:100;"); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y1 = [ % Mean of Average Link Utilisation across Var-
ious Traffic Split Ratios"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f     %.8f     %.8f", Testing_SP_MeanAvgU[0], Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgU[0][0][i], Test-
ing_QoSAware_MeanAvgU[0][1][i], Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgU, Testing_SP_MeanAvgU[1], 
Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgU[1][0][i], Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgU[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(1);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,1), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,2), 'o-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,3), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,4), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,5), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
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er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,6), 'o:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,7), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,2))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,3))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,4))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,5), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,5))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,6), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,6))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,7), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,7))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Mean of Average Link Utilisation');"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y2 = [ % Mean of Link Utilisation Standard Deviation 
across Various Traffic Split Ratios"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f     %.8f     %.8f", Testing_SP_MeanVarU[0], Testing_QoSAware_MeanVarU[0][0][i], Test-
ing_QoSAware_MeanVarU[0][1][i], Testing_LDCT_MeanVarU, Testing_SP_MeanVarU[1], 
Testing_QoSAware_MeanVarU[1][0][i], Testing_QoSAware_MeanVarU[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(2);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,1)), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,2)), 'o-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,3)), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,4)), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,5)), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,6)), 'o:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,7)), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,2)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,2)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,3)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,3)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,4)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,4)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,5)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,5)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,6)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,6)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,7)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,7)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
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   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Mean of Link Utilisation Standard Devia-
tion');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y3 = [ % Mean MLU across Various Traffic Split Rati-
os"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f     %.8f     %.8f", Testing_SP_MeanMLU[0], Testing_QoSAware_MeanMLU[0][0][i], Test-
ing_QoSAware_MeanMLU[0][1][i], Testing_LDCT_MeanMLU, Testing_SP_MeanMLU[1], 
Testing_QoSAware_MeanMLU[1][0][i], Testing_QoSAware_MeanMLU[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(3);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,1), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,2), 'o-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,3), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,4), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,5), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,6), 'o:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,7), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,2))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,3))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,4))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,5), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,5))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,6), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,6))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,7), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,7))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Mean MLU');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y4 = [ % Throughput across Various Traffic Split Ra-
tios"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f     %.8f     %.8f", Testing_SP_Throughput[0], Testing_QoSAware_Throughput[0][0][i], 
Testing_QoSAware_Throughput[0][1][i], Testing_LDCT_Throughput, Testing_SP_Throughput[1], 
Testing_QoSAware_Throughput[1][0][i], Testing_QoSAware_Throughput[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(4);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,1), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,2), 'o-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,3), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
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er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,4), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,5), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,6), 'o:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,7), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,2)-Y5(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,3)-Y5(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,4)-Y5(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,5), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,5)-Y5(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,6), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,6)-Y5(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,7), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,7)-Y5(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Throughput (%)');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y5 = [ % Mean of Average Link Delay across Various 
Traffic Split Ratios"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f     %.8f     %.8f", Testing_SP_MeanAvgLD[0], Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgLD[0][0][i], 
Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgLD[0][1][i], Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgLD, Testing_SP_MeanAvgLD[1], Test-
ing_QoSAware_MeanAvgLD[1][0][i], Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgLD[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(5);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,1), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,2), 'o-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,3), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,4), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,5), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,6), 'o:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,7), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y4(n,2))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y4(n,3))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y4(n,4))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,5), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y4(n,5))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,6), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y4(n,6))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
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   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,7), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y4(n,7))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Mean of Average Link Delay');"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y6 = [ % Mean ETE Path Delay across Various Traffic 
Split Ratios"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f     %.8f     %.8f", Testing_SP_MeanETED[0], Testing_QoSAware_MeanETED[0][0][i], Test-
ing_QoSAware_MeanETED[0][1][i], Testing_LDCT_MeanETED, Testing_SP_MeanETED[1], 
Testing_QoSAware_MeanETED[1][0][i], Testing_QoSAware_MeanETED[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(6);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,1), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,2), 'o-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,3), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,4), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,5), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,6), 'o:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,7), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,2))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,3))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,4))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,5), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,5))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,6), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,6))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,7), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,7))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Mean ETE Path Delay');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y7 = [ % Traffic Per Path Option ((QoS Oblivious SP), 
(QoS Aware SP), (FirstTree), (ComplementTree))"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f     %.8f     %.8f", (double)(i*5), Testing_Traffic_Proportion[0][0][i], Test-
ing_Traffic_Proportion[0][1][i], Testing_Traffic_Proportion[0][2][i], 
Testing_Traffic_Proportion[1][0][i], Testing_Traffic_Proportion[1][1][i], Test-
ing_Traffic_Proportion[1][2][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(7);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,1), '*-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
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er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,2), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,3), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,4), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,5), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,6), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,7), '+:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Flows Per Path Option');"); writer.newLine(); 
   legend = "legend ('QO-SP', 'NonGA-QA-SP', 'NonGA-FirstTree', 'NonGA-
ComplementTree', 'GA-QA-SP', 'GA-FirstTree', 'GA-ComplementTree', 'Location', 'Best');"; 
   writer.write(legend); 
    
   writer.close(); 
  } 
  catch (Exception e) 
  { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
   System.exit(0); 
  }*/ 
   
  //without UAESR results 
  String legend = "legend ('Orig LW (SP)', 'Orig LW (SP & SCIR)', 'Orig LW 
(LDCT)', 'Optm LW (SP)', 'Optm LW (SP & SCIR)', 'Location', 'Best');"; 
  String str; 
   
  try 
  { 
   BufferedWriter writer = new BufferedWriter(new FileWrit-
er("TestingResults.m")); 
   writer.write("clear functions;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clc;"); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("X = 0:5:100;"); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y1 = [ % Mean of Average Link Utilisation across Var-
ious Traffic Split Ratios"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f", Testing_SP_MeanAvgU[0], Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgU[0][1][i], Testing_LDCT_MeanAvgU, 
Testing_SP_MeanAvgU[1], Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgU[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(1);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,1), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,2), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,3), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,4), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y1(:,5), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,2))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,3))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,4))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y1(n,5), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y1(n,1)-Y1(n,5))/Y1(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
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   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Mean of Average Link Utilisation');"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y2 = [ % Mean of Link Utilisation Standard Deviation 
across Various Traffic Split Ratios"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f", Testing_SP_MeanVarU[0], Testing_QoSAware_MeanVarU[0][1][i], Testing_LDCT_MeanVarU, 
Testing_SP_MeanVarU[1], Testing_QoSAware_MeanVarU[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(2);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,1)), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,2)), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,3)), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,4)), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, sqrt(Y2(:,5)), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,2)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,2)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,3)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,3)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,4)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,4)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), sqrt(Y2(n,5)), 
num2str(sprintf('%.1f', ((sqrt(Y2(n,1))-sqrt(Y2(n,5)))/sqrt(Y2(n,1))*100))), 'Horizonta-
lAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Mean of Link Utilisation Standard Devia-
tion');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y3 = [ % Mean MLU across Various Traffic Split Rati-
os"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f", Testing_SP_MeanMLU[0], Testing_QoSAware_MeanMLU[0][1][i], Testing_LDCT_MeanMLU, 
Testing_SP_MeanMLU[1], Testing_QoSAware_MeanMLU[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(3);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,1), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,2), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,3), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,4), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y3(:,5), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,2))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,3))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
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'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,4))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y3(n,5), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y3(n,1)-Y3(n,5))/Y3(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Mean MLU');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y4 = [ % Throughput across Various Traffic Split Ra-
tios"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f", Testing_SP_Throughput[0], Testing_QoSAware_Throughput[0][1][i], Test-
ing_LDCT_Throughput, Testing_SP_Throughput[1], Testing_QoSAware_Throughput[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(4);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,1), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,2), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,3), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,4), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y4(:,5), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,2)-Y4(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,3)-Y4(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,4)-Y4(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y4(n,5), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y4(n,5)-Y4(n,1))/Y4(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Throughput (%)');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y5 = [ % Mean of Average Link Delay across Various 
Traffic Split Ratios"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f", Testing_SP_MeanAvgLD[0], Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgLD[0][1][i], Test-
ing_LDCT_MeanAvgLD, Testing_SP_MeanAvgLD[1], Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgLD[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(5);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,1), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,2), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,3), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,4), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y5(:,5), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
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   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y5(n,2))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y5(n,3))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y5(n,4))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y5(n,5), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y5(n,1)-Y5(n,5))/Y5(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Mean of Average Link Delay');"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y6 = [ % Mean ETE Path Delay across Various Traffic 
Split Ratios"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f", Testing_SP_MeanETED[0], Testing_QoSAware_MeanETED[0][1][i], Testing_LDCT_MeanETED, 
Testing_SP_MeanETED[1], Testing_QoSAware_MeanETED[1][1][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(6);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,1), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,2), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,3), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,4), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y6(:,5), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("for n = 2:21"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,2), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,2))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,3), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,3))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,4), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,4))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("     text((5*(n-1)), Y6(n,5), num2str(sprintf('%.1f', 
((Y6(n,1)-Y6(n,5))/Y6(n,1)*100))), 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'VerticalAlignment', 
'top');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("end"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Mean ETE Path Delay');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write(legend); writer.newLine(); writer.newLine(); 
    
   writer.write("Y7 = [ % Traffic Per Path Option"); writer.newLine(); 
   for (int i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   { 
    str = String.format("     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     %.8f     
%.8f     %.8f     %.8f", (double)(i*5), Testing_Traffic_Proportion[0][0][i], Test-
ing_Traffic_Proportion[0][1][i], Testing_Traffic_Proportion[0][2][i], 
Testing_Traffic_Proportion[1][0][i], Testing_Traffic_Proportion[1][1][i], Test-
ing_Traffic_Proportion[1][2][i]); 
    writer.write(str); writer.newLine(); 
   } 
   writer.write("     ];"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("figure(7);"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("clf;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("hold on;"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,1), '*-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,2), 'x-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
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   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,3), 's-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,4), '+-k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,5), 'x:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,6), 's:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("plot(X, Y7(:,7), '+:k', 'LineWidth', 2);"); writ-
er.newLine(); 
   writer.write("xlabel('% QoS Aware Traffic');"); writer.newLine(); 
   writer.write("ylabel('Flows Per Path Option');"); writer.newLine(); 
   legend = "legend ('QO-SP', 'NonGA-QA-SP', 'NonGA-FirstTree', 'NonGA-
ComplementTree', 'GA-QA-SP', 'GA-FirstTree', 'GA-ComplementTree', 'Location', 'Best');"; 
   writer.write(legend); 
    
   writer.close(); 
  } 
  catch (Exception e) 
  { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void main(String[] args) 
  { 
  //current system time in milliseconds 
  long time = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
   
  //check argument correctness 
  CheckArgs(args.length, args[6], args[7]); 
   
  //arguments 
  Scale = Double.parseDouble(args[3]); 
  Sampling_Period = Integer.parseInt(args[4]); 
  Sim_Duration = Integer.parseInt(args[5]); 
  ISP_Metric = args[6]; 
  User_Metric = args[7]; 
  MLU_Threshold = Double.parseDouble(args[8]); 
  Probing_Period = Integer.parseInt(args[9]); 
  Generations = Integer.parseInt(args[10]); 
  Population = Integer.parseInt(args[11]); 
  ClassA = Integer.parseInt(args[12]); 
  ClassC = Integer.parseInt(args[13]); 
  Crossover = Double.parseDouble(args[14]); 
  Mutate = Double.parseDouble(args[15]); 
   
//Training Part 
   
  //get the network topology 
  Topology(args[0]); 
   
  //get the traffic matrix 
  TrafficMatrix(args[1], "training"); 
   
  //arrays declaration 
  NetGraph = new int[Nodes][Nodes]; 
  SP = new int[Nodes][Nodes][Links]; 
  SCIR = new int[2][Nodes][Nodes][Links]; 
  STRs = new int[6][Nodes][Nodes][Links]; 
  QoSAware = new boolean[Flows]; 
  Training_SP_Traffic = new double[Links]; 
  Training_SCIR_Traffic = new double[Links]; 
  Training_SP_Utilisation = new double[Links]; 
  Training_SCIR_Utilisation = new double[Links]; 
  Training_SP_FlowETED = new double[Flows]; 
  Training_SCIR_FlowETED = new double[Flows]; 
  Training_GA_SCIR_AvgU = new double[21]; 
  Training_GA_SCIR_VarU = new double[21]; 
  Training_GA_SCIR_MLU = new double[21]; 
  Training_GA_SCIR_AvgLD = new double[21]; 
  Training_GA_SCIR_Throughput = new double[21]; 
  Training_GA_SCIR_AvgETED = new double[21]; 
   
  //run NonGA network configuration 
  Run_NonGA(); 
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  //run GA to optimise the MLU and ETED results 
  Run_GA(); 
   
  //save the optimised GA link weights for testing part 
  SaveGALWs(); 
   
  //print the results 
  Print_Training_Results(); 
   
  System.out.println(); 
  System.out.println("--------------------------------------------------------
---------"); 
  System.out.println(); 
   
//Testing Part 
   
  //get the network topology 
  Topology(args[0]); 
   
  NetGraph = new int[Nodes][Nodes]; 
   
  //construct network graph 
  NetworkGraph(); 
   
  //get the traffic matrix 
  TrafficMatrix(args[1], "testing"); 
   
  //initialise the mean result arrays which hold the mean results of all algo-
rithms for all traffic split ratios 
  Testing_SP_MeanAvgU = new double[2]; 
  Testing_SP_MeanVarU = new double[2]; 
  Testing_SP_MeanMLU = new double[2]; 
  Testing_SP_Throughput = new double[2]; 
  Testing_SP_MeanAvgLD = new double[2]; 
  Testing_SP_MeanETED = new double[2]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgU = new double[2][2][21]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_MeanVarU = new double[2][2][21]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_MeanMLU = new double[2][2][21]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_Throughput = new double[2][2][21]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_MeanAvgLD = new double[2][2][21]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_MeanETED = new double[2][2][21]; 
   
  //other arrays declaration 
  UAESR = new int[2][Nodes][Nodes][Links]; 
  Testing_Traffic_Proportion = new double[2][3][21]; //0: QA-SP, 1: FirstTree, 
2: ComplemantaryTree 
  QoSAware = new boolean[Flows]; 
  Testing_SP_Traffic = new double[Links][Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_Traffic = new double[Links][Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_SP_Utilisation = new double[Links][Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_Utilisation = new double[Links][Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_SP_FlowETED = new double[Flows]; 
  Testing_SP_AvgU = new double[Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_SP_VarU = new double[Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_SP_MLU = new double[Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_SP_AvgLD = new double[Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_FlowETED = new double[Flows]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_AvgU = new double[2][Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_VarU = new double[2][Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_MLU = new double[2][Sim_Duration]; 
  Testing_QoSAware_AvgLD = new double[2][Sim_Duration]; 
   
 //original link weight configuration  
  System.out.println("Original Link Weight Configuration"); 
  Configuration = 0; 
   
  //calculate shortest paths, their link utilisations, and other results (SPs 
are not necessarily symmetrical) 
  Run_Testing_SP(Configuration); 
   
  //split traffic between QoS Unaware & QoS Aware with different ratios, run 
the algorithms, and compute results 
  for (Counter=0; Counter<=20; Counter++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<2; i++) 
   { 
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    for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
    { 
     Testing_QoSAware_AvgU[i][j] = 0.0; 
     Testing_QoSAware_VarU[i][j] = 0.0; 
     Testing_QoSAware_MLU[i][j] = 0.0; 
     Testing_QoSAware_AvgLD[i][j] = 0.0; 
    } 
   } 
    
   Testing_UAESR_Dropped = Testing_FirstInterval_Dropped; 
   Testing_SCIR_Dropped = Testing_FirstInterval_Dropped; 
    
   SplitTraffic(); 
   //Run_Testing_UAESR(Configuration); 
   Run_Testing_SCIR(Configuration); 
  } 
   
  //run LDCT as a GA-, LW-, and QoS-oblivious algorithm 
  Run_Testing_LDCT(); 
   
 //GA link weight configuration 
  System.out.println("GA Optimised Configuration"); 
  Configuration = 1; 
   
  //use GA optimised link weights 
  for (int i=0; i<Links; i++) 
  { 
   Link[i][3] = GALW[i]; 
  } 
   
  //update the network graph 
  NetworkGraph(); 
   
  Run_Testing_SP(Configuration); 
   
  for (Counter=0; Counter<=20; Counter++) 
  { 
   for (int i=0; i<2; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j=0; j<Sim_Duration; j++) 
    { 
     Testing_QoSAware_AvgU[i][j] = 0.0; 
     Testing_QoSAware_VarU[i][j] = 0.0; 
     Testing_QoSAware_MLU[i][j] = 0.0; 
     Testing_QoSAware_AvgLD[i][j] = 0.0; 
    } 
   } 
    
   Testing_UAESR_Dropped = Testing_FirstInterval_Dropped; 
   Testing_SCIR_Dropped = Testing_FirstInterval_Dropped; 
    
   SplitTraffic(); 
   //Run_Testing_UAESR(Configuration); 
   Run_Testing_SCIR(Configuration); 
  } 
   
 //print the results 
  Print_Testing_Results(); 
   
  //simulation run time 
  time = (System.currentTimeMillis()-time)/1000; 
  System.out.println(); 
  System.out.println("Simulation Running Time: " + (time/3600) + ":" + 
((time%3600)/60) + ":" + ((time%3600)%60)); 
 } 
} 
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